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Abstract 

In the absence of legal enforcement procedures for the participants of an 

open e-marketplace, trust and reputation systems are central to resisting 

threats from malicious agents. Such systems also provide mechanisms for 

identifying participants who disseminate unfair ratings. This thesis research 

is in the area of modeling trust in multi-agent systems where self-interested 

agents intelligently interact to maximize their benefits. The thesis presents 

an adaptive intelligent trust model, called zTrust, with multidisciplinary ap

proaches well-suited for cooperative and competitive electronic commerce in 

such a way that individuals could make optimal decisions in selecting business 

transaction partners. 

zTrust has two essential elements: 1) a two-layered filtering algorithm, the 

Prob-Cog model, with an adaptive threshold evaluation procedure, which 

combines cognitive and probabilistic views of trust to classify participants 

through modelling their subjectivity, behavioural characteristics and envi

ronmental conditions in order to detect unfair advisers, and 2) a two-layered 

Trust-Oriented Service Selection (TOSS) framework to assist consumers in 
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discovering providers who maximize their utility by achieving sufficient trust 

and fulfilling consumers' preferences on product quality. 

We also propose a trust-oriented mechanism built on a game-theoretic ba

sis well-suited for competitive e-marketplaces where providers might have 

limited inventory. The characteristics of such an environment make con

sumers concerned with the possibility of losing the opportunity to do business 

with good providers whilst providing truthful reputation information about 

providers. The proposed mechanism provides consumers with a means to 

strategically determine their reporting behaviour by establishing a balance 

between the possibility of losing business opportunities because of truthful 

reporting and the possibility of not receiving truthful provider information 

from advisers if the consumers report untruthfully. 

We provide a series of experimental results in a simulated dynamic environ

ment where agents may be arriving and departing. We illustrate the efficacy 

and the robustness of our approaches in important conditions of the coop

erative and competitive marketplaces, as well as in comparison with other 

approaches. We observe that zTrust enables consumers to access more ac

curate information, even in a hostile environment, and enjoy high profits as 

a result of interacting with high-quality providers. Furthermore, our mech

anism promotes honesty amongst providers as dishonest providers would be 

isolated and would lose the opportunity to be selected as transaction part

ners. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Research in the field of artificial intelligence has recently been focused on de

signing intelligent agents that are capable of flexible autonomous actions on 

behalf of human users to meet their design objectives [50]. The range of their 

intelligence might vary from being reactive agents, which are able to perceive 

the environment and respond in a timely fashion, being pro-active ones who 

are able to take the initiative and have goal-directed behaviours to satisfy 

their design objective, to being sociable agents who are capable of interacting 

with other agents and possibly humans to satisfy certain objectives. These 

agents would learn the behaviours of other agents in their applied environ

ments so as to make an optimized decision for their owners. The co-existence 

of different agents in an environment would establish a multi-agent system. 

The building blocks for constructing multi-agent systems are autonomous 

self-interested participants that act and interact flexibly and intelligently, 
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aiming to achieve their goals even by engaging in deceitful activities. 

Open environments such as electronic marketplaces are uncertain places. 

These uncertainties contribute to misunderstandings amongst the agents that 

inhabit them [9]. In fact, one of the main concerns of e-marketplaces is how 

the system's robustness in the face of self-interested participants can be en

hanced and in what way their deceitful intentions can be understood and 

revealed. 

Trust plays a central role in open electronic marketplaces. Although trust has 

many definitions in the literature and has been widely studied at individual 

and system levels [34], here in this thesis we define trust as a vector of 

competency belief and honesty belief that an agent has in the other party 

th~t it will willingly do whatever it promised. Note that the importance of 

the willingness of agents in this definition of trust is context-dependent and 

might vary from one context to another. For example, for a cooperative/non

competitive1 electronic marketplace where there is no competition between 

consumers, it is assumed that consumer agents are inherently willing to share 

their experiences ( either honestly or dishonestly) about providers with each 

other. However, in a competitive electronic marketplace where providers 

have a limited inventory, consumers might not be so willing to release their 

information to others due to competition between consumers over a limited 

inventory. 

1Throughout the thesis, the term cooperative and non-competitive may be used in
terchangeably. Also, if we use the term e-marketplace alone, we mean a cooperative e
marketplace unless stated otherwise. 
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1.1 Problem Statement 

Given the changes that have occurred in the conventional way of doing busi

ness, in the online world, people may not be able to perceive the quality of 

products directly before making the payment and delivery of the product. So, 

they may be more susceptible to deception and fraud in online communities 

(e.g., online shopping services) compared with real-world businesses. Trust 

and Reputation (T &R) systems have been developed to evaluate the reliabil

ity and honesty of participants and establish trusting relationships between 

them. These systems should be able to expose dishonest services, unfair trad

ing, biased recommendations, discriminatory actions, fraudulent behaviour 

and untrue advertising [4]. The underlying goal of all T&R systems is to 

predict the trustworthiness and proficiency of peers in future actions based 

on the information gathered from their past behaviour in the environment 

and their peers' view towards their history [38]. 

Due to the fact that T &R systems are context sensitive, the design of different 

existing models and systems has been dependent on the target domain and 

the related specific requirements. For instance, designing T &R systems for 

open online communities and peer-to-peer systems requires a decentralized 

adaptive architecture with a context-dependent rating system that exam

ines the recommended service providers more personally, so that we will be 

confident that the selected service provider delivers its commitment as we 

anticipate. Furthermore, due to the anonymity of members in online com-
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munities, they may hide their actual intentions and opportunistically cheat 

whenever it is advantageous for them. Hence, in such environments, picking 

optimal and efficient reliability assessment techniques seems critical. More

over, addressing the bootstrapping problem of newly-joined members should 

be one of the priorities of such open systems. However, they should choose 

mechanisms to distinguish between newcomers and malicious members who 

may disguise their identity and return to the system for more sabotaging 

activities. Since dynamicity is an intrinsic feature of open environments, the 

T &R system should employ certain computation engines with qualification 

in predicting the trust value of peers in the absence of some information 

sources. Moreover, including basic parameters such as time, transitivity rate 

and context factors brings additional advantages. On the other hand, in de

veloping centralized T &R systems for online auction applications like eBay, 

the availability of information sources is not an issue. More explicitly, since 

the reputation computation engine is taken over by the central authority, it 

can ubiquitously access the pool of information upon demand. Furthermore, 

ballot box stuffing is out of the question in a centralized system. However, 

the main concern of such systems is with the lack of an effective rating system 

that could articulately assess the delivered services analogous to real-life ex

perienced judgement. Also, users do not usually share their negative experi

ences publicly as they are concerned about retaliation from service providers. 

To support this perspective, [37] claims that provided feedback in eBay is 

unrealistically positive such that service providers receive negative ratings 
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only 1 % of the time, which suggests that these systems do not provide the 

most informative ratings. 

This thesis research is within the subfield of modeling trust and reputation 

in multi-agent systems for electronic commerce. We intend to build a com

prehensive model of trust, called zTrust, well-suited for multiagent electronic 

marketplaces, which can be handled by human users. zTrust coherently en

compasses the constituent elements that are essential for establishing trust 

in an open dynamic electronic marketplace. Various features and charac

teristics of the zTrust model enable users to deal with the uncertainty of e

marketplaces such as the dynamicity in participants' behaviours, subjectivity 

and personal preferences, various behavioural dispositions and environmen

tal circumstances. Through the extensive experimental analysis presented in 

this research, we confirm that the completeness of zTrust would encourage 

the formation of agent-based electronic commerce applications which can be 

potentially managed by human users. 

1.2 Contributions 

This thesis work has four main contributions: 

• We present a comparison framework for trust and reputation (T&R) 

systems that encompasses most of the possible hard features and soft 

features inspired by real-life trust experience. Specifically, the frame

work dimensions answer important questions related to the major char-
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acteristics of T &R systems including those parameters from the real 

world that should be mirrored in a virtual environment in order to 

support trust in a virtual community. Furthermore, within the context 

of the framework dimensions, we have provided a critical analysis of the 

most prominent T &R systems and have examined their techniques and 

methodologies on fulfilling these requirements. The proposed frame

work can serve as a basis for understanding the current state of the art 

in the area of computational trust and reputation, which may help in 

designing suitable controlling mechanisms for online communities. 

The zTrust model consists of two components, which have the following two 

contributions: 

• We present an adaptive multi-dimensional filtering algorithm that com

bines cognitive and probabilistic views of trust in such a way that con

sumer agents with various dispositions can subjectively evaluate the 

trustworthiness of participants ( other consumers) before initiating any 

recommendation inquiry and thereby select a subset of them as their 

advisers. In the proposed model, called Prob-Cog, we envisage various 

behavioural characteristics for different players inane-marketplace: 

consumers can have risk-averse and risk-taking patterns, and 

advisers can be categorized as malevolent, deceitful, optimistic, 

pessimistic and realistic. 
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In this filtering model, we argue that modelling the trustworthiness of 

participants without considering their behavioural characteristics and 

their similarity degree would not yield an optimum performance since 

their endogenous differences lead to diverse perceptions of the same sit

uations. Thus, the Prob-Cog model endows consumers with the ability 

to go beyond the hardline judgement of the quality of advisers by incor

porating their dispositions and environmental circumstances into the 

trustworthiness evaluation procedures. 

In the Prob-Cog model, we combine cognitive and probabilistic views 

of trust [9] such that each might have different weights depending on 

the consumer's endogenous factors, such as willingness and preferences. 

That is, some consumers might assign a great deal of influence on prob

abilistic evaluation results while having less interest in the inclusion of 

the factor of behaviour in their evaluation. The priority of either view 

is projected into different thresholds dedicated to each layer. Thus, we 

further provide an adaptive threshold management system to dynam

ically determine the value of the adopted thresholds pertaining to the 

consumers' perspectives and preferences. 

• We present the provider trust revelation framework, which enables con

sumers to discover the most qualified provider. With the ever increas

ing number of functionally similar services being made available by 

competing providers in the e-marketplace, it is necessary to be able 
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to ascertain the most reliable and qualified service to satisfy the con

sumer's requirements. As well, due to a lack of legal enforcement in 

such environments, business interactions among different partners of

ten refer to short term relationships, which makes it difficult to rely 

on their prospective functional characteristics and offered Qualities of 

Service (QoS). Therefore, we introduce the Trust-Oriented Service Se

lection (TOSS) model consisting of two layers. In the first layer, we 

propose the provider classification mechanism, which provides a ser

vice consumer with a means to evaluate the trustworthiness of service 

providers through the aggregation of its own previous experiences with 

the reputation reports provided by its advisers, and to select a subset 

of them as potential providers. In the second layer, we develop a service 

discovery methodology by proposing a reputation-aware multi-attribute 

First-Scored-Sealed Bid Procurement (FSBP) auction. In this method, 

the consumer invites the surviving providers of the previous layer to 

participate and submit their bids in a reputation-aware multi-attribute 

FSBP auction. The winning provider is the one that maximizes the 

consumer's utility by achieving sufficient trust and fulfilling the con

sumer's QoS preference. 

For these two contributions, we assume that participants ( consumers and 

providers) interact in a non-competitive electronic marketplace where providers 

have unlimited inventory. 
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However, in a competitive e-marketplace where providers might have limited 

inventory, consumers compete to discover high quality providers who will 

maximize their utility, in order to conduct business transactions with these 

providers before their stock runs out. In these competitive e-marketplaces, a 

consumer may have to be concerned about the possibility of losing the oppor

tunity to do business with good providers if they provide truthful reputation 

information about providers to other consumers. 

• In the fourth contribution, we present a trust-oriented mechanism built 

on a game-theoretic basis well-suited for competitive e-marketplaces. 

It consists of two major components: trust-oriented seller reporting 

(TOSR) and the TOSS model just mentioned. The TOSR component 

is used by consumers to determine their optimal reporting strategy, 

by enabling consumers to establish a balance between the possibility 

of losing business opportunities because of truthful reporting and the 

possibility of not receiving truthful provider information from advisers 

if the consumers report untruthfully. In this component, consumers not 

only model the competency of advisers in reporting provider informa

tion, but also advisers' willingness in sharing the information. Based 

on the modelling results, the consumers choose the reporting behaviour 

that maximizes their utility. Our mechanism thus provides consumers 

with a means to strategically determine their reporting behaviour. We 

further exploit the TOSS model as a provider selection framework to 

enable competing consumers to choose the most profitable providers as 
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their transaction partners. 

We focus on extensive experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness 

of each individual component of the zTrust model in various environmental 

circumstances. First, we have conducted a set of experiments to demon

strate how the Prob-Cog model deals with the subjective aspect of partici

pants, compared with other representative trust models (59], (15]. Through 

the aggregation of the factor of behaviour with the trustworthiness evalua

tion procedures, we notice that consumers with various attitudes would have 

different intuitions about the trust value of the same advisers. We also ex

amine the efficacy of the TOSS model in different scenarios. In particular, 

we observe how the utility of consumers increases when they are provided 

with the means to evaluate the trust value of providers and employ this in

formation in their service selection decision making process. We prove that 

a proper service discovery process would not prosper in choosing optimized 

services unless it incorporates the functional suitability of services with the 

trustworthiness information of their providers. We confirm that trust-aware 

service selection can effectively protect consumers from conducting transac

tions with untrustworthy providers, which gives incentive for providers to be 

trustworthy in e-marketplaces regardless of their inventory. 

Furthermore, the trust modelling based on TOSR is evaluated individually 

and also in comparison with three existing trust models, namely TRAVOS 

(44], BLADE (36] and the Personalized Approach (59], in three environ

ments with different levels of competition. The experimental results demon-
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strate that the proposed trust modelling approach can outperform other ap

proaches, especially in a competitive environment. 

It is important to point out that, since we do not have access to the real data 

of existing electronic marketplaces (e.g., eBay [37]), in our experiments we 

rely on simulated data. In the simulations, we create and employ a broad 

range of features, which are compatible with real world characteristics. For 

example, we envisage different attributes for consumers, providers and their 

services. We studied various user models, which exist in real marketplaces 

and imitated them in our simulated electronic commerce systems. Thus, 

we believe that our experiments can show a fairly concrete picture of the 

effectiveness of the proposed approach to be adopted in existing electronic 

marketplaces. 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized as follows: 

In Chapter 2, we introduce a multidimensional framework for classifying and 

comparing different trust and reputation (T&R) systems. The framework di

mensions encompass both hard and soft features of such systems, including 

different witness location approaches, various reputation calculation engines, 

and a variety of information sources and rating systems. These are cate

gorized as hard features. We also consider basic reputation measurement 

parameters, context diversity checking, reliability and honesty assessment 
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and adaptability, which are referred to as soft features. We review some of 

the existing T&R systems and examine their effectiveness by providing a 

comparison across the framework. This chapter enables readers to obtain an 

understanding of the existing literature in trust and reputation systems and 

to observe their applicability in a virtual community. 

In Chapter 3, we present the Prob-Cog model, a two-layered filtering algo

rithm to model the trustworthiness of advisers in a non-competitive electronic 

marketplace by taking into account subjectivity, differences in behavioural 

dispositions of participants, and environmental conditions. We also describe 

a threshold evaluation method to adaptively determine the weight of each 

layer according to the consumer's preferences. Once we have presented this 

framework for modelling advisers, we present a mechanism that enables con

sumers to quantify advisers' taste and their degree of similarity with their 

own characteristics. Finally, we articulate the aggregation method to deter

mine the influence degree of advisers by adaptively combining these different 

factors. 

In Chapter 4, we present the TOSS model, a two-layered trust-oriented ser

vice selection framework to model the trustworthiness of providers by com

bining the private information of consumers and the acquired reputation 

information from advisers. In this chapter, we observe how consumers can 

determine the best possible service, considering consumers' preferences over 

different attributes of products and trustworthiness of providers. 

In Chapter 5, we present an extensive experimental analysis to demonstrate 
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the effectiveness of each individual component of the z'Trust model presented 

in the previous chapters, dealing with different settings and environmental 

circumstances. We focus on an experimental comparison with two competing 

trust and reputation modelling approaches in different specific scenarios. We 

further map the characteristics and features of our proposed trust model 

against the dimensions of the comparison framework proposed in Chapter 2 

and observe how z'Trust addresses these features. 

In Chapter 6, we present the trust-oriented framework suitable for competi

tive electronic marketplaces. The main component of this framework, which 

is called the TOSR model, is described in great detail. We articulate why 

consumers have to model the willingness of advisers in addition to their trust

worthiness in order to attain high profits in competitive e-marketplaces. We 

conduct an extensive experimental analysis to examine the performance of 

this framework individually and also in comparison with three other trust 

and reputation systems in different environmental types with different levels 

of competition. 

In Chapter 7, we conclude our work by highlighting the contributions of the 

proposed approach. We also propose future work to expand our proposed 

models and to develop more extensive evaluation to demonstrate the value 

of our work. 
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

In this chapter, we examine works in the area of trust and reputation (T&R) 

systems by introducing a framework for classifying and comparing these sys

tems. Specifically, the framework dimensions answer important questions 

related to the major characteristics of T &R systems including those param

eters from the real world that should be mirrored in a virtual environment 

in order to support trust in a virtual community. For instance, the virtual 

community might need to inherit the dynamicity and fuzziness qualities of 

the real world to evaluate reliability and efficiency in a virtual environment. 

In Section 2.1, we first take a coherent approach to thoroughly studying cur

rent literature in trust and reputation systems. We begin with an extensive 

overview of seven well-known trust and reputation systems. In Section 2.2, 

we provide a critical analysis of the performance of these systems with respect 

to the features presented in the framework. We provide a detailed descrip-
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tion of the framework and its respective dimensions. We believe that the 

proposed framework can be used as a foundation for advancing the research 

agenda in T &R systems. 

In Section 2.3, we thoroughly compare existing T&R systems using the pro

posed framework and examine their suitability in different environments and 

application domains. We also analyze their advantages and disadvantages by 

effectively addressing some advanced features of the framework. 

2.1 Trust and Reputation Models 

Given that T &R systems are context sensitive, the design of different ex

isting models and systems has been dependent on the target domain and 

the related specific requirements. In the following, we review some of the 

available systems and discuss how they are able to fulfill their goals. We 

selected T &R systems with different approaches and techniques in dealing 

with the intrinsic challenges of the open environment. More explicitly, the 

chosen T &R systems have distinguished features in dealing with the inherent 

dynamicity of the open environment, evaluating the honesty and reliability 

of participants, and calculating the reputation score. Such diversity enables 

the reader to obtain an understanding of existing works in T&R systems and 

observe their applicability in a virtual community. 
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2.1.1 FIRE Model 

In the FIRE model [14, 15], trust is evaluated within the context of a different 

number of information components: 

• Interaction Trust (IT) 

• Witness Reputation (WR) 

• Certified Reputation (CR) 

• Role-based Trust (RT) 

IT is built from the direct self experience of an agent with the other agents 

whilst WR is based on the direct observation of an agent's behaviour by 

some third-party agent. CR, which is one of the novel aspects of the FIRE 

model, consists of certified references disclosed by third-party agents. Such 

information is made available upon request to an inquiring agent. The CR 

component is desirable in the absence of direct interaction and when wit

nesses are self-interested and reluctant to share their experiences. Moreover, 

the use of CR enables agents to be freed from the cost of locating witnesses 

while their confidence in the anticipated trust value is not compromised. The 

last component is RT, which models the trust across predefined role-based 

relationships between two agents (e.g., owned by the same company, friend

ship relationship, teammate relationship )[14]. In this case, by defining and 

updating these roles in open Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) as well as assigning 

the expected trust value and belief strength ( of the relying agent) on them, 
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RT is able to contribute to a trustworthiness prediction for future interac

tions. It is worth mentioning that the significance of each component in the 

composite trust formula is adjusted automatically according to unforeseen 

changes in the environment. In this trust model, each component owns a 

trust formula with a relevant rating weight function to determine the qual

ity of ratings tailored to its responsibility. For instance, it seems sufficient 

for IT to design the weight function based solely on the recency of ratings, 

whereas WR and CR have to take the credibility of ratings into account as 

well. To address this requirement, FIRE has developed a mechanism to filter 

out inaccurate reports revealed by unfaithful witnesses and penalize them 

accordingly. In so doing, it defines an inaccuracy tolerance threshold (L) to 

specify the maximal permitted differences between the actual performance 

and witness rating. The credibility of each rating is tuned to be inversely pro

portional to the differences, i.e., the higher the differences are, the lower the 

credibility [13]. Furthermore, the FIRE model defines a reliability measure to 

calculate the confidence level of an agent in believing that another agent can 

perform as expected. In general, it provides two types of reliability: rating 

reliability and deviation reliability. Rating reliability, which depends on the 

number of available ratings with high values, depicts the expected perfor

mance of the target agent. Deviation reliability depicts the volatility of the 

target agent in accomplishing an agreement. Basically, it calculates the de

viation of ratings around the produced expected value [13]. Intuitively, if the 

target agent showed an inconsistent behaviour while countering a different 
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requesting agent, its reliability value will be gradually negatively affected. 

Note that the FIRE model inherits IT and multiple-criterion rating systems 

from the REGRET [41] reputation system and for the purpose of seeking 

and locating the relevant witnesses in WR. It is inspired by the decentralized 

approach of Singh and Yu's referral network [54] and implements a variant 

of their system. 

2.1.2 REGRET 

REGRET [39, 41] is a decentralized trust and reputation model designed 

for complex e-commerce environments where various types of agents with 

different social relationships play important roles. With the help of a social 

structure called a sociogram, it is able to model social relationships such as 

cooperation, competition and trade in a graph where the nodes represent 

the participants and the edges denote the nature of their relationship. This 

system is based on a three-dimensional reputation model: 

• Individual dimension 

• Social Dimension 

• Ontological Dimension 

Individual dimension or subjective reputation calculates trust based on the 

direct impressions of an agent received from a Service provider (SP) and pri

oritizes its direct experiences according to their recency. Social dimension is 
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designed to estimate the trustworthiness of SP in case the direct experiences 

are insufficient or the agent is a new participant in the environment. This di

mension is itself divided into three specialized types of reputation depending 

on the information sources. First, there is witness reputation, which calcu

lates reputation based on the information coming from the witnesses adjacent 

to this agent. Here, adjacency is defined as an indication that some form of 

relationship exists between two agents. Second, neighbourhood reputation 

measures the reputation of individuals who are neighbours with the agent 

being evaluated by considering their social relationships. Third, system rep

utation assesses the trustworthiness of SP based on the general role that it 

plays in the sociogram. In order for REGRET to be able to calculate social 

reputation, it must first identify appropriate witnesses in the e-commerce 

environment. In order to do so, it applies graph theory techniques to the so

ciogram to locate the most appropriate witnesses and examines their social 

relationships with the agent being evaluated. Furthermore, by presenting the 

social relationship in the form of fuzzy rules, REGRET is able to determine 

the honesty and credibility of the reported observations, thus assigning suit

able weights to them. For instance, it may declare that if the competition 

relation of witness A with the target agent is very high, then its recommended 

reputation value should be very low. 

The third reputation dimension of REGRET is the ontological dimension, 

which adds the possibility of combining different aspects of reputation to 

calculate a complex measure of reputation (13]. Note that in the last two 
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dimensions, the agent-recorded impressions are linked to single behavioural 

aspects and do not provide general ratings. However, with the help of the 

ontological structure, each agent is capable of determining the overall rep

utation of a particular SP by assigning the appropriate influence degree to 

each aspect tailored to its demand. 

In addition to the reputation value, REGRET comes with a reliability mea

surement which reflects the confidence level of the produced reputation value. 

Similar to SPORAS [56] and FIRE [15], the reliability measurement is calcu

lated from a combination of two factors: the number of available impressions 

and the variability of the impression values. In order to boost the accuracy 

of the reliability measure, REGRET defines the intimacy level of interaction, 

which indicates the maximum number of impressions required for a close 

relationshiR. As the number of impressions grows, the reliability degree in

creases until it reaches a certain intimate value. Afterwards, reliability is 

not affected by the increment of the intimate parameter. It is important to 

mention that the value of the intimate parameter is dynamically adjustable 

depending on the interaction frequency of individuals as well as the quality 

of impressions [34]. 

2.1.3 Model by Yu and Singh 

The model designed by Yu and Singh [34, 55] contains various distinctive 

features which surpass other available models in some contexts. This model 

of reputation management exploits two information components. The first 
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contains the agent's local belief built as a result of its direct interaction with 

other agents. The second includes the testimonies of third parties that can 

be beneficial in the absence of local ratings. 

In this model, in order to estimate the total belief regarding the trustwor

thiness of a particular agent, the requesting agent combines a local belief in 

conjunction with third party testimonies to achieve a more accurate evalua

tion. 

Yu and Singh propose a novel trust network that intends to locate the most 

appropriate witnesses in a multiagent system. In this model, each agent 

is surrounded by a number of acquaintances among whose subsets can be 

neighbours. When a requesting agent wants to evaluate the trustworthiness 

of a particular agent, it will send a query to the neighbours of that agent 

asking for their perception regarding the target agent. Unless the neighbours 

have not had any direct experiences with that agent, they respond by their 

testimonies; otherwise, they will reply by returning a series of referrals. The 

number of referrals is limited by the branching factor and depthLimit param

eters [54] so as to limit the effort expended in pursuing referrals. This process 

successfully terminates if an adequate number of ratings are received and it 

encounters failures when the depthLimit is reached and neither ratings nor 

referrals are gathered [55]. Note that each individual agent maintains a two

dimensional model of each acquaintance. The first dimension indicates their 

ability to act in a trustworthy manner, which is called expertise, and the other 

signifies their sociability in referring to suitable trustworthy agents. Depend-
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ing on their competency in fulfilling either of the above-mentioned qualities, 

acquaintance models are modified to reflect their actual performance to be 

used in future interactions. 

The other major concern of this model is dealing with deceptive agents who 

deliberately disseminate misinformation through the network for their self

interest. The proposed model considers three types of deceptions [54]: com

plementary, exaggerative positive and exaggerative negative. This classifica

tion is based on the behavioural model of the participants in giving ratings. 

For instance, if agents intentionally give controversial ratings, they may be 

detected as malicious agents with a complementary model of deception. Such 

agents will lose credibility in the update phase. Similarly, an agent with an 

exaggerative positive tendency acts rather untruthfully in the system. That 

is, even if it is not fully satisfied with the performance of a particular agent, 

it provides a higher rating than it actually experienced. The possible mo

tivation for this behaviour could be receipt of a commission from the other 

agent. Consequently, the credibility of this agent is reduced in proportion 

with its dishonesty. Moreover, depending on the system's circumstances, this 

model defines an exaggeration coefficient, which determines how much agents 

could lie before they are considered as being exaggerative and not a comple

mentary deceptive agent. Note that after the actual interaction with the 

recommended target agent, the requesting agent re-calculates the exaggera

tion coefficient weight of the witnesses and updates their credibility degree 

for subsequent reputation prediction processes. 
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Finally, in order to tackle the uncertainty factors inherent in an open MAS, 

the model benefits from the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [11] as an 

underlying computational framework. According to this theory, lack of belief 

does not necessarily imply disbelief in the system. Thus, instead of assuming 

total disbelief as an initial value for newcomers, it is replaced by a state of 

uncertainty. In other words, with the help of the theory of evidence, Yu 

and Singh's model is able to differentiate between having a bad reputation 

and no reputation at all [40, 55]. Moreover, to predict total belief it uti

lizes Dempster's rule of combination [11] as an aggregation method which 

combines evidence to compute a new belief value. In addition, this model 

describes a variant of the Weighted Majority Algorithm (WMA) [15] in or

der to fine tune the weight of advisers for the purpose of deception detection 

after actual successful or unsuccessful interactions. 

2.1.4 TRAVOS 

The TRAVOS (Trust and Reputation model for Agent-based Virtual Orga

nizations) system was developed to ensure high-quality interactions between 

the participants of a large open system [33]. It exploits two information 

sources to assess the trustworthiness of the participants: Direct Interaction 

and Witness Observation. To derive trust, this model relies greatly on its 

direct experiences and refuses to combine others' opinions unless they are re

ally required. For this purpose, it provides a confidence metric to determine 

whether personal experiences are sufficient to make an acceptable judgment 
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with respect to a particular Service Provider (SP) or not. If not, it dissem

inates queries to obtain additional observations from other witnesses who 

claim to have had previous interaction with that certain SP. 

Specifically, this model utilizes a single rating system such that the out

comes of the interactions are summarized in a single variable which indicates 

an overall performance. Here, witnesses share the history of their interac

tions in a tuple which contains the frequency of successful and unsuccessful 

interaction results. 

Moreover, in order to deal with inaccurate reputation providers, TRAVOS 

takes advantage of an exogenous approach presented in [19, 51]. According 

to this approach, instead of calculating the reliability of the provided recom

mendation based on its deviation from mainstream opinions, it calculates the 

probability that a particular correspondent provides accurate reports given 

its past opinions and proportionally adjusts the influence of its current obser

vations afterwards. To clarify, as a first step, TRAVOS considers the actual 

results of all previous interactions with a collection of SPs in which the agent 

provided similar observations. Then, by means of comparing the variables of 

their beta distributions, it is able to measure the degree of accuracy of that 

certain agent. Thus, the truster agent constructs a beta distribution of the 

rater's current opinion and calculates the relevant expected value Er. It also 

builds the beta distribution of all the previous outcomes in which the rater 

has provided similar opinions and estimates its expected value E0 as well. 

Then, by means of comparing their corresponding expected values, TRAVOS 
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is able to conclude the honesty and accuracy of a rater's current observation 

( c.f. [33, 44]). 

In the second step, TRAVOS attempts to decrease the effect of unreliable 

opinions on a final computed reputation value. An untruthful agent could 

considerably affect the reputation of the queried SP by providing a huge 

number of unfair ratings. This problem arises because of its method of repu

tation combination, which is based on a simple summation of all the provided 

opinions. To rectify this, TRAVOS adopts techniques to reduce the number 

of ratings unless the accuracy degree of the opinion provider is very high. 

2.1.5 PeerTrust 

PeerTrust [38, 52, 53] is a coherent dynamic trust model with unique char

acteristics tailored for peer-to-peer e-commerce communities. For advanced 

assessment and quantification of peers' trust value in constantly evolving 

environments, this model customizes a variety of common factors: 

• Feedback, which is a judgment of other peers regarding the target peer; 

• Feedback scope, such as the number of transactions the peer has expe

rienced with others; 

• Credibility factor for evaluating the honesty of feedback sources; 

• Transaction context factor, such as time and size of transactions which 

could act as a defense mechanism against delicate fraudulent activities; 
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• Community context factor, which addresses the feedback incentive prob

lem. 

This model proposes an innovative composite trust metric that incorporates 

the described parameters to enhance the accuracy and reliability of predicted 

trustworthiness. One common way for malicious participants to undetectably 

continue sabotaging the system is by maintaining their general trust value at 

a certain level by increasing the transaction volume, which hides the effect 

of their frequent frauds. To alleviate the effect of those malicious attacks 

resulting from increases in transaction volumes, PeerTrust combines the first 

two parameters such that instead of simply aggregating generic feedback 

values, it equips witnessed peers with the ability to disseminate their degree 

of satisfaction by calculating the average number of successful outcomes that 

they experienced. 

To ensure the quality of the reputation information, peers are equipped with 

credibility measures to calculate the credible amount of satisfaction. In do

ing so, PeerTrust defines personalized similarity measures [52, 53], which 

compute a feedback similarity rate between the evaluating peer and opinion 

providers over a common set of peers with whom they have had previous 

interaction. Trustworthy peers consistently act honestly in the role of feed

back provider and do not become affected by malicious intentions such as 

jealousy and negative competitive attitude. This model also advocates that 

the trust metric can alternatively serve as a credibility measure under certain 

circumstances. 
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One of the significant parameters that is widely neglected in T &R systems 

is transaction context. PeerTrust emphasizes that the aggregation of feed

back, which is only based on the credibility of their correspondents, cannot 

efficiently reflect the trustworthiness of the agents. Thus, it incorporates 

various aspects of a transaction such as its size, time and category under 

Transaction Context factors to model participants' intentions and potential 

fraudulent activities in the trustworthiness measurement. 

Furthermore, it is widely agreed that feedback is one of the foundations of 

T &R systems, such that these systems cannot perform effectively unless they 

have access to a sufficient amount of feedback [22]. Therefore, to stimulate 

participants' cooperation, PeerTrust embeds a reward function, called the 

community context factor, into the trust metric to encourage peers to per

sistently provide votes about others' performance. 

The dynamic and distributed nature of peer-to-peer systems necessitates an 

optimized and adaptive design of the peer location approach. To operational

ize this goal, PeerTrust provides each peer with a trust manager and a data 

locator engine, which are responsible for feedback submission and retrieval 

aside from trust evaluation over the underlying network. 

2.1.6 BRS 

J0sang et al. [18, 21] proposed the flexible and adaptive Bayesian Reputation 

System (BRS) which supports both binomial and multinomial rating models 

to allow rating provision at different levels of precision well-suited for open 
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dynamic environments. 

Theoretically, multinomial BRS is based on computing reputation scores by 

statistically updating the Dirichlet Probability Density Function (PDF) [17]. 

Agents are allowed to rate other peers within any level from a set of prede

fined ratings levels. In contrast, in binomial BRS, which is based on a Beta 

distribution, the agents can only provide binary ratings for the others. That 

is, in multinomial BRS the reputation scores do not solely reflect the general 

quality of service, but are also able to distinguish between the case of po

larized ratings and the case of average ratings [20]. Such differences are not 

noticeable in binomial ratings, resulting in uncertainty and a low confidence 

rate in aggregated reputation score and also might prohibit the reputation 

scores to converge to specific values [49]. 

Furthermore, multinomial BRS allows the input ratings to be provided based 

on both discrete and continuous measures to reflect a rater's opinion more 

accurately when required. To operationalize this goal, BRS exploits fuzzy set 

membership functions to transform continuous ratings into discrete ones in 

order to provide compatible inputs [20]. Both systems use the same principle 

to compute the expected reputation scores, namely by combining previous 

interaction records with new ratings. 

BRS appears to be a promising method to foster trust amongst strangers in 

an online environment. It takes an innovative approach which enables trustee 

agents to evaluate the sincerity of the ratings provided by recommendation 

agents outside of its control. It uses the endogenous discounting method to 
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exclude advisers whose probability distribution of ratings significantly devi

ate from the overall reputation scores of the target agent [51). That is, it 

dynamically determines upper and lower bound thresholds in order to adjust 

the iterated filtering algorithm's sensitivity tailored to different environmen

tal circumstances. For instance, if the majority of participants act deceitfully 

in the environment, the lower bound would be set to a higher value so as to 

increase the sensitivity of the BRS, which can lead to the exclusion of more 

unfair raters. 

In order to deal with dynamicity in the participants' behaviour, BRS provides 

a longevity factor which determines the expiry time of the old ratings and 

gives greater weight to more recent ones. It defines a recursive updating 

algorithm based on the longevity factor to update the participants' reputation 

scores in certain time intervals. It is noteworthy to mention that this recursive 

algorithm also provides a measure to calculate convergence values for the 

reputation scores [21]. 

2.1.7 Personalized Approach 

In the Personalized Approach, Zhang [59) proposed a hybrid personalized 

approach to model the trustworthiness of participants inane-marketplace. In 

this model, a consumer agent would evaluate the trustworthiness of advisers 

by combining two components: 

• Private Reputation, in which the consumer calculates the similarity of 
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its experiences with an adviser across a common set of providers with 

whom they have had previous interactions. 

• Public Reputation, which judges the trustworthiness of an adviser cen

trally based on its ratings for all providers 

Trustworthiness is estimated based on the consistency of its ratings with the 

majority ratings of the providers supplied by other participants. The weight 

of each component is dependent on the number of personal experiences of 

consumer agents. Unless a consumer lacks in number of direct experiences, 

it relies strongly on its private reputation. In this model, advisers share their 

subjective opinions (in the form of binary ratings) over a common set of 

providers with consumers. To estimate the credibility of advisers, consumers 

estimate the recency of their ratings using the concept of a time window and 

exploit a probabilistic approach to calculate the expected value of advisers' 

trustworthiness based on their provided ratings. Moreover, in order to deal 

with the dynamicity in providers' behaviour, this model provides a metric 

to give greater weight to more recent ratings. The model can similarly be 

adopted to effectively model the trustworthiness of provider agents. It allows 

the consumer agent to model the private reputation of a provider agent based 

on the consumers' own ratings for the provider. If the consumer agent does 

not want to rely fully on its personal experience with the provider, it will ask 

for advisers' ratings of the provider agent. It then can derive a public reputa

tion of the provider from these ratings. The trustworthiness of the provider 
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will be modeled by combining the weighted private and public reputation 

values. 

In Table 2.1, we briefly summarize the features of the selected models. 

2.2 The Comparison Framework and its Di

mensions 

We have developed a comparison framework that targets the distinctive as

pects of T &R systems, mapping them against a variety of features along 

several dimensions. The framework is shown in Figure 2.1. Generally, the 

dimensions are classified in two main categories: soft features and hard fea

tures. Those attributes and traits that help to enhance the performance of 

the system and quality of outcomes are defined within the context of soft 

features. Moreover, the notion of robustness in open communities is well

addressed through specific dimensions of soft features. That is, certain di

mensions of soft features are introduced in response to potential attacks that 

threaten the open dynamic environment. For instance, the reliability and 

honesty assessment dimension implies potential vulnerabilities such as col

lusion, value imbalance, discrimination and playbooks [16], [23] in an open 

dynamic environment. On the other hand, hard features that encompass 

the essential engines and possible architectures of T &R systems represent 

the underlying characteristics that are fundamental to establish any T &R 

system. 
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T& R Systems's Name 
FIRE 

REGRET 

Model by Yu & Singh 

TRAVOS 

PeerTrust 

BRS 

Personalized Approach 

Table 2.1: Summary of the selected T&R systems 

References Distinguishing Features 
(T.D Huynh, N.R. Jennings, N.R.Shadbolt, 2006)[15] Designed for Multiagent systems, exploits four information sources, 

handles the bootstapping problem of newcomers, filters out inaccu-
rate reputation information, attempts to differentiate between dis-
honest and mistaken agents, provides compound reliability measures, 
employs a multi-criterion rating system, supports dynamism in open 
MAS. 

(Jordi Sabater and Carles Sierra, 2002) [39] Designed for complex e-commerce systems, develops sociogram to 
model social relationships, supports neighbourhood & system reputa-
tion, and provides ontological dimensions to combine various behav-
ioral aspects of reputation. Evaluates witness honesty through fuzzy 
rules. Provides reliability measure; employs a multi-criteria rating 
system. 

(B. Yu, M.P. Singh, 2003)[55] Suitable for MAS, proposes novel trust & referral network, detects 
three models of deceptions. Provides credibility measures pertaining 
to each model. Differentiates between agents having bad reputation 
or no reputation using Dempster-Shafter theory of evidence. Supports 
dynamism in open MAS. 

(W. T. L. Teacy, J. Patel, et al., 2006)[44] Designed for large-scale open systems, provides two information 
sources, exploits a probabilistic approach to determine credibility of 
witnesses, provides confidence metric and reliability measure for direct 
interaction information sources; Employs a single-rating system. 

(L. Xiong and L. Liu,2004)[53] Designed for P2P e-commerce systems, provides two methods as cred-
ibility measures, supports transaction context and community context 
factors in trust metric, and employs an adaptive architecture for peer 
location. Supports dynamism in peer2peer systems. Attempts to ad-
dress bootstrapping problem. Supports a single-rating system. 

(A. J(ISSang, 2002) [18] Suitable for open dynamic environments, supports binomial and 
multinomial ratings models, addresses bootstrapping problem by con-
sidering the quality of community in the marketplace, provides iter-
ated filtering algorithm which can effectively reveal deceptive inten-
tions if the majority of participants act honestly, utilizes longevity 
factor to discount ratings as time progress, enables participants as 
consumers and providers to adaptively change their behaviour in or-
der to increase their own benefits. 

(Jie Zhang, 2009)[59] Suitable for centralized e-marketplaces. Utilizes weighted public & 
private reputation component. Exploits forgetting factor to discount 
old ratings. Introduces confidence rate to adaptively adjust the weight 
of different reputation components 



In this section, we provide an extensive description of each dimension of 

the framework, before using the framework to better examine the models 

outlined in Section 2.1. 

2.2.1 Hard Features 

The hard features of T &R systems can be categorized along the following 

dimensions: 

2.2.1.1 Rating Approaches 

One of the underpinning features of any T &R system is the ability to qualify 

the performance of transaction partners immediately after actual interac

tions. From this perspective, T&R systems rank the quality of delivered 

services according to the agreed contracts as follows: 

Single-criterion (binary) rating system (Rla): In single-criterion rating sys

tems, which are also referred to as binary rating systems, participants reveal 

their general opinion with regards to a target subject. In this approach, re

questing agents are asked to publish their subjective view of the overall per

formance of their peers. Since the interaction aspects of transaction partners 

are hidden, even if the recommendation agents are honest and trustworthy, 

the exposed information is not very reliable and accurate. 
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Multiple-criterion rating system (Rlb): Unlike binary rating systems, here 

agents tend to release different aspects of their interactions along with the 

corresponding evaluation values. It assists the requesting agent in learning 

about the agreed criteria of former transaction partners and to compare 

them with its requirements in order to make informed and accurate decisions. 

For instance, instead of inquiring about the performance aspect only, the 

requesting agent receives information about various aspects such as price, 

delivery and quality of service. Afterwards, it prioritizes them to predict the 

expected interaction result more precisely. 

2.2.1.2 Witness Locating Approaches 

In order to locate recommendation agents and truthful service providers, ev

ery T &R system should develop well-defined and expressive mechanisms that 

provide the participants with the ability to identify reliable and proficient wit

nesses and share contextual information of their previous negotiated contacts 

regarding certain transaction partners. We emphasize three approaches for 

this feature: 

Centralized (R2a): In centralized reputation systems, information about 

the quality of service of a particular service provider (SP) is stored in a cen

tral database. For this reason, after every transaction, agents are asked to 

report the performance of their transaction partners to a central authority. 

The accumulated ratings are evaluated using a reputation calculation engine 

to derive the expected reputation score for every participant and then make 
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them publicly available [19]. This approach is widely used in online auction 

sites like eBay1 and Amazon 2 where the consumers learn about the trust

worthiness of providers before initiating direct interaction. However, this 

approach suffers from drawbacks inherent in its nature. Centralized reputa

tion systems are in complete contradiction with the characteristics of dynamic 

environments where the population of participants varies over time, and sub

sequently when the number of agents grows in the distributed environment, 

the cost of reporting reputation scores to the central authority becomes enor

mous. Moreover, the centralized system is practical when it is approved and 

trusted ubiquitously by all participants; however, this assumption is quite 

optimistic since there is no ultimate authority for all agents. Furthermore, 

the verification of the quality of received feedback is not a trivial task. This 

problem gets worse in centralized reputation systems since it never directly 

involves any transaction; thus, malicious agents can simply fool the system 

by providing deceitful ratings [35]. 

Decentralized (R2b): In a decentralized reputation system there is no cen

tral location for submitting transaction feedback and for querying the ex

pected reputation score of a particular destination agent [19]. Instead, each 

agent is capable of storing the ratings locally and manipulates them when 

required. Moreover, in this approach, participants are equipped with repu

tation computation engines tailored to their demands so as to calculate and 

1www .ebay.com 
2www .amazon.com 
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validate the trustworthiness of their transaction partners. Examples of en

vironment types that are well-suited to accommodate distributed reputation 

systems are peer-to-peer networks like Freenet 3 - and open MAS. In such 

evolving environments, participants can freely seek the right advisers and 

verify the quality of their reputation reports in order to make sensible deci

sions. Note that, unlike the centralized approach, in this system there is no 

single point of failure, which makes it more robust. 

Hybrid (R2c): Such reputation systems attempt to inherit the benefits of 

both centralized and distributed architectures. An example of a trust model 

that follows this approach was developed by Radu Jurca [22]. To overcome 

the single point of failure problem, hybrid reputation systems employ sets of 

brokers responsible for trading reputation information upon request. Their 

services can be offered in a variety of qualities. Therefore, requesting agents 

should be given techniques for distinguishing between honest and fraudu

lent brokers. However, even though the hybrid reputation system is able 

to perform considerably better in dynamic environments compared with the 

centralized approach, still it cannot deal with the scalability problem of such 

environments. For instance, if the population of the participants grows very 

large, this system incurs tremendous costs to find and locate appropriate bro

kers. This shortcoming removes it from being widely used as an underlying 

framework in T &R systems 

3https://freenetproject.org 
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2.2.1.3 Reputation Computation Engines 

In T &R systems, participants should be able to evaluate the reputation of 

the potential service provider before actual interaction. Thus, such systems 

may exploit suitable reputation computation engines to aggregate a variety 

of soft features' values as well as the revealed ratings to predict the trustwor

thiness of certain transaction partners. In this section the most well-known 

approaches are presented. 

Deterministic approach (R3a): In the deterministic approach, trust val

ues are calculated from handcrafted formulae to yield the desired results. In 

fact, the flexibility of this approach enables T &R systems to define a com

posite trust metric to aggregate the essential parameters and factors they 

have considered in their models. Basically, they include credibility of wit

nesses and a time or recency factor as the main variables of the systems. 

However, some advanced models may take other important variables such as 

the transitivity rate and context & criteria similarity rate into account as 

well [15, 53]. For instance, [4] proposes an aggregation method considering 

the following parameters: 

• Witness Trustworthiness Value (WTV): (TCA(i, n, c)), i = (1, 2, ... n) 

• The reputation information: RA(i, k, n, c) 

• The time weighting factor of the provided opinion : T FA ( i, n, c) 

• Transitivity rate: ai 
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The trust metric is presented as follows: 

I 

TnA(K, n, c) = a1 L)TCA(i, k, n, c) * TFA(i, n, c))+ 
i 

I 

a2 I)TCA(j, n, c) * RA(j, k, n, c) * TFA(j, n, c))+ (2.1) 
j 

I 

a3 L)TCA(l, n, c) * RA(l, k, n, c) * TFA(l, n, c)) 
L 

This approach may also provide an update method to progressively modify 

the credibility of witnesses based on actual interaction performance (Tactuaz). 

Specifically, if their differences exceed a predetermined error threshold E, 

the reputation providers lose credibility accordingly. Otherwise, they are 

rewarded by positively reinforcing their WTV. Clearly, in order to prevent 

cyclic fraud, they should be penalized in a greater amount than they are 

rewarded, as shown in Equation 2.2 and 2.3. 

Ei = Tactuaz(k, n, c) - RA(i, k, n, c) (2.2) 

TC'(i, n, c) = TJ * TC(i, n, c) + (1 - TJ) *(adj)* 5 

(adj)= +1 for I Ei I~ E (2.3) 

(adj)= -1 for I Ei I~ E 

Belief Model {R3b): The Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence (DST) is an 
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extension to probability theory with the advantage of being able to model 

uncertainty. It is a widely used model that provides means for approximate 

reasoning under uncertainty. According to DST, there is no direct relation

ship between a hypothesis and its negation and as a result the summation of 

probabilities of atomic elements may not necessarily be 1. In this case, the 

remaining probability is interpreted as a state of uncertainty [19, 55]. The 

notion of DST is presented as follows: 

Definition 1: Basic Probability Assignment: The basic probability assign

ment, denoted bpa or m, describes a mapping from the set of possibilities ( or 

frame of discernment 8), to a value in [O, 1], where the function mis: 

(1) m(8) = 0, and (2) L m(A) = l 
A~e 

Definition 2: Belief Function: The belief function, denoted Bel(A) for a 

set A such as A ~ e, is described as the sum of all the basic probability 

assignments over all proper subsets of A. In other words: 

Bel( {T, ,T}) = m( {T}) + m( { ,T}) + m( {T, ,T}) = 1 

For example, if 

m( {T}) = 0. 7, and m( { ,T}) = 0 then m( {T, ,T}) = 0.3 

Suppose that DST is employed as the underlying computational framework 
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for T &R systems. In this case, the set of possibilities for each participant with 

regard to others can be defined as: 8 = {T, ,T} where T means that a given 

participant is trustworthy. To calculate the trustworthiness of target agent 

Ai, agent Ai obtains information from two components: 1) direct experiences 

and 2) witness observations. With the help of DST, different methods could 

be proposed to calculate a trust value for each component. For instance, 

[54, 55] adopted upper bound (ni) and lower bound (wi) thresholds from [26] 

to calculate a trustworthiness value based on direct experience. Thus, the 

trustworthiness of Ai, m( {T} ), is evaluated as the summation of probabilities 

that a satisfactory result Xk is obtained such that the domain of index variable 

Xk is initiated with an upper bound threshold (ni) and ends with 1. 

On the other hand, in case Ai does not have an adequate amount of personal 

experience, [54, 55] disseminate queries to obtain third party testimonies re

garding Ai. Afterwards, the received evidence is combined using Dempster's 

rule of combination [11] to compute based on the combined evidence. Within 

the context of T &R systems; since lack of evidence is easily expressed in the 

belief model, it can be used as a means for differentiating between partici

pants having uncertain reputation and bad reputation. 

Fuzzy Model (R3c): Within fuzzy systems, the common parameters of 

T &R systems can be characterized via fuzzy sets. For instance, the quality 

of provided services, the accuracy of witness information, the reliability of 

opinions and a time factor would be represented using linguistic terms such 

as bad, average, good for the first three factors and short, average, long for 
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the time factor. Meanwhile, the membership functions describe to what de

gree we consider the quality of service (QoS) as bad or good. Some trust 

models such as REGRET use fuzzy rules to reason about the reliability and 

trustworthiness of neighbours in providing accurate and honest opinions. For 

example, by demonstrating the social relationships among members of a com

munity in the form of fuzzy rules, the degree of reliability of the participants 

can be simply determined. 

Bayesian Approach (R3d): This approach uses probability theory to 

model trust in T&R systems. In Bayesian systems, the global reputation 

score is presented by a beta Probability Density Function (PDF) with the 

shape parameters (a, /3), which indicate the historical interaction results re

leased by service consumers regarding a certain SP [19, 44]. In fact, within the 

trust and reputation context, the beta distribution would be interpreted as 

the posterior probability that a trustee agent fulfills its commitment towards 

the trusting agent in light of the previous outcomes experienced by witnesses 

or the trusting agent itself (Equation 2.4). In some particular T &R systems, 

such as TRAVOS and BRS, that employ single rating systems, observations 

are recorded as the frequency of successful and failed outcomes during cer

tain time intervals, which are used to initialize the shape parameters a, /3, as 

shown in Equation 2.5 [18, 33]. 
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Figure 2.2: Beta function of event x after 7 successful observations and 1 failed observation 

,(a+,B) a p( Tia, ,B) = Ta-l(l - Ty,-1 
,(a),(,B) (2.4) 

where ,(x + 1) = x,(x) and O ~ p ~ 1, a, ,B ~ 0 

a= Os+ 1 ,,B = 01 + 1 (2.5) 

Figure 2.2 displays the beta distribution with 7 successful and 1 failed out

comes. As can be seen, the most likely value of trust happens at the curve's 

maximum. Thus, we can define the reputation score as a function of expected 

value as depicted in Equation 2.6. 

a 
E(T) = --,B 

a+ 
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2.2.1.4 Information Sources 

One of the promising characteristics of a T &R system is being able to provide 

reputation information in any condition. These systems enable participants 

to deduce a trust value either from their direct experiences (R4a) or the 

witness observations (R4b) information components. Furthermore, some 

T &R systems have designed particular information components in response 

to the situation when neither of the aforementioned information sources is 

available. For example, FIRE [15] has developed a certified reputation 

(R4c) component to perform actively for newly joined agents (both consumer 

and provider agents), where target agents release information indicating their 

former interaction results. The controversial problem that relates to this 

component is that, even if we assume that the target agent is honest and 

reliable in providing this reputation information, there still is a probability 

that the target agent reveals only the best results of its previous interactions 

and conceals unsatisfactory results. The other important information source 

that has proved to be practical in MAS is role-based trust (R4d) [15, 34, 

40]. As the name suggests, in this information source, agents trust each other 

based on the predefined roles and relationships that exist amongst them. 

For instance, if a provider agent belongs to the government or it has been 

certified by a trustworthy authority, consumer agents trust it with a high 

confidence level. Note that the role-based information source is updated as 

time progresses and may modify the relationships as a result of unexpected 

outcomes. 
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2.2.2 Soft Features 

The soft features of T &R systems can be categorized along the following 

dimensions: 

2.2.2.1 Context Diversity Checking 

Aside from the reliability assessment of advisers in providing reputation in

formation, a relying agent should be provided with the ability to estimate the 

similarity of its negotiated contexts with the potential ones intended to be 

experienced by a certain SP. On the other hand, the honesty and reliability 

assessment metrics would not sufficiently ensure the high quality service de

livery unless it is accompanied by context diversity checking. In the following 

we have divided this dimension into two inter-related features: 

Context similarity rate (R5a): As mentioned before, T&R systems are 

responsible for predicting the trustworthiness of potential SPs in providing 

an agreed-upon quality of service in a given context. Thus, any relying agent 

who issues a reputation query should specifically inquire about the trust

worthiness of an SP in a particular context such as "storing fragile goods 

with CompanyNol". To illustrate, suppose that a very trustworthy recom

mendation agent (R-agent) had a direct experience with a queried SP in a 

rather different context ( "refrigerating goods with Company Nol"). There

fore, despite its high trustworthiness, the exposed rating is not considered 

highly reliable. On the other hand, the opinion of a slightly less trustworthy 

R-agent who had direct interaction with the queried SP in a similar context 
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should have more influence in the decision making process for the relying 

agent. To address this issue, T&R systems should develop a method to 

perform similarity checking between contexts in order to determine to what 

extent the received reputation values should be taken into account. The 

produced amount is employed in a function that is designed to measure the 

influence degree of R-agents in a trustworthiness computation. 

Criteria similarity rate {R5b): Generally speaking, any communicating 

context between relying agents and specific SPs consists of several criteria 

based on which the relying agent evaluates the performance and QoS. More

over, each criterion may have different influence and weight in the relying 

agent's perspective [4]. Hence, the measured trustworthiness value is mainly 

dependent on the degree to which these criteria are fulfilled. 

Let's suppose that two matched contexts with the same set of criteria come 

with different weights assigned by corresponding agents A and B. As is shown 

in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, even though the contexts are perfectly matched 

and certain SPs delivered the same quality of service, the relying agents ex

perience rather different QoS owing to the different influence value ascribed 

to each criterion by the relying agents. Alternatively, if these two agents act 

as R-agents, their recommendations would not be beneficial unless they are 

aware of the criterion's influences in the relying agent's viewpoint. To clarify, 

if the R-agents elicit the preferences of the criteria, they might predict that 

unlike their cases, the relying agent will be fully satisfied with the delivered 

service (Table 2.4). Note that the context diversity checking should be ex-
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Table 2.2: Relying agent A assigns a trustworthiness of 53% to service provider S1 in the context 
of online shopping service 

Criterion Importance weight Actual delivered service Expected delivered service 
Kespons1ve Consumer 

Service 2 10 10 
Intact Delivery 10 10 10 

On time Delivery 6 6 10 
Agreed Cost 10 1 10 

Money back Guarantee 5 1 10 
171 320 

53% 

Table 2.3: Relying agent B assigns trustworthiness of 43% to service provider S1 in the context of 
online shopping service 

Criterion I Importance weight I Actual delivered service I Expected delivered service 
Kespons1ve Consumer 

Service 2 10 10 
Intact Delivery 10 10 10 

On time Delivery 3 6 10 
Agreed Cost 8 1 10 

Money back Guarantee 10 1 10 
153 350 

43% 

ecuted right after the reliability and honesty assessment of R-agents when 

we are rather confident regarding the accuracy and honesty of the received 

ratings. 

2.2.2.2 Adaptability 

Efficient T&R systems should take an adaptive approach to dealing with 

the inherent dynamism characterizing the open environments where they op

erate. For example, they should provide appropriate methods to perform 

effectively in a scalable environment and address the problem of newcom

ers who intend to establish mutual trust relationships with others. In this 

subsection, some of the common issues of T &R operation in open dynamic 

environments are discussed. 
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Table 2.4: Predicted trustworthiness of 76% calculated by agents A, B after eliciting the preferences 
of the relying agent 

Criterion I Importance weight I Actual delivered service I Expected delivered service I 
H.espons1ve (Jonsumer 

Service 10 10 10 
Intact Delivery 10 10 10 

On time Delivery 7 6 10 
Agreed Cost 2 1 10 

Money back Guarantee 4 1 10 
254 330 

76% 

Bootstrapping (R6a): Due to the openness of MAS, any participants 

(providers and consumers) could dynamically join and leave the system. As 

time passes, the participants get progressively more acquainted with the en

vironment, thereby establishing a connection with reliable and trustworthy 

neighbours and enhancing their reputation values. However, the issue arises 

when newcomers with no acquaintances join the community with fairly low 

initial reputation values [13]. For instance, in the case of a newly joined SP, 

source agents are usually reluctant to initiate communication with this SP 

even though it may offer reasonable or even better service compared to the 

other available ones. On the other hand, when the newcomers are source 

agents who are willing to exploit the particular service, SPs might decide not 

to take a risk and establish connection with them. Note that, despite the 

advantageous feature of bootstrapping in hindering malicious agents from 

changing their identity and re-entering the system [23], it may entail the ex

clusion of newcomers from engaging in the open MAS. Thus, T &R systems 

should think about strategies to address the bootstrapping issue and not 

simply ignore such problems. 
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Dynamism in open MAS (R6b): In a dynamic environment, it is impos

sible to predict all the forthcoming incidents in advance. Thus, any T &R 

system should be equipped with techniques to deal with unanticipated events 

such as changes in participant populations and attitudes. Moreover, since in 

an open MAS it is quite probable that some information sources would be 

temporarily unavailable, conditions should be created for any participants to 

be able to evaluate the performance of candidate SPs ubiquitously at any 

time. In addition, in order to operate effectively under any circumstances, 

T &R systems might provide mechanisms to monitor the behaviour and rela

tionships of all participants, including the SPs and witnesses, and thus learn 

and update the respective information accordingly. 

2.2.2.3 Reliability & Honesty Measurement 

In this dimension we describe some particular features that are required to 

increase the reliability and precision of the generated trustworthiness value. 

In fact, with the employment of these features, we are able to alleviate the 

effect of dishonest information providers and spurious ratings. We have clas

sified this dimension into four main aspects: 

Trend and volatility detection in SP behaviour (R7a): In reputation 

prediction and measurement, it is beneficial to know the reputation value of 

a SP at certain time intervals and also its trend line and behaviour model in 

the last few time intervals [4, 40]. By observing the trend line of SP, we could 

simply detect its volatility and periodic behaviour as a result of fraudulent 
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activity or its incapability. To clarify, it could occur that a particular SP 

provides satisfactory quality of service in most situations when there is not 

much at stake, whereas it acts conversely in some occasions associated with 

a large gain. In this case, if we overlook the trend factor in reputation 

prediction and simply average the reputation values, the occasional fraud is 

likely to be masked (see Figure 2.3). Furthermore, if we observe variations 

in the quality of service in the same time interval, we can deduce that a 

certain service provider is incapable of handling the high workload being 

experienced and not easily judge it as deceptive and untrustworthy. Besides, 

by knowing the overall trend, we can evidently figure out if a particular SP 

is deteriorating over time (Figure 2.4). One possible solution to this problem 

is to provide a reliability measurement that helps to calculate the confidence 

level of the generated expected reputation value. However, even though the 

inconsistency and QoS variation of the SP is being discovered with the help of 

reliability measures, the occasional fraud and periodic behaviour still remains 

undetected. 

Proficiency of R-agent in giving correct ratings (R 7b): The other 

important parameter that should not be neglected in reliability and honesty 

measurement is related to the competency of an R-agent in giving correct 

ratings. In this parameter we are concerned with the proficiency and eligibil

ity of an R-agent in publishing correct ratings rather than the reliability of an 

R-agent in giving honest ratings. For example, the ratings might be honest; 

however, they might suffer poor judgment or insufficient interactions with 
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Figure 2.3: Detecting fraudulent activity in SP's behaviour model confronting various service 
consumers 

Figure 2.4: Deteriorating trustworthiness value with time [4] 
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the SP. Even though in this case the R-agent is reliable, it lacks competence 

in publishing true ratings. 

Ballot box stuffing {R7c) (aka double counting or the correlated evidence 

problem): The characteristics of an open MAS enable various kinds of agents, 

including malicious, anonymous, trustworthy and untrustworthy agents, to 

actively participate and perform in the environment. In order to address 

the lack of security and trust in open MAS, some known agents may form 

a chain of trust relationship to provide a transitive trust among members. 

This coalition can act positively by sharing experiences and ratings as well 

as providing group opinions upon request; however, it excludes other agents 

whom they may not like or know. This matter could lead to ballot box 

stuffing where the community of agents attack competitors by issuing unfair 

ratings and recommendations against them. To explain, the coalition would 

cast negative votes against the outsiders and alternatively cast positive votes 

in favour of its members [19]. Thus, T&R systems should employ mechanisms 

to counter the ballot box stuffing problem while supporting the advantageous 

features of agent coalitions. One of the potential solutions to address this 

problem could be defining specific thresholds that dynamically determine 

the maximum number of eligible votes, as well as providing a controlling 

mechanism that restricts participants to release only their own experiences 

and not others' opinions. 

Reliability of R-agent in giving honest ratings {R7d): It is quite pos

sible that R-agents provide misleading ratings regarding a queried SP owing 
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to jealousy, competitive or monetary reasons even though in their own deal

ing with the relying agent as a SP they might have constantly satisfactorily 

fulfilled the commitment in any agreement. In this case, an R-agent is con

sidered to be credible and trustworthy as a service provider but not reliable in 

the role of a recommendation agent. Thus, in order to accurately predict and 

measure the reputation of particular SP, any T &R systems should use mech

anisms to determine the credibility level of ratings by detecting intentional 

errors and unfair ratings rather than simply labeling any known R-agent as 

reliable. 

Discrimination detection (R7e): In an open MAS, it is possible that 

a specific SP perfectly meets a service level agreement for the majority of 

relying agents but excludes a small subset of them. Likewise, it might happen 

that a particular SP offers preferential service to a selected relying agent while 

treating others differently. These types of discriminations lead to unfairly 

judging the honesty of advisers who are differently treated by the queried 

SP, since their reputation values are conflicting with the rest. Moreover, 

an adviser can also play the role of discriminator such that it provides fair 

ratings except when dealing with a specific SP [19, 40]. Thus, T&R systems 

should exploit techniques to detect the above mentioned discriminations and 

differentiate between victims and dishonest R-agents. 
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2.2.2.4 Basic reputation measurement parameters 

This dimension addresses some crucial parameters that may increase the 

accuracy of the expected reputation value. 

Transitivity Rate (R8a): To accurately measure the expected trustworthi

ness of a particular service provider (SP), it is required to rank the incoming 

recommendations issued by various knowledgeable parties. More explicitly, 

any T &R system should enable its participating agents to assign more value 

and weight for the recommendations coming from known parties with whom 

they have already had interaction and consider their recommendations as 

first-hand ratings (with transitivity degree of 1) that have a significant influ

ence in the decision making of the relying agent. Similarly, when the relying 

agent issues a reputation query regarding a particular SP in the MAS, it 

may happen that numerous participants respond whose trustworthiness lev

els are unknown to the relying agent. Their recommendations are considered 

as third-hand ratings (transitivity degree of three) and may have the least 

influence on the trustworthiness measurement. Moreover, in MAS, it is quite 

probable that known parties have not had any records of interactions with 

the queried SP; however, they respond with a list of agents who had experi

ence with a queried SP. Clearly, their recommendations have an intermediate 

effect in the determination of expected reputation value (depending on the 

level of trustworthiness of their recommended party) and are considered as 

second-hand ratings (with transitivity degree of two). It is noteworthy to 

mention that if the relying agent had direct interactions with a certain SP, 
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this information is thought to be the most important and the relative cal

culated trustworthiness value is considered to have significant impact in the 

decision making phase. It is also capable of vetoing the trustworthiness value 

obtained from the other information sources. 

Time {R8b): Time should be considered as one of the essential parameters 

in any reputation measurement, indicating the recency and freshness of the 

ratings revealed either by R-agents or the ones recorded in the relying agent's 

database. In this case, the older the ratings are, the less influence they have 

on the reputation and trustworthiness calculation. One of the reasons for 

the importance of the time factor stems from the changes that may occur in 

ownership and management of SPs as time progresses, leading to different 

internal policies in service provisioning [4]. For this reason, ratings before a 

certain time interval should not be evaluated. 

2.3 Comparing T&R Systems using the pro

posed Framework 

In this section, we examine the effectiveness of the trust and reputation sys

tems described in Section 2.1 by providing a comparison across our frame

work. Table 2.5 provides a comparison of the reviewed T&R systems against 

the refined features presented in Figure 2.1. 
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2.3.1 FIRE Model 

The decentralized FIRE framework was developed to deal with the dynamic 

characteristics of open MAS (R6a). To name a few, FIRE is able to handle 

potential problems in open MAS such as scalability ( due to openness of the 

system) and changeability in participants' behaviours or relationships (for 

example, when a formerly trustworthy partner becomes unreliable or agents 

break old relationships and make new ones depending on their goals or situa

tion). In order to maintain an effective operation under such circumstances, 

it continuously monitors the performance of components and adopts learning 

techniques with the purpose of adjusting the respective parameters tailored 

to the current situation (13]. It is also a generic model that can be instanti

ated and applied in a wide range of applications. Moreover, with the help of 

various information sources, FIRE is able to effectively deduce trust in almost 

any situation; it is even able to address the bootstrapping problem when a 

particular service provider has recently joined the system (R6b ). Further

more, in order to deal with malicious third parties who provide misleading 

reports, FIRE employs a credibility model to assess the honesty of the reveal

ing reports and consequently filters out lying reporters (R7d). Yet, suppose 

that a particular agent undergoes preferential treatment or discriminational 

behaviour cases in which its ratings do not reflect the actual performance of 

the SP. Despite its creative attempt to differentiate between a dishonest and 

inaccurate report from an honest but wrong one, FIRE cannot fully satisfy 

this requirement (R7b, R7e). To clarify, in the credibility model, it defines 
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a threshold that indicates the maximal acceptable differences of the exposed 

reputation values with the actual interaction result. Therefore, any reporter 

whose inaccuracy exceeds the threshold is labelled as dishonest and is heavily 

penalized by losing its credibility value; clearly, an honest but mistaken agent 

is no exception. The possible solution to this problem would be to tune the 

threshold to a higher value to reduce the probability of falsely classifying the 

honest witnesses [13]. However, this results in delaying the process of discard

ing dishonest witnesses. To resolve this concern, FIRE exploits techniques 

to automatically tune thresholds according to the performance deviation of 

SPs (based on direct observations of evaluator agents); but, still there will 

be a trade-off in distinguishing deceptive third parties versus mistaken ones. 

The other significant feature of this framework is its ability to measure the 

reliability of an SP in providing the expected level of trustworthiness. Al

though its deviation and rating reliability are well-suited to detect frequent 

fluctuations in the service provider behaviour, FIRE is unable to detect the 

deceitful activity of the SP in cases when it can obtain a large profit (R7a). 

Moreover, FIRE cannot perceive the overall behavioural trend of an SP over 

time. To explain, if an evaluator agent becomes aware of the deteriorating 

trend of an SP as time passes, it underrates the expected trust value and 

feels pessimistic towards the future interaction results. 

As mentioned in Section 2.1, FIRE employs a multi-criteria rating system 

such that the participants rate the performance of SPs based on predefined 

criteria rather than providing an overall opinion; however, it does not provide 
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techniques to perform context diversity checking whereupon the context and 

criteria similarity rates are not calculated (R5a, R5b). Thereby, it is unable 

to elicit the preferences of relying agents in order to predict the trust value 

of a particular SP more precisely. 

2.3.2 REGRET 

The REGRET T&R system takes advantage of a variety of information com

ponents to predict the trustworthiness of target SPs in almost any situation. 

Distinctively, in order to make more accurate judgements, it provides the 

neighbourhood and system reputation components in addition to the direct 

interaction and witness reputation components. 

Using social relationships, it enables newcomers to take part in the com

munity's activities; thus providing the possibility for them to increase their 

knowledge and improve their social status persistently (R6a) [40]. Moreover, 

due to the dynamic characteristics of an open environment, the population 

of participants varies from time to time. Besides, agents' behaviours and 

performances oscillate, being influenced by unexpected changes in such envi

ronments. Evidently, REGRET is incapable of extensively dealing with the 

dynamicity of an open MAS and thus cannot perform effectively under all 

circumstances of such an environment (R6b) [13]. 

As aforementioned, the distinguishing feature of REGRET is its use of so

cial relationships between participants in modelling trust. With the help of 

the defined social relations, source agents are able to identify suitable wit-
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nesses and provide appropriate recommendations with regards to a target 

agent. Furthermore, REGRET proposes a mechanism to handle the ballot 

box stuffing and the correlated evidence problem in which a set of witnesses 

express their opinions based on the same experiences. To do this, it groups 

the potential witnesses and considers each of them as individual sources of 

information and then uses heuristics to select the best representative in the 

group to send the query to. This matter reduces the number of sent queries 

as well as alleviates the effect of the correlated evidence problem (R7c). How

ever, REGRET assumes that each agent owns pre-defined sociograms that 

display social relationships [41] and does not address how to locate witnesses 

in these social structures (R2). 

In order to ascertain the quality of the provided recommendations, any T &R 

system should develop techniques to detect deceptive and unreliable agents 

and, following that, underrate their reputation values or ignore them, ac

cordingly. For this purpose, REGRET mainly relies on social relations and 

states them via fuzzy rules. Through these rules, it validates the obtained 

recommendations and determines their influence degree in the reputation 

aggregation method. It is worth mentioning that REGRET examines the 

truthfulness of information in general and does not differentiate between dis

honest third parties and incompetent but honest ones (R7b, R7d). Moreover, 

it does not describe any method to update the weight parameter of witnesses 

after actual interaction results have been obtained. 

The other significant characteristic of this T &R system is its ability to sup-
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port a multiple-criterion rating system (R2a). As already mentioned in Sec

tion 2.1, REGRET is aspect-oriented and records reputations linked to sin

gle behavioural aspects of a contract [39]. For instance, in case the contract 

consists of multiple criteria, it specifically inquires regarding a particular 

criterion rather than a general reputation value. Alternatively, in order to 

calculate overall ratings, REGRET enables each participant to design an 

ontological structure of the contract suited to its requirement and weights 

each aspect proportionally. This feature addresses the criteria similarity rate 

(R5a) in a manner that leads to more precise prediction of the reputation 

value. 

2.3.3 T&R Model by Yu and Singh 

Yu and Singh have proposed a decentralized reputation management model 

to locate the right witnesses in MAS in order to evaluate the trustworthiness 

of an SP that is willing to communicate (R2a). However, its recommended 

Trust Network is not capable of distinguishing between honest and decep

tive agents. To deal with this problem, a deception model was developed 

to detect spurious ratings as well as updating the behavioural models of ac

quaintances based on their performance (R 7 d). Moreover, to avoid double 

counting and correlated evidence problems, it restricts participants to release 

only their local belief; however, it does not analyze the possible solution for 

the decentralized environment without central authority (R 7 c). 

Furthermore, even though it defines two thresholds as upper and lower bounds 
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of trust and also counts on the state of uncertainty in calculating the expected 

trustworthiness value, this model does not provide any reliability measures 

to figure out the confidence level of the produced value (R7a). 

Finally, Yu and Singh have attempted to design a reputation model com

patible with the inherent dynamicity in open MAS. For example in their 

approach, individuals can dynamically choose their neighbours from their 

current acquaintances. In addition, when the majority of agents exhibit 

volatile and changing behaviour, it can adaptively adjust the exaggerative 

coefficient to a higher value to swiftly filter out deceitful agents from the 

system (R6b). 

2.3.4 TRAVOS 

TRAVOS is a probabilistic trust model that uses beta distribution probability 

functions to calculate the likelihood of certain SPs fulfilling agreed-upon 

obligations given its past personal experiences and reputation information 

(R3d). 

Even though the performance of TRAVOS is validated in a decentralized 

online marketplace with pre-determined agent populations, it can extend 

easily to large scale open systems (44]. Yet, it lacks the ability to address the 

bootstrapping problem as well as the dynamicity in participants' behaviour 

that may change their attitudes over time [13] (R6a, R6b). Besides, this 

model assumes that reputation information is accessible upon demand and 

does not present any approach for locating witnesses (R2). 
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Using probability theory, TRAVOS provides a novel approach for detecting 

and filtering malevolent witnesses. It adjusts the effect of provided opinions 

on the trustworthiness measurement, corresponding to the accuracy degree 

of their reporters. However, it does not provide any reliability measure to 

assess the degree of confidence of a truster agent in achieving the expected 

performance from the trustee. 

Moreover, this model attempts to tackle discrimination and ballot box stuff

ing problems by underrating exaggerative opinions (R7c), (R7e); however, it 

is unable to detect fraudulent participants who lie in small amounts. Fur

thermore, since TRAVOS is based on a single rating system such that the 

reputation is shared in the form of frequency of successful and unsuccess

ful interaction results, it is incapable of providing suitable recommendations 

in an environment with competitive service providers offering a variety of 

services in different contexts (R5). 

It is noteworthy to mention that this T &R system is mostly comparable with 

BRS in the context of handling inaccurate reports [18, 51]. Nevertheless, BRS 

is based on an endogenous approach that presumes that the majority of rep

utation sources provide an accurate opinion and thus discards any opinions 

that deviate considerably from the average [33]. Moreover, unlike TRAVOS, 

which significantly relies on personal experiences (Section 2.4), BRS does 

not differentiate between direct experiences and reputation information and 

treats them equally in its trustworthiness computation. 
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2.3.5 PeerTrust 

The PeerTrust T &R system consists of various distinguishing features, which 

helps it to significantly outperform a number of available T &R systems in 

some particular contexts. Specifically, it puts special effort into tackling 

problems relating to reliability and honesty assessment (R 7). For instance, 

by means of the credibility measures, it is able to act effectively against ma

licious coalitions, thereby addressing ballot box stuffing and the correlated 

evidence problem (R7c) [53]. Furthermore, the use of a transaction con

text factor helps in revealing the actual intention of opportunistic peers who 

cheat whenever it is advantageous for them to do so. In light of these trans

action context parameters such as size and time, as well as the adaptive time 

window-based algorithm, PeerTrust can detect volatile personalities, oscil

lating attitudes and discriminative behaviour of participants and thus adjust 

their trust values accordingly (R7a, R6b ). (The basic idea is to adaptively 

calculate the trust value using smaller time windows, in order to reflect the 

most recent behaviour of peers and compare it with the pre-determined time 

window. If they differ by more than a pre-defined threshold, this implicitly 

signifies the volatility and fraudulent attitude of peers). However, it does 

not provide any reliability measures to estimate the confidence degree of the 

generated trust value. 

The characteristics of peer-to-peer online communities oblige T&R systems 

to support dynamicity in order to act responsively in all unpredictable situa

tions. For this purpose, PeerTrust provides the means to calculate the trust-
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worthiness of target peers in almost all circumstances. For instance, when 

requesting peers do not have adequate information to evaluate the credibil

ity of witnesses, this model proposes an alternative approach for credibility 

measurement. According to this approach, the requesting peer recursively 

considers other peers' trust values as a credibility factor in order to compute 

the target peer's performance [52]. Even though this technique provides an 

initial judgement for a target peer's trust value, it is still the case that re

questing peers are threatened with the risk of confronting misleading partic

ipants who disseminate distorted feedback. Furthermore, this decentralized 

scalable trust model does not address the bootstrapping problem of newly 

joined peers (R6a). 

Notably, since this T &R system adopts a binary system that presents the 

interaction results as satisfactory /unsatisfactory, it is restricted to execut

ing context diversity checking in order to provide recommendations more 

analogously to requesting peers' expectations (R5). 

2.3.6 BRS 

BRS presents a set of rich features that differentiate it from some existing 

T &R systems in certain ways. In particular, it proposes a novel approach 

to rectify the bootstrapping problem of the newly joined agent (R6a). That 

is, this reputation system dynamically assigns a base rate reputation score 

to newcomers upon arrival. It provides a method to track the average rep

utation scores of the whole community so as to settle the newcomers into a 
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conservative state. Notably, such a base rate could be biased towards either 

positive or negative reputation scores depending on the overall participants' 

trustworthiness attitudes and the quality of the market at the time. [21, 20]. 

Furthermore, BRS takes a step towards tackling the inherent dynamicity 

of an open marketplace (R6b). Unlike other available T&R models, which 

mainly concentrate on modelling the advisers' behaviour, BRS models the 

behavioural patterns of the consumer and provider as well. In particular, 

BRS grants providers the ability to adaptively change their behaviour to in

crease their benefits while maintaining a satisfactory level of honesty. For 

instance, based on a set of heuristics, if a certain provider agent does not 

succeed in conducting any business for a certain period of time, it will auto

matically decrease the selling price while increasing its level of honesty. On 

the other hand, it defines the risk attitude parameter for consumer agents, 

which affects the purchasing pattern of the consumers. That is, if the con

sumer makes a large loss in previous interactions, it intelligently increases 

the risk-aversion parameter for the next rounds of transactions [51]. 

Furthermore, BRS provides a robust protection mechanism against both pos

itive and negative unfair ratings. As such, to diminish the risk of malicious 

advisers who attempt to manipulate the reputation system for their own 

benefits, it provides statistical iterated filtering techniques based on a beta 

distribution to dynamically expel advisers with unsatisfactory rating levels. 

In so doing, it defines an adaptive quantile parameter q, which is the point 

at which 1 % of the ratings fall below and 99% of ratings fall above that value 
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[51]. With the appropriate adjustment of this parameter and the longevity 

factor..\, the filtering algorithm can perform more efficiently in excluding old 

and unfair ratings in certain conditions. Empirical results indicate that [51], 

the basis of the filtering algorithm, enables BRS to efficiently detect the bal

let box stuffing problem (R7c) as well as restraining deceptive advisers from 

distorting providers' reputation when the majority of participants provide 

honest ratings. In contrast, when a substantial proportion of participants 

is dishonest ( over 30%), this technique may mistakenly reject the correct 

ratings, which results in poor estimation of the trustworthiness of the tar

get provider. Moreover, BRS can successfully detect volatility in the agents' 

behaviour in case malevolent agents choose a strategy to intersperse unfair 

ratings with fair ratings over 50% of the time (R7a). 

Finally, by means of supporting continuous rating input, it not only enhances 

the applicability and flexibility of BRS in dealing with the continuous nature 

of some observations, it also increases the reliability and confidence degree 

of the provided ratings. 

2.3. 7 Personalized Approach 

The Personalized approach [59] takes initiative steps in coping with the prob

lems of new entrants into thee-marketplace. The public reputation compo

nent is designed to assist newcomers centrally and provide them with the 

required feedback. This mechanism works effectively in the condition where 

the majority of participants are honest, which results in a fair estimation 
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on the quality of participants. However, if the majority of participants are 

unfair, the public information component is not reliable and the new entrant 

would judge others incorrectly. To deal with dynamicity in providers' be

haviours, Zhang [59] proposed the forgetting factor (,X) in order to compare 

consumers' and advisers' ratings based on their recency. That is, by adjust

ing the .X to 0, only those ratings of the consumer and advisers that are in 

the same time window will be compared. Yet, Zhang did not explain how to 

adaptively adjust the forgetting factor in different circumstances. 

This approach probabilistically evaluates the credibility of advisers based on 

the percentage of unfair ratings they provided. In this model, consumers 

subjectively determine the confidence rate in order to estimate the influence 

degree of each reputation component in its credibility assessment measures 

(R7d). Furthermore, through the concept of time window, this approach 

could successfully address ballot box stuffing and flooding by considering 

only a limited number of ratings from advisers(R7c). 

The meaning of the symbols presented in Table 2.5 is presented as follows: 

• Blank: the model does not satisfy the corresponding feature. 

• P: the model attempts to address the corresponding feature and has 

partly succeeded. 

• Y: the model satisfies the corresponding feature. 

• A: the model assumes the particular feature exists and does not provide 

any method to address it. 
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• N / A: the corresponding requirement is not applicable. 
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Table 2.5: Comparing the reviewed T&R systems across the dimensions of the framework 

T&R Systems Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 
a b a b C a b C d a b C d a b a b a b 

FIRE I YIY y I IY YIY y y I y PIP 
REGRET I YI A IY IY YI y y YI I 

Model by Yu & Singh I IY y IY y p~ I y 

TRAVOS IY IA YIY y N/A N/A I 
PeerTrust IY IY y IY y N/A N/A y I y pa 

BRS I ye I A1 I YIY y N/A N/A y I y pg 

Personalized Approach I Y I YI YIY y pm I y 

~ 
CO pa: This model implicitly incorporates transitivity rate by means of providing a suitable trust metric along with reliability measures for each 

individual information source. 

pb: This model treats agents with bad reputations and newcomers -with no reputation- differently. 

pc: This T&R system may detect discrimination behaviour but cannot differentiate between dishonest and victim R-agents. 

pd: There is no reliability measure. 

ye: This reputation system supports multinomial and binomial models of ratings. It also supports both discrete and continuous ratings as input. 

Al: This reputation system is compatible with all three witness location approaches. 

pg : This system is able to detect the trend and volatility in participants' behaviour if they play an unfair strategy with probability above 0.5. 

ph: BRS cannot effectively combat the ballot box stuffing problem when the majority of participants provide unfair ratings. 

pm: This model effectively handles the lack of experience of newcomers when the majority of participants are honest. 

R7 RB 
C d e a b 

YIY p y I pa 

YIY y 

p y y 

y y pc y 

y y pc y 
pn pc y 

y y y 



2.4 Concluding Remarks 

Different trust and reputation models that handle the problem of unfair 

ratings described in this chapter all have some shortcomings. In Section 

2.2, we have introduced a framework that classifies and compares trust and 

reputation systems in terms of their architecture and adopted engines as hard 

features. It also lists the capabilities and characteristics that an effective 

approach should have as soft features. 

Approaches for measuring trust in an electronic environment ( e.g. e-commerce) 

should be able to deal with dynamism in such environments, such as when 

providers change their behaviours and performance (R6b in Table 2.5). More

over, an effective approach should equip consumers with a means to make 

a decision even with a limited number of experiences. Also, they should be 

able to differentiate between malicious advisers who lie intentionally and in

competent ones who unintentionally provide incorrect ratings due to their 

lack of experience (R7b, R7d). The second group of advisers are mainly the 

new entrants in the environment who have not had sufficient interaction with 

providers yet (R6a). 

Trust models should also provide consumers with a mechanism to efficiently 

make a decision in a situation where the majority of the ratings provided by 

advisers are unfair. In this situation, an effective approach should be able 

to detect all the honest advisers in the neighbourhood in order to increase 

the reliability and confidence of their decisions. They should be able to deal 
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with flooding attacks from advisers in which they provide a large number 

of ratings within a short period of time (R7c). Finally, an effective trust 

model should be able to evaluate trust in different contexts independently 

and consider context and criterion similarity in order to fairly calculate the 

trustworthiness of advisers (R5a). 

None of the described models have all above-mentioned capabilities. Thus, 

an effective approach is needed to cope with the problem of unfair ratings in 

a comprehensive manner. The above analysis provides a deep understanding 

of differences amongst these models, and inspires our proposal of an effective 

method for coping with the unfair rating problem by adaptively modelling the 

trustworthiness of advisers, which also leads to an optimal product selection. 

The model developed in this thesis does have all the above desired capabilities 

(i.e. R5a, R6a, R6b, R7b, R7c, R7d). The analysis also inspires empirical 

studies in our work. The proposed approach and empirical studies will be 

presented in detail in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 

Our work differs from others in a number of ways. Unlike other existing 

approaches [15, 18, 44, 59], which mainly evaluate the credibility of advisers 

based on the percentage of unfair ratings they provided, our combinatorial 

approach takes initiative steps to aggregate several parameters in deriving 

the trustworthiness of advisers. That is, in addition to the similarity degree 

of advisers' opinions, it further aggregates their behavioural characteristics 

and evaluates the adequacy of their reputation information in its credibility 

measure. In this model, every consumer with different behavioural character-
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istics is able to objectively evaluate the similarity degree of advisers through 

a multi-criterion rating approach. Consumer agents could adaptively predict 

the trustworthiness of advisers using different credibility measures well-suited 

for various kinds of advisers. This model provides a consumer with the abil

ity to simply adjust the influence of each view of trust ( e.g. probabilistic or 

cognitive) based on its own preferences and determines the influence of each 

layer in its decision making. While in most existing models [18, 48, 53, 59], 

the evaluation of the adopted thresholds is not addressed explicitly, in this 

model we explore some determinant factors that are important in evaluating 

the adopted thresholds effectively. We also propose a two-layered, open, scal

able and dynamic framework that enables consumers to discover the most 

pertinent provider. In the first layer, we propose the provider classification 

mechanism, which provides a consumer with a means to evaluate the trust

worthiness of the providers through aggregation of its own previous experi

ences with the reputation reports provided by its advisers and selects a sub

set of them as potential providers. In the second layer, we develop a service 

discovery methodology through proposing a reputation-aware multi-attribute 

First-Scored-Sealed Bid Procurement (FSBP) auction. In this method, the 

consumer invites the surviving providers of the previous layer to participate 

and submit their bids in a reputation-aware multi-attribute FSBP auction. 

The winning provider is the one who maximizes the consumer's utility by 

achieving sufficient trust and fulfilling the consumer's QoS preference. 
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Chapter 3 

The Probabilistic-Cognitive 

(Prob-Cog) Model 

In this chapter we present the first component of zTrust, the Prob-Cog model, 

an adaptive filtering algorithm that models the trustworthiness of advisers 

by combining the probabilistic and cognitive approaches [9] of trust, taking 

into account subjectivity, differences in behavioural dispositions of partici

pants and environmental conditions (Section 3.1). Furthermore, this section 

describes an adaptive threshold evaluation method, which dynamically de

termines the value of different adopted thresholds in the Prob-Cog model 

based on the preferences of consumers over different views of trust, providers' 

dynamicity and environmental circumstances. After measuring the credibil

ity of advisers, we present a mechanism that enables consumers to quantify 
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advisers' taste and their degree of similarity with the consumer's own charac

teristics and also we formulate the age of advisers by presenting the longevity 

factor of advisers. Next, an aggregation method is presented, which deter

mines the trustworthiness of advisers by combining these different factors. 

Section 3.2 concludes the chapter with final remarks. 

3.1 The Prob-Cog Approach: Modelling the 

Trustworthiness of Advisers 

To formalize the proposed cognitive filtering algorithm, we consider the sce

nario where in an electronic marketplace, consumer agents with distinctive 

behavioural patterns want to bootstrap relationships with new neighbours. 

We assume that the consumer agents have some record of interactions with 

transaction partners, i.e, providers. We also assume that participating agents 

are willing to communicate and share information with each other. 

To analyze the neighbours' credibility, each consumer agent C needs two 

types of information. The first type of information, which helps to build 

the first layer of our filtering algorithm, is used to identify malicious partici

pants with a complementary model of deception. It also detects newly-joined 

agents with an insufficient number of personal experiences. 

In the second layer of the filtering algorithm, the second type of information 

helps C to recognize the behavioural characteristics of the neighbours. As 

such, it will be able to evaluate their degree of trustworthiness. Note that, in 
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this layer, C takes an analytical approach in order to detect deceitful partici

pants with volatile dispositions who cheat opportunistically. By hiding their 

true intentions, this group of deceitful participants imposes greater risk and 

insecurity to the system compared with those with a frequently deceptive 

attitude[l, 23, 32]. 

The detailed explanation of this multi-dimensional filtering technique is pro

vided in the following sub-sections. For the sake of clarity, we also summarize 

the notation used in this section as follows: 
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Symbols Explanation 
j the index of providers 
k the index of neighbours 
C consumer agent 
N the set of neighbours 
p the set of providers 
T time 
n Quality of Service (QoS) threshold 

R(Nk,Pj) the rating vector of Pi provided by N k 
r the number of successful outcomes 
s the number of unsuccessful outcomes 

Prr the probability of a positive outcome 
E(prr,Pi) the expected probability of a positive outcome for Pi 

c(r, s) the reliability degree of the rating vector 

~(Nk) the average level of dishonesty of Nk 

d(uk) the uncertainty function of Nk's provided rating 
Comp(Nk) competency degree of Nk 

µ incompetency tolerance threshold 
ADCcc) Approximate Dishonesty Coefficient calculated by C 

z forgetting factor 
TAk the time window of Ak 's provided rating 
Tc the time window of the consumer's provided rating 

-X the forgetting rate 
T(c,Ak)P3 

recency factor 
Ak adviser k 

IC(Ak,Pj,TA) the interaction context 
Yi the value of the criterion i 
wi the importance/wieght of the criterion i 

Sim(c,Ak)p. similarity of Ak 's rating with C, 
3 

Diff (C,Ak)P• the difference of C and Ak in assessing Pi 
-- 3 

Diff (c,Ak) the average difference of C and Ak 
Tendency(c,Ak) the overall tendency of Ak in evaluating the providers 

(3 the credibility threshold 
€ the acceptable level of error 

BP(c,Ak) the behavioural pattern 
CR(c,Ak) the credibility measure 

() the optimistic coefficient 
(1 the pessimistic coefficient 

dev(C, Pj) the variation in Pj's performance 
Inf view:cog the influence of the cognitive view of trust 
T(C,Ak)P3 

the correlation between C and Ak in evaluating provider Pj 

T(C,Ak) the average value for the correlation 
'l/J(Ak,C) longevity factor 
age(Ak) the age of Ak 
age(c) the age of C 

Inf (C,Ak) the influence degree of Ak 

Trustee Ak) trustworthiness value of Ak 
Table 3.1: The explanation of notations 
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3.1.1 Probabilistic Layer: Evaluating the Competency 

Degree of neighbours 

The consumer agent C sends a query to a circle of its neighbours N = 

{N1 , N2 , •• , Nk, .. , Ni} requesting numbers of successful and unsuccessful out

comes experienced with providers P = {P1 , P2 , .•• ,Pi}~ {Pi, P2 , ... , Pm}, r ~ 

m, occurring before a certain time T. Such a time threshold diminishes the 

risk of changeability in a provider's behaviour. It is also accompanied by the 

Quality of Service ( QoS) threshold n to imply C's belief about an acceptable 

minimum level of trust. For example, for a consumer with a risk-averse pat

tern, n could be 0. 7 whereas for the risk-taking consumer this amount might 

be reduced to 0.5. 

The neighbour Nk responds by providing a rating vector R(Nk,P;) for each 

provider. It contains a tuple of (r, s) which indicates the number of success

ful ( r) and unsuccessful ( s) interaction results with provider Pi respectively. 

Note that these counts of successful and unsuccessful interactions are col

lected from the first layer of the filtering algorithm, where neighbours are 

asked to provide merely a binary rating ("l" or "O" for example), in which 

"1" means that P; is reputable and "O" means not reputable. Thus, con

sidering a consumer's QoS threshold, they will send reputation reports as a 

collection of positive and negative interaction outcomes. 

Once the evidence is received, for each R(Nk,P;), C calculates the expected 
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value of the probability of the positive outcome for a provider Pi [18] as: 

(3.1) 

To generally present this formula to include all participants inane-marketplace, 

we update the presentation of E (pr r, Pi) to E (pr r, Pi) Par, where Par E { C}U 

N implies participants of the community. Clearly, 0 < E(prr, Pj)Par ~ 1 and 

as it approaches O or 1, it indicates unanimity in the body of evidence[12]. 

That is, particularly large values of s or r provide better intuition about an 

overall tendency and service quality of providers. In contrast, E(prr, Pj)Par = 

0.5 (i.e, r = s) signifies the maximal conflict in gathered evidence, resulting 

in increasing the uncertainty in determining the service quality of providers. 

Based on these intuitions, we are able to calculate the degree of reliability 

and certainty of ratings provided by neighbours. 

Let x represent the probability of a successful outcome for a certain provider. 

Based on the Definitions(2) and (3) in [49], the Reliability degree of each 

R(Nk,Pj) is defined as: 

c(r,s) = ~11 I 1 xr(l-x)s -1 I dx 
2 o f

0 
xr ( 1 - x) 8 dx 

(3.2) 

Similar to E(prr, Pj)Par, we update the presentation of c(r, s) to c(r, s)Par· 

Theoretical analysis [49] demonstrates that, for a fixed ratio of positive and 

negative observations, the reliability increases as evidence increases. On the 

contrary, given a fixed amount of evidence, as the extent of conflict increases, 
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the reliability of the provided ratings decreases proportionately. That is, re

liability is at its minimum value when E(prr, Pj)Par = 0.5. As such, the less 

conflict in their ratings, the more reliable the neighbours would be. 

However, in the proposed filtering algorithm, C would not strictly judge the 

neighbours with rather low reliability in their R(Nk,Pj) as deceptive partici

pants since this factor could signify both dishonesty of neighbours and the 

dynamicity and fraudulent behaviour of providers. That is, some malicious 

providers may adopt a strategy of providing satisfactory quality of service 

in most situations when there is not much at stake and acting conversely in 

occasions associated with a large gain. As such, even though they retain a 

certain level of trustworthiness, their associated reliability degree is low. 

To address this ambiguity, C computes the E(prr, Pj)c and c(r, s)c of its 

personal experiences; Rcc,Pj), for a common set of providers. Through the 

comparison of neighbours' metrics with its own, it would select those with a 

similar rating pattern and a satisfactory level of honesty as its advisers. 

To formalize this, it measures an average level of dishonesty of Nk by con

sidering the difference between their E(prr, Pi)Par values, as follows: 

(3.3) 

As pointed out, increasing the amount of evidence leads to an increase in the 

reliability degree. The problem arises when malicious neighbours disseminate 
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a large number of spurious ratings so as to promote their reliability. Besides, 

it may happen that a truthful neighbour lacks in number of experiences. 

Thus, despite its inherent honesty, its reliability degree is low and it is not 

qualified to play the role of adviser. To clarify these issues, we define an 

uncertainty function U (Nk) to capture the intuition of information imbalance 

between C and Nk as follow:,: 

(3.4) 

In light of the uncertainty function, the opinions of deceptive neighbours who 

attempt to mislead consumer agents by supplying a large number of ratings 

are discounted. Similarly, it hinders short-term observations of newly-joined 

agents from having influence on a consumer agent's decision making process. 

Given the formulae 3.3 and 3.4 , the competency degree of Nk is calculated 

by reducing its honesty based on its certainty degree. Thus, it could be 

determined as: 

(3.5) 

Consumer C determines an incompetency tolerance threshold µ which indi

cates an acceptable level of a neighbour's incompetency. It further chooses 

the neighbours with (1 - Comp(Nk)) ~µas its potential advisers and filters 

out the rest. 

To attain partial perception on overall quality of the environment, a con

sumer C evaluates an approximate dishonesty of participants based on its 
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observation of the quality of its neighbours in this layer. It calculates the 

Approximate Dishonesty Coefficient ADC(c) as the ratio of detected incom

petent neighbours to all of its neighbours, as follows: 

(3.6) 

Since in this layer we target the participants with a significant lying pattern, 

detecting fraudulent agents with oscillating rating attitudes is left for the 

next layer. 

3.1.2 Second Layer: Calculating a Credibility Degree 

of Advisers 

In the probabilistic phase of the filtering algorithm, neighbours are asked to 

send their subjective opinions of providers. By aggregating their opinions 

and computing their degree of reliability, a consumer agent has obtained a 

rough estimation of the honesty level of neighbours and selects a subset of 

them as its advisers. However, this method cannot thoroughly address the 

inherent complications of an open environment. To explain, the nature of 

the open marketplace allows various kinds of participants with distinctive 

behavioural characteristics [3] to engage in the system. 

Besides, the basis of the employed multi-dimensional rating system provides 

tools for a consumer agent to objectively evaluate the performance of service 

providers across several criteria with different degrees of preference. Evi-
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dently, the measured QoS is mainly dependent on how much the criteria 

with a high preference degree are fulfilled[32]. Owing to the different pur

chasing behaviour of the agents, it is expected that preference degrees vary 

from one participant to another, resulting in dissimilar assessment of the 

quality of the same service. As such, computing the credibility of advis

ers regardless of their behavioural characteristics and rating attitudes, and 

merely based on their subjective opinions, would not sufficiently ensure high 

quality judgements of their trustworthiness. 

To tackle these problems, in a second layer of the filtering algorithm, con

sumer agent C analytically gives credits to advisers to the extent that their 

evaluation of each criterion of a negotiated context is similar to its own ex

periences. For this purpose, it asks advisers about mutually agreed criteria 

on which they have bargained with highly-reliable providers1 whose reputa

tion values have been recently released in the form of binary ratings. They 

also are requested to include the most recent interaction time with such in

formation so as to give a higher weight to more recent feedback. That is, 

feedback gradually loses its importance as time progresses. This improves 

the correctness and accuracy in predicting the credibility of advisers through 

alleviating the risk of changeability in a provider's behaviour. 

To formulate this, we adopt the concept of forgetting factor presented in 

10bviously, a consumer only inquires about the providers with high reliability and 
ignores those that are possibly deceptive. 
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[18, 59]: 

(3.7) 

We customize it for our model and define a recency factor as: 

(3.8) 

Here, TAk and Tc indicate the adviser Ak's and consumer C's time windows 

when they had an experience with a provider Pi. Also, the A represents the 

forgetting parameter and O < A ~ 1. When A = 1, there is no forgetting 

and all the ratings are treated as though they happened in the same time 

period. In contrast, A~ 0 specifies that ratings from different time windows 

will not be significantly taken into account. Similarly to [59], in this filtering 

algorithm, the recency factor is characterized with a discrete integer value 

where 1 is the most recent time period and 2 is the time period just prior. 

Also, it is presumed that the adviser's ratings are prior to those a consumer 

agent supplies so that TAk ~ Tc. 

Adviser Ak will respond, providing an interaction context IC(Ak,P;,TAk) that 

contains a tuple of weight, which indicates the importance of each criterion of 

the interaction context, Wi, and its corresponding value, \.7i: {Wi.\.7ili = l..n} 

and the latest interaction time T Ak for each provider. 2 

Given Ak's interaction context, a consumer agent would estimate the possi-

2Note that in this model we assume that each provider can only provide one particular 
service. Dealing with providers offering multiple services is left for future work. 
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ble interaction outcomes of an adviser based on its own perspective. That 

is, C will examine its IC(c,Pj,Tc), which contains pairs of weight and value: 

{'Y,;.Rili = l .. n }. It will then modify the interaction context of Ak by replac

ing Ak's preferences~ with its own personal preference degrees 'Y,;. Based on 

this, the interaction context of Ak is updated to: IC'(A P· T ) = {'Y,;.Yili = 
k, J• Ak 

1..n}. To formalize a similarity of Ak's rating approach with C, we compute 

a ratio of the consumer's interaction context ICcc,Pj,Tc) with the updated 

version of the adviser's interaction context as: 

(3.9) 

and then 

represents the difference of C and Ak in assessing Pi. 

Based on Equations 3.8 and 3.9, C would calculate the average differences 

between the transaction result of Ak and its own experiences with the same 

set of providers as: 

(3.10) 

Existing trust models [15, 18, 44, 53, 59] evaluate the trustworthiness of 

advisers mainly based on their average deviation from a consumer's opinion 

and exploit the same credibility measures for all types of advisers. Moreover, 
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they define a threshold value3 to separate the honest advisers from dishonest 

ones. However, adjusting a threshold to an efficient value has always been a 

controversial issue. The quality of advisers is compromised when a threshold 

is set to a high value. In this situation, deceitful participants who maintain 

a minimum level of trustworthiness remain undetected and could actively 

contribute to a consumer's decision making process. On the other hand, a 

lower threshold leads to the contribution of a smaller number of advisers. 

Clearly, adjusting a threshold value is a trade-off between the number of 

credible advisers and the risk of being misled by deceptive peers. 

Furthermore, in a real-life e-commerce application, the differences in a con

sumer's behavioural patterns lead to divergent evaluations of the credibility 

degree of advisers[27]. For instance, the opinion of one particular adviser 

may seem highly credible for a risk-taking consumer while it is not so for 

a risk-averse one. We note that the credibility degree of advisers not only 

depends on their evaluator's dispositions but it is also related to their own 

individual behavioural patterns. That is, advisers' recommendations could 

be affected by endogenous factors [9]. As such, it may happen that two hon

est advisers with different attitudes have conflicting evaluations of the same 

provider. Characterizing the disposition of advisers helps a consumer agent 

to take a proportionate strategy in assessing their future recommendations. 

For instance, a risk-averse consumer would underestimate the ratings pro

vided by optimistic advisers whilst overrating those provided by pessimistic 

3 A threshold can be explicitly determined as in [15) and [53) or implicitly as in [59). 
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advisers. This mechanism shows its practicality in a community where credi

ble advisers are scarce and the majority of participants behave malevolently. 

In this state, modeling a behaviour of advisers helps a consumer to get the 

most benefits from their opinions in such a way that the scarcity of credible 

advisers would not have a serious effect on the quality of predictions. 

For all these reasons, in this model we take a further step and embrace the 

diversity in participants as an influential factor in our credibility measures. 

We believe that quantity should not necessarily be sacrificed for quality or 

vice versa. Instead, by employing a suitable mechanism, consumer agents 

are able to have a large number of advisers with high-quality judgements. 

As such, C captures the overall tendency of Ak in evaluating the providers' 

QoS as: 

(3.11) 

As the name suggests, the consumer agent could exploit a tendency metric 

to get an intuition about the general trends of advisers in rating a common 

set of providers. That is, a positive value of Tendency(c,Ak) indicates that 

an adviser has the attitude of overrating providers while a negative value 

declares that an adviser has a tendency to underrate providers. 

Following that, to identify a behavioural pattern of advisers, we determine 

a pre-defined boundary f3 such that if Ak 's I C'(A p. T ) is compatible with 
k, 3, Ak 

those experienced by C ( Diff (C,Ak) ~ /3), they will be counted as credible ad-

visers. However, in this model, C would not thoroughly exclude the advisers 
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who rate otherwise. Instead, it narrowly analyzes the Diff (C,Ak) in such a 

way that if it is marginally greater than /3 with a negative Tendency(C,Ak), 

the corresponding adviser's attitude is identified as pessimistic. 

Similarly, in case their differences marginally exceed f3 with a positive 

Tendency(c,Ak), the respective adviser's attitude is recognized as optimistic. 

We define such a marginal error E as a ratio of the credibility threshold /3 

and it is subjectively determined by a consumer agent. Evidently, if Ak's 

I C'(A P· T ) significantly deviates from the consumer agent's direct experi-
k, 3, Ak 

ences, they will be detected as malicious advisers with deceitful behavioural 

models who lie opportunistically when the benefit of cheating is high. We 

believe that the filtered advisers have a deceitful behavioural pattern; other

wise, they would have been expelled in the first layer. 

Note that the thresholds are used to identify different kinds of unfair par

ticipants. These thresholds should be set with the goals of each particular 

layer in mind. In the first layer, the value ofµ should be high, to ensure 

that dishonest participants are expelled. In the second layer, when analyzing 

participants' behavioural characteristics, a low value of f3 is desirable. Thus, 

we can conclude that /3 ~ µ. 

The classification mechanism of the behavioural pattern of Ak based on C's 

interaction context is formally presented as follows: 
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Realistic/ Credible : Di.ff (C,Ak) ~ (3 

Optimistic: /3 < Diff (c,Ak) ~ /3 + E & Tendency(c,Ak) > 0 

Pessimistic : /3 < Di.ff (C,Ak) ~ /3 + E & Tendency(c,Ak) < 0 

Deceitful : Diff (c,Ak) > /3 + E 

(3.12) 

Given the BP(c,Ak), the credibility measure CR(c,Ak) is formulated as: 

1 - Di.ff (C,Ak) : BP(Ak)= Credible 

(1 - Diff (c,Ak)) x e-9•Diff<c,Ak) : BP(Ak) = Optimistic 

(1 - Di.ff (C,Ak)) x e-a•Diff cc,Ak) : BP(Ak) = Pessimistic 

0 : B P(Ak) = Deceitful 
(3.13) 

Here, (} and a represent the optimistic and pessimistic coefficients respec

tively. A consumer agent takes a personalized adaptive approach to calcu

lating them. Depending on its behavioural characteristics, such coefficients 

are initialized differently. For instance, recommendations of pessimistic ad

visers may seem more credible in the perspective of a risk-averse consumer 

and they are considered to be better peers to cooperate with than optimistic 

advisers [3). Hence the risk-averse consumer promotes the credibility of a 

pessimistic adviser by adjusting the pessimistic coefficient to a lower value 

than the optimistic coefficient(O ~ a < 0). On the contrary, the disposition 
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of a risk-taking buying agent compels it to consider the reputation informa

tion provided by optimistic advisers as more important. Therefore, it assigns 

a great deal of influence to their ratings by properly setting up the optimistic 

coefficient to a lower value than the pessimistic coefficent (0 :::; (} < a). 

As such, the coefficients are adaptively defined for each adviser. For initial

izing (}, a risk-averse agent considers the maximum difference of the adviser's 

ratings with a consumer's opinions upon evaluating the same providers. For 

a risk-taking agent, this process is reversed. That is, the optimistic coefficient 

is defined as the minimum deviation of the adviser's recommendations with 

the consumer's opinions across a common set of providers. Thus, coefficients 

(} and a are formalized as: 

0= { 
max{I Diff cc,Ak)Pi I Ii= 1...m} 

min{I Diff cc,Ak)Pi I Ii= 1...m} 

a = { min{I Dijf (C,A•)P, I Ii.= 1...m} 

max{I Diff cc,Ak)Pi I Ii= l...m} 

Risk-A verse consumer 

Risk- Taking consumer 

Risk-A verse consumer 

Risk-Taking consumer 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Through these principles, Ak 's recommendations are discounted such that its 

influence on C's prediction depends on its honesty in each of its interaction 

contexts. The coefficient parameters ensure that the recommendation of 

advisers with volatile behaviour who have a high variability in their opinions 
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is heavily discounted. 

3.1.2.1 Evaluating Threshold Parameters 

In the Prob-Cog model, we combine the cognitive and probabilistic views 

of trust such that each might have different weights depending on the con

sumer's endogenous factors, such as willingness and preferences. That is, 

some consumers might assign a great deal of influence to the probabilistic 

evaluation results while having less interest in the inclusion of the factor of 

behaviour in their evaluation. The priority of either view is projected into 

different thresholds dedicated to each layer. In this model, the values of the 

adopted thresholds are attributed to many factors such as: 1) the variation 

of the providers' performance, 2) the percentage of neighbours with a dishon

est attitude and 3) the influence of the cognitive approach in the consumer's 

perspective (Inf view:cog). 

To optimally estimate (3 in the second layer of the Prob-Cog model, C needs 

to acquire enough information about the potential reasons for a reporter's 

inaccuracy. For example, variation in providers' performance can be served 

as a measure of reporters' inaccuracy [15). Thus, the inaccuracy tolerance 

threshold (3 is evaluated by capturing the mean variation in providers' qual

ity of products. However, for the precise calculation of the provider's perfor

mance variation, in this model Conly selects highly-reliable providers whose 

c(r, s) > 0.50. Based on this principle, the variation of a provider Pi can be 
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calculated as follows: 

Meanwhile, f3 is estimated as: 

LriE!R(C,P;)(vi - v)2 

l~(C, Pj)I 
(3.16) 

where dev(C, Pi) is the standard deviation of provider Pi's performance in 

the last interactions experienced by C. vi is the value of the rating ri, which 

is the rating of C provided for Pi and O ~ vi ~ 1. Also, vis a mean value of 

all the rating values in the set of ~(C, Pi), which is a collection of ri. 

Depending on the value of Inf view:cog, consumers show different levels of in

terest in modeling the behavioural patterns of advisers. To satisfy their inter

ests, f is designed to give consumers an opportunity to detect different dispo

sitions of advisers. However, initializing f not only depends on Inf view:cog but 

also relies on f3 and the quality of participants (ADC(c)) that is estimated 

in the first layer. More explicitly, in a dynamic environment where providers 

indicate highly-variant behaviour, a high value of f3 increases the risk that 

deceptive reporters remain undetected. In such conditions, f should be au

tomatically adjusted to a low value in order to protect consumers against 

spurious participants. As such, consumer C would compute fas: 

f = (1 - ADC(c))e-/3 Inf view:cog (3.17) 
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As aforementioned, the incompetency tolerance thresholdµ should be evalu

ated in such a way as to be able to expel neighbours with significant dishon

esty or unreliability. Hence, we get the intuition that µ should be assigned 

a higher value than the second layer thresholds (/3 + E) so as to be able to 

target only major dishonest participants. It also should be aligned with the 

cognitive preferences of consumers. That is, since a high value of Inf view:cog 

signifies the importance of the second layer's evaluation mechanism and be

havioural modeling, a higher value ofµ is desirable so as to reduce the number 

of filtered participants in the first layer and gives opportunity to consumers 

to cognitively evaluate the trustworthiness of advisers based on their be

havioural characteristics in the second layer. Based on these principles, µ is 

calculated as follows: 

µ = n * (/3 + e-/3 Inf view:cog) (3.18) 

where n > 1. 

3.1.3 Quantification of Advisers' Taste 

After calculating the degree of credibility of advisers, it is beneficial if a 

consumer is able to estimate the similarity rate of the credible advisers whose 

preferences are analogous to its own. Undoubtedly, advisers with similar 

taste and interest would be better recommenders to consumers; thus, their 

opinions must have higher influence in a consumer's decisions in comparison 
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with other credible advisers with a lower degree of similarity. To measure 

the similarity rate of advisers, a consumer exploits the Pearson Coefficient 

[10] to compute the correlation between a consumer C and adviser Ak in 

evaluating the service provider Pi as follows: 

r _ E:.t=l (Yctr - Y) (Wctr - W) 
(C,Ak)P- - V 1

E~t=l (Yctr - Y)2 E(Wctr - W) 2 
(3.19) 

where: 

• ctr represents the criteria rated by both C and Ak for the interaction 

context of provider Pi. 

• n indicates the number of criteria of Pi 's interaction context. 

• Yctr and Wctr are the preference degree of C and Ak on criterion ctr. 

• Y and Ware the mean values of the preference degrees of C and Ak 

for Pi. 

Finally, the average value for the correlation between C and Ak for the com

mon set of providers P is computed as: 

(3.20) 

The value of rcc,Ak) falls in the range [+1,-1] where +1 indicates that C 

and Ak have identical taste and -1 implies they have opposite taste and the 

maximum level of dissimilarity between C and Ak. Note that the closer the 
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correlation value gets to those limits, the more accurate the similarity degree 

of advisers would be. 

3.1.4 Calculating the Longevity factor of Advisers 

As a countermeasure to some particular attacks such as Re-entry that are 

launched by deceptive participants, we define a longevity factor[21) to rep

resent the age of participants in the e-marketplace. Such information can 

be obtained from the central server, which is responsible for maintaining 

the metadata of the environment such as the age of participants, number of 

business transactions and so forth. Exploiting the longevity factor ( 'l/;), con

sumers would place more weight on the opinions of advisers who have been 

in the e-marketplace for a long period of time. We use the logistic sigmoid 

function to define a relative 'l/; of Ak for C as follows: 

1 
1P(Ak,C) = 1 + e-(age(Ak)-age(c)) 

(3.21) 

age(Ak) and age(c) represent the number of cycles Ak and C have been in the 

environment. The key intuition in Equation 3.21 is that if the age of con

sumers is greater than that of the advisers, the advisers' reputation informa

tion has less influence in the consumers' decision making process, compared 

with the situation in which advisers are older residents of the e-marketplace 

than consumers. 
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Trustworthiness 
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Figure 3.1: Determining the trustworthiness of advisers by aggregating several dimensions 

3.1.5 Calculating Trustworthiness of Advisers 

As is depicted in Figure 3.1, in the proposed trust model, we aggregate the 

above-mentioned factors to formulate the Trustworthiness degree of advisers. 

More explicitly, in the zTrust model, the trustworthiness of the participants 

is not solely reliant on the credibility degree of advisers but also on their 

longevity factor and their degree of similarity with consumers. 

In order to determine an adviser's trustworthiness, a consumer must examine 

the degree of fulfilment of each of these factors and combine them to produce 

a scalar value. 

Thus, if we consider 
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and if 

represents the corresponding weight vector where wi E [O, 1]; we can define 

Jnf (C,Ak) as: 
3 

Inf (C,Ak) = L wdi = W.F (3.22) 
i=l 

The trustworthiness value can be mapped to (0, 1) by averaging it across a 

weight vector as 

(3.23) 

The calculated trustworthiness value Trust(c,Ak) measures the degree to which 

each of the previously mentioned factors has been satisfied independently of 

the others. Furthermore, the weight vector W expresses the degree of im

portance of each factor in the determination of the trustworthiness of an 

adviser. Notably, the distribution of weights among the factors is a reflection 

of the service consumer's priorities, behavioural patterns and environmental 

circumstances. For instance, a risk-taking consumer may place more empha

sis on an adviser's credibility degree than an adviser maintaining long term 

interactivity in the system. Moreover, inane-marketplace where a variety of 

providers supply the same services, consumers prioritize the similarity degree 

of advisers as having higher importance than the other factors so as to boost 

the influence degree of advisers with similar taste in its decision making pro

cess. Thus, we conclude that consumers could adaptively determine different 
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degrees of influence for their advisers in various environmental conditions. 

3.2 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we present the first component of zTrust, the Prob-Cog 

model, which is a two-layered filtering algorithm that cognitively models the 

trustworthiness of participants by eliciting their behavioural characteristics 

in an electronic marketplace. The principles of the Prob-Cog model mainly 

target malicious agents with complementary rating patterns, agents with 

insufficient experiences and fraudulent participants who retain a minimum 

level of trust to cheat opportunistically. In the first layer, consumer agents 

take a probabilistic approach and narrow a circle of neighbours by expelling 

those with significant deceptive patterns, as well as those with an inadequate 

number of experiences. The basis of the second layer provides mechanisms to 

cognitively derive the actual intentions of the surviving agents of the proba

bilistic layer. 

In this filtering model, we argue that modelling the trustworthiness of partic

ipants without considering their behavioural characteristics and their similar

ity degree would not yield an optimum performance since their endogenous 

differences lead to diverse perceptions of the same situations. Thus, the 

Prob-Cog model endows consumers with the ability to go beyond the hard

line judgement of the quality of advisers by incorporating their dispositions 

and environmental circumstances into the trustworthiness evaluation proce-
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<lures. Our model articulates that consumers could have different credibility 

degrees for the same advisers. Also, it enables consumer agents to include 

more participants as advisers through a variety of credibility assessment mea

sures. This matter is mostly practical in an environment where the majority 

of participants are unfair. 

In this chapter, we have described the first element of the zTrust model. 

Using the Prob-Cog model, consumers are able to establish a social network 

of trustworthy advisers. In Chapter 4, we present a service discovery frame

work in which consumers use the feedback provided by their trustworthy 

advisers to select the most profitable provider who best meets their prefer

ences amongst the pool of providers. In Chapter 5, we conduct extensive 

experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of zTrust and its constituent 

components in various environmental circumstances. 
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Chapter 4 

TOSS Model 

In this chapter we present the TOSS (Trust-Oriented Service Selection) 

model, an adaptive service selection methodology that enables consumers 

to determine the best possible service considering consumers' preferences 

over different attributes of products and trustworthiness of providers. We 

propose a two-layered, open, scalable and dynamic framework that enables 

consumers to discover the most pertinent provider. In the first layer, which is 

presented in Section 4.1.1, we propose the provider classification mechanism, 

which provides a consumer with a means to evaluate the trustworthiness of 

providers through aggregation of its own previous experiences with the repu

tation reports provided by its advisers. The consumer then selects a subset of 

them as potential providers. Here, we assume that consumers have exploited 

the Prob-Cog model presented in Chapter 3 and have established their social 

network of credible advisers. 
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In Section 4.1.2, we develop a service discovery methodology by propos

ing a reputation-aware multi-attribute First-Scored-Sealed Bid Procurement 

(FSBP) auction. In this method, the consumer invites the surviving providers 

of the previous layer to participate and submit their bids in a reputation

aware multi-attribute FSBP auction. The winning provider is the one who 

maximizes the consumer's utility by achieving sufficient trust and fulfill

ing the consumer's QoS preference. This mechanism also promotes honesty 

among providers by increasing the chance of winning for highly-trustworthy 

providers by enabling them to bid higher quality services. In Section 4.2, 

we propose an updating mechanism to boost or degrade the credibility of 

advisers after actual transaction outcomes. Using this mechanism, honest 

advisers would be rewarded by increasing their credibility whilst dishonest 

ones would be punished by losing their credibility in a consumer's viewpoint. 

In Section 4.3 we conclude this chapter with final remarks. 

4.1 TOSS: a Trust-Oriented methodology for 

Selecting the highest-quality Service provider 

In thee-marketplace, providers compete to increase their revenue by transact

ing with more consumers. On the other hand, consumers who are interested 

in particular services evaluate the quality and proficiency of the providers 

and select those who maximize their profits. 

Different service selection approaches have been proposed in the literature. 
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Zhang [58] proposed a centralized service selection mechanism where the 

central server runs the procurement auction and maintains information that 

is shared with sellers and buyers. In this auction, where the auctioneer is a 

buyer and bidders are sellers, a buyer announces its intention to purchase a 

product along with its evaluation criteria to the central server. The buyer 

then limits the number of participating sellers in the auction by modelling 

their trustworthiness using its own observations and the feedback provided 

by its advisers and finally chooses the seller whose product gives the buyer 

the largest profit based on the buyer's evaluation criteria. 

Another approach for efficient service selection is proposed by [45]. They 

proposed a generic service selection model based on decision theory concepts 

[2], consisting of two parts. First, a truster (i.e., buyer) would realize possible 

outcomes of interacting with different trustees (sellers) and identify how much 

the truster prefers each possible outcome. The preference of the truster is 

quantified by a utility function that defines the value of each interaction 

outcome with trustees. Second, for each trustee, the truster evaluates the 

likelihood of the possible outcomes based on available evidence, including its 

personal experience and reputation. Finally, the truster selects a trustee who 

yields the highest expected utility as the interaction partner. 

[25] proposed Trusty, a new service-composition algorithm for creating trust

worthy web service compositions, which incorporates user preferences as 

well as experiences and the ratings of others when generating compositions. 

Trusty provides a mechanism for selection and composition of more per-
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sonalized and trustworthy services, especially when dealing with unknown 

services. However, Trusty did not address how to extract and measure the 

trust relationship between users. 

Unlike the existing service selection methods, which do not incorporate the 

trustworthiness of providers into their winner determination process, in our 

proposed service selection methodology, called the TOSS model, the key in

tuition in the determination of the most profitable providers would be based 

upon their trustworthiness, as well as their capability in fulfilling the con

sumer's demands. 

To formalize our proposed methodology of selecting the most appropriate 

provider, we consider the scenario in the e-marketplace where a particular 

consumer intends to purchase a certain product. The consumer models the 

trustworthiness of a variety of providers who supply that product by integrat

ing its own experiences and reputation information from its advisers. Next, 

it initiates negotiation with highly trustworthy providers in a reverse auction 

and selects the winning provider who satisfies its expectations to the highest 

degree. 

The next subsections describe the detailed steps of the proposed methodol

ogy. Also, for clarification, we summarize the notation used in this chapter 

as presented in Table 4.1. 
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Symbols Explanation 
C consumer agent 
p provider agent 
A set of advisers 

Rc,P rating vector of C regarding P 
Tpri(P) private reputation component 
RF(ri) recency factor 

Tp previous time cycle 
Tc current time cycle 

T/ deterioration rate 
Tpub(P) public reputation component 

Trust(Ai) the trustworthiness of adviser 
r(P) the weighted private and public reputation components 

w the importance degree of the reputation components 
Rmin the minimum number of ratings 

€ the margin of error 

' the level of confidence 
length(Rc,P) the length of rating vector 

Ucc) the utility function of C 
Q(P) the function of quality 
C(P) the cost that P charges C 

l.'i(P) the quality value of each criterion i 
8 the cost parameter 

S(c) the scoring function 
w the importance degree of criteria of the service 

U(P) the utility function of P 
Cst(P) the cost of P in providing the service 
Vt(P) the dominant bidding strategy of P in announcing the quality of criteria 
C*(P) the dominant bidding strategy of P in announcing the price of the service 
Act(P) the actual performance of P 

EXP(P,C) the expected performance of P 
Rew(ci) the reward coefficient 
Pun(ci) the punishment coefficient 
Trust(Ai) the updated trustworthiness of adviser 

Table 4.1: The explanation of notations 

4.1.1 Provider Classification Mechanism 

Once we have the models of advisers using the methodology presented in 

Chapter 3, we need an effective method for a service consumer to model 

the trustworthiness of the service provider, by combining the consumer's 
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personal experiences and reputation ratings provided by advisers. Unless 

consumers recognize insufficiency in their personal interaction records, they 

would significantly rely on their personal experiences with providers. The 

trustworthiness of the transaction partner is computed by combining the 

weighted private information and the public ratings derived from advisers. 

To formalize our approach, we evaluate the trustworthiness of providers based 

on two information components. That is, we define an individual formula 

tailored to the specifications of each component and then aggregate their 

values proportionately. 

To explain, suppose that a consumer C has a rating vector Rc,P which con

tains all the rating reports provided by C along with their corresponding 

interaction time for the provider P. The private reputation of P based on 

C's direct experience can be estimated as follows: 

( 4.1) 

where 

(4.2) 

represents the time weighting factor of rating ri[4]. 

In this trustworthiness calculation formula, the notion of time is captured by 

the Recency Factor RF(ri), which measures the recency of transaction results 

stored by the consumer C. That is, as the difference between the current 

time cycle (Tc) and the previous interaction time cycle (Tp) increases, the 
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significance of the former transaction result deteriorates substantially. 

The T/ parameter, which resides in the range (0,1], defines the rate of dete

rioration of the reputation values and enables participants to determine the 

importance degree of the previous ratings adaptively. For instance, in the 

dynamic environment where providers frequently alter their behaviours, set

ting T/ to a smaller value enables consumers to rely more on their own very 

recent experiences. On the contrary, as the T/ value grows, the deterioration 

rate gets smaller, resulting in the augmentation of the importance of previous 

ratings. 

On the other hand, if C does not have an adequate number of direct experi

ences, it will also consider ratings provided by other advisers. Suppose that 

advisers {A1 , A2 , ... Ak} have provided ratings for P. The reputation value of 

P based on the advisers' reputation information can be estimated as follows: 

(4.3) 

According to this equation, the expected trust value of P based on the advis

ers' experiences depends mainly on their trustworthiness value Trust(Ai) and 

the age of their provided ratings. Once we have calculated the reputation 

value of P based on the available information components, it is necessary 

to integrate all the intermediate results and generate a final value for the 

expected trustworthiness of P. Nevertheless, in order to confidently predict 

the trustworthiness of providers, it is necessary to proportionately weight the 
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components according to their level of importance. For instance, in case a 

consumer lacks direct experiences, the evidential reports exposed by third 

parties seem to be more important compared with the situation when it has 

an abundance of personal evidence. In other words, an adequate amount of 

personal experiences takes precedence over other available reputation infor

mation released by even the most credible advisers. 

The trustworthiness of a provider is estimated by combining the weighted 

private and public reputation as follows: 

T(P) = w · Tpri(P) + (1 - w)Tpub(P) (4.4) 

A possible solution for measuring w is by calculating the minimum number 

of personal rating reports that should be maintained by a consumer that 

makes it confident about the private reputation value it has for provider P. 

To operationalize this goal, the Chernoff Bound theorem [28] is exploited to 

compute the minimum number of ratings necessary to achieve the desired 

level of confidence, within a specific margin of error E. 

1 1-, 
Rmin = -

2
E2ln-

2
- (4.5) 

Inspired by [57], the weight function of each individual information compo-
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nent can be defined as 

{ 

length(Rc,P) 
Rmin 

w= 1 
length( Rc,P) < Rmin 

otherwise 
(4.6) 

According to Equations 4.4 and 4.6, the influence of an adviser's observations 

is curtailed in light of increasing a consumer's direct experiences, resulting in 

the increment of their confidence degree within the predefined error bound. 

Note that the confidence rate can be chosen subjectively by consumers per

taining to their behavioural characteristics and information availability. 

Finally, the consumer would classify the providers whose trustworthiness 

T( P) is above the pre-defined reputation threshold as potential providers 

and would filter out the rest. 

4.1.2 QoS-based Service Discovery 

Once the consumer performs thorough evaluations of the trustworthiness of 

the cluster of providers who supply similar services, it sends a request to 

those classified as potential providers who maintain an acceptable level of 

trust, asking them to submit their bids. To formalize, suppose that inane

commerce environment, the transactions between participants happen in the 

form of FSBP auctions1. In the FSBP process, a service consumer announces 

the list of negotiable attributes and its preferences concerning the requested 

10ur model is compatible with other auction formats but we illustrate it for this 
particular auction model. 
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service's properties and invites potential providers to submit their multidi

mensional bids on the predefined attributes. Next, the consumer assesses 

the submitted bids, ranks them according to its preferences on the attributes 

and designates a contract to the provider who maximizes its utility. It is 

noteworthy to mention that, in the proposed service discovery methodology, 

malicious providers would not find an opportunity to participate and submit 

compelling bids since they are being filtered in the first layer. 

Note that, in our proposed model, the adopted utility function of consumers 

is not simply the additive weighted utility function that combines different 

weighted attributes into a decision rule as is exploited in [5, 6, 8, 43]. Instead, 

we propose a specific utility function for consumers that includes the internal 

characteristics of providers such as their reputation. The rationale underlying 

the design of such a utility function is that the consumer seeks to award a 

contract to the provider P who offers the best combination of performance, 

price and reliability and not necessarily to the provider who offers the lowest 

price. Based on these principles, the consumer C's utility Ucc) at cost C(P) 

is formalized as follows: 

(4.7) 

Inspired by [8], the quality of provider P, Q(P), is given by 

m 

Q(P) = T(P) x I)wi x ~) (4.8) 
i=l 

As shown in Equations 4. 7 and 4.8, the utility of C depends not only on 
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the cost a provider P charges C for the particular product ( C{P)), but it 

also relates to the quality of providers (Q(P))· If we consider m arbitrary 

attributes for the product provided by provider P, Q(P) can be computed 

based on the quality value of each criterion i that P claims to fulfill, ~(P), 

given C's preferences (wi where i E {l...m}). Since the consumer utility is a 

concave function of quality value, we model the concaveness the same as in 

[8]. Moreover, unlike other e-auction environments [5, 8, 43], which assume 

that providers will deliver the exact service as negotiated, in this model we 

capture the uncertainty characteristic of such an environment and discount 

the claims of providers based on their trustworthiness r(P) in delivering their 

previous commitments. 

4.1.2.1 Reputation-Aware FSBP Auction 

Normally, in an FSBP auction, service providers place their bids in a sealed 

envelope and submit them to the auctioneer (service consumer). The con

sumer will then pick the bidder who offers the best price as its service 

provider. However, [5, 8] extended this auction model and proposed the 

multi-attribute FSBP in which the auctioned item is defined by several QoS 

attributes. In this auction model, the winning provider is the one who max

imizes the scoring function of consumers, which is a combination of quality 

attributes and offered price. 

In this research, we further extend this auction model to a reputation-aware 

multi-attribute FSBP, which integrates the reputation of providers as an in-
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fluential element in the winner determination strategy. Determining the win

ning provider would be based on the optimized combination of the provider's 

trustworthiness, quality attributes and offered price that yields the highest 

performance/ profit. 

In the proposed auction mechanism, we consider the attributes as utility 

independent. In other words, the utility of one attribute does not depend 

on the utility of any other attributes [4 7]. For instance, a preference of the 

service consumer on the delivery time attribute of the contract does not have 

any influence on its preference for the delivery insurance attribute and vice 

versa. 

Similar to [8], in the proposed reputation-aware FSBP auction process, each 

service provider has private information about the cost of improving the qual

ity of the service it provides. As the cost parameter (} increases, the cost of the 

provider for supplying a higher quality of service increases correspondingly. 

Consumers do not have any information about the actual cost parameter of 

each provider; instead, we assume that they are only aware of the uniform 

distribution function of this parameter over [Q, B] where (0 < Q < 8 < oo ). 

4.1.2.2 Description of the Protocol 

After modelling the reputation of providers, the service consumer reduces 

the pool of possible providers to a certain degree. The consumer initializes 

the auction by announcing its requirement for the particular service in the 

form of a scoring function. The scoring function is designed similarly to the 
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utility function as it reflects the consumer's preferences over different criteria 

of the service. 

The providers with a high reputation value submit their sealed bids that 

include the detailed description of their services, considering the consumer's 

scoring function. Finally, the service consumer selects as the winner of the 

auction the provider who gives the consumer the largest profit based on its 

utility function. 

4.1.2.3 Determining the Optimal Scoring Function for the Con-

sumer 

Inspired by the formulation of the utility function described in the previous 

subsection, we compute the scoring function of the consumer C, Sec), as 

follows: 

m 

S(c) = -C(P) + T(P) * I)wi x ~) (4.9) 
i=l 

where Wi E W = {W1, ... Wm} are the weights that C assigns to attribute 

i. Note that the value of the weights Wi could be equal to or different from 

the actual weights Wi E w = {w1, ... wm} that the buyer considers for its 

negotiating attributes. 

The arbitrary alteration of the weights provides consumers with the ability to 

explicitly demonstrate their leaning towards different attributes without re

vealing their actual preferences. Consumers subjectively calculate W mainly 

based on the importance of each particular attribute and the trustworthiness 
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of the providers. As such, W for providers with different reputation val

ues would be initialized differently. That is, in a competitive e-marketplace 

with a certain number of providers having a uniform cost distribution, con

sumers differentiate highly-reputable providers by announcing Was W '.::::'. w 

so as to give them an opportunity to bid a higher quality of products with 

trivial price augmentation. On the other hand, consumers conceal their ac

tual preferences for providers with low trustworthiness by providing W as: 

W < w. This valuation prevents them from offering products with high qual

ity attributes in order to compete with reputable providers. Evidently, the 

adaptive valuation of W for various provider agents reduces the chance of 

those providers with low trustworthiness to win the competition and to be 

selected as the winning business partners. 

Inspired by Theorem 1 in [7, 8], for n providers, if we consider the consumer's 

actual weights wand given the distribution of the providers' cost parameter 

and their trustworthiness value T(P), we formulate the optimal value for Wi 

for a particular provider P in the proposed reputation-aware FSBP auction 

protocol as follows: 

If we consider 

a=n-l 

then 

(4.10) 
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Besides the influence of r(P), empirical studies demonstrate that if the num

ber of providers increases, the valuation of Win the scoring function would 

be closer to w of the utility function. Also, we notice that if the ratio of 

distribution of the providers' cost parameter 0/H_ is low (i.e., the relation be

tween O and fl approaches 1), the providers are homogenous, which implies 

an intense competition between providers. In such a situation, consumers 

do not need to alter their weight parameters and can freely reflect their true 

preferences in their proposed scoring function by adjusting W = w [7, 8]. 

On the other hand, in the case of dealing with heterogeneous providers (i.e., 

0 / H_ > > 1), consumers are motivated to manipulate their real weights and 

true preferences as strong providers can take advantage of this situation and 

increase their profits [8]. 

4.1.2.4 Determining the Providers' Dominant Bidding Strategy 

Unlike the traditional single-attribute procurement auctions where providers 

decide only about the bidding price, in the multi-attribute FSBP auction, 

providers have to propose their bids as a combination of multiple quality 

attributes and the price parameter, considering their own cost and utility 

functions and consumers' scoring functions. Given 0, the cost of the provider 

P to produce a particular service for consumers can be formulated as follows: 

m 

C st(P) = () I: Yi(P) (4.11) 
i=l 
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The utility function of P can be calculated as: 

(4.12) 

Based on Lemma 2 in [5, 7, 8], in the proposed FSBP auction model, if 

the provider P is aware of the number of their competitors n and their cost 

parameters uniformly distributed in [~, BJ, the bidding strategy for P based 

on its cost parameter() (which is shown in [5, 7, 8) to be a dominant strategy) 

can be calculated as: 2 

V;*(P) = (: )2 (4.13) 

where i E [i ... m) and 

C*(P) = ~ Wl (! 1 {
9 

(B - tr-1
) 

{:t 4 () + (0 - ())n-1 Jo t2 
(4.14) 

From Equations 4.13 and 4.14, the provider P decides the value for different 

attributes on the basis of the consumer's scoring function and its own cost 

parameter. We notice that if a large number of providers participate in 

the auction, the dominant strategy for P is to decrease its price bid. This 

adopted strategy is compatible with the notion of supply and demand, which 

suggests that in a competitive environment, as the supply increases and the 

demand remains constant, suppliers have to decrease their prices in order to 

2In [8], each quality attribute i is characterized with the particular coefficients ai, 
which are similar for all providers. In our model, we consider a = 1 for all coefficients 
a= {a1 ... am} 
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win the competition. 

To conclude, we conjecture that, through the adaptive valuation of W and 

the providers' bidding strategy, we implicitly define two levels of competition 

among providers. The first level is dedicated to those with a high level of 

trustworthiness who bid on products with a high value for quality attributes 

based on their cost parameter. In the second level, the competition happens 

amongst less reputable providers who can only bid on products with rather 

lower quality attributes with trivial reduction of the price bids compared with 

the first level providers. Such providers are inherently doomed to lose in the 

competition as they could not keep up with the bids of highly-trustworthy 

providers. 

To examine the advantage of trustworthy providers in accessing the actual 

preferences of consumers, we have plotted the relationship between the qual

ity and price function in Figure 4.1. 

We observe that, as W increases so that W---+ w, the quality of the proposed 

product increases considerably faster than the bidding price. In other words, 

since providers strategically determine their bidding approach based on the 

consumer's announced preferences over different attributes, knowing their 

actual preferences provides reputable providers with the ability to offer higher 

QoSs with a not much higher price, which increases their chance of being 

selected as a winning bidder. 

We infer that the proposed service selection methodology can provide incen

tive for providers to act honestly in the competitive e-marketplace in order 
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Figure 4.1: The relationship of the Quality and the Price functions when W changes from {1 , .. ,10} 
with n = 21 and(} E [2,4] 

to increase their revenue by transacting with more consumers. 

4.2 Updating Mechanism 

After conducting business transactions with each provider, consumers would 

adopt a variation of the wonderful life utility function [46] to adjust the 

advisers' trustworthiness positively or negatively proportionally to their con

tributions to the actual interaction outcomes of the consumer's experiences 

with recommended providers. If we consider Exp(P,C) as the expected per

formance of provider P calculated from the ratings provided by all advisers 

A= {A1 , ... , A}, Exp(P,A-i) as the expected performance of P when A does 

not exist, and Act(P) as the actual interaction outcome that C has expe

rienced with P, we could define reward Rew(Ai ) and punishment Pun(Ai ) 
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coefficients for one particular adviser Ai as, 

{ 

Act(P) ~ EXP(P,C) : Rew(Ai) = EXP(P,C) - Exp(P,A-i) , Pun(Ai) = 0 

Act(P) < Exp(P,C) : Pun(Ai) = EXP(P,C) - Exp(P,A-i) , Rew(Ai) = 0 
(4.15) 

Next, we design a particular updating measure that modifies the trustwor

thiness of advisers based on these coefficients. The main idea is to weight 

Pun(Ai) more than Rew(Ai) so as to discourage deceitful advisers from pro

viding dynamic ratings. The updating method of the framework can be 

formalized as follows: 

4.3 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we have introduced the second component of zTrust, the 

TOSS model, which is a QoS-based web service selection mechanism suitable 

fore-marketplaces. The main goal of the proposed framework is to support 

the consumer in selecting the most qualified products based on its required 

QoS. The main contribution concerns the design of a service selection frame

work that involves two steps: 1) the provider classification mechanism and 

2) the service discovery methodology. The first layer of the TOSS model 

proposes the provider classification mechanism in order to limit the number 

of prospective service providers by enforcing sufficient trustworthiness as a 
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prerequisite for participating in the business transaction. Thus, the output 

of the first layer is the list of service providers fulfilling the trust eligibility. 

The second layer proposes the service discovery methodology, which empha

sizes the preference-oriented service selection process and intuition requires 

providers to bid in line with the consumer's QoS preferences over different 

criteria. The proposed reputation-aware multi-attribute FSBP auction eval

uates the qualification of providers based on their promised quality and takes 

into consideration trust and reputation issues. Finally, we have developed 

an updating mechanism to properly adjust the credibility of advisers after 

actual interaction outcomes with selected providers. We have conducted 

extensive experimental analysis in Chapter 5 to show the efficacy of each 

individual component of zTrust (the Prob-Cog and TOSS model) in various 

environmental settings. 
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Chapter 5 

Empirical Evaluations 

In this chapter, we present extensive empirical evaluations to test the perfor

mance and effectiveness of each individual component of the zTrust model 

presented in Chapters 3 and 4. In particular, we carry out experiments in Sec

tion 5.1 to demonstrate the effective value of the Prob-Cog approach in terms 

of adjusting advisers' trustworthiness based on the percentages of unfair rat

ings they provided. Section 5.1 also includes experimental results demon

strating the performance of the proposed service selection methodology, the 

TOSS model, dealing with various consumers with different attitudes. We 

observe that the TOSS model can improve the decision making process of 

consumers and encourage providers to behave honestly in order to increase 

their revenue by transacting with more consumers in thee-marketplace. 

In Section 5.2, we focus on experimental comparisons with competing trust 

and reputation modelling approaches, including FIRE [15] and the person-
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alized approach [59]. We simulate a dynamic electronic marketplace envi

ronment where consumers and providers may be deceptive and they may be 

arriving and departing. Inspired by the analysis of different features that an 

effective approach should have, as is presented in Chapter 2, we specifically 

examine different scenarios, including ones where the majority of consumers 

are dishonest, where consumers lack personal experience, where providers 

may vary their behaviour, and where consumers may provide a large number 

of ratings. 

Finally, in Section 5.3, we further map the characteristics and features of 

the zTrust model against the dimensions of the comparison framework pro

posed in Chapter 2 and observe how our proposed approach addresses these 

features. 

5.1 Validating the Effectiveness of zTrust 

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the zTrust model by examin

ing the performance of each individual component in different experimental 

settings. 

We first conduct various experiments to illustrate how consumers model the 

trustworthiness of other participants and establish their social networks of 

trustworthy advisers using the Prob-Cog approach. Broadly speaking, we 

demonstrate how different consumers with various dispositions evaluate the 

trustworthiness of the same set of participants differently. 
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In a second class of experiments, which is presented in Section 5.1.2, we ex

amine the effectiveness of the TOSS model in different scenarios. In these 

experiments, we assume that consumers have already established a network 

of trustworthy advisers using the Prob-Cog model and integrate the recom

mendation made by advisers with their personal experiences in their decision 

making process. 

Finally, we depict how assessment of the similarity degree could improve the 

results of the service selection procedure in an environment where advisers 

with different levels of similarity exist. 

5.1.1 Evaluating the Prob-Cog model 

The Prob-Cog filtering algorithm models the trustworthiness of advisers, not 

only based on their honesty degree but also by examining their competency 

level. That is, an adviser that is honest but has insufficient experience is not 

qualified to provide advice. Furthermore, we believe that having a good com

prehension of the adviser's disposition leads to a more adaptive credibility 

assessment. For this purpose, in this section we design particular experiments 

to indicate the efficacy of the probabilistic layer of the Prob-Cog model in 

detecting malicious neighbours as well as newcomers with insufficient expe

riences. Following that, we put the cognitive layer to the test and observe 

how the same advisers could have different credibility values according to 

different consumers. We also estimate the accuracy of our prediction by 

comparing it with the actual trustworthiness value of advisers, obtained by 
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averaging over multiple experiences. 

5.1.1.1 Calculating the competency degree of advisers 

Consider the scenario where consumer Casks a neighbour Nk about its com

mon experiences with 2 and 50 providers. In Figure 5.1, we evaluate the 

competency level of the neighbour Nk in which Nk provides different per

centages (0% to 100%) of unfair ratings. We observe that as the number 

of unfair ratings increases, the competency level of Nk decreases. We can 

further observe that C can calculate the competency level of Nk even if it 

has only communicated with a few providers ( e.g. 2 providers) . 
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Figure 5.1: The competency degradation of Nk having different percentages of unfair ratings 

5.1.1.2 Calculating the credibility degree of advisers 

One of the novel aspects of the Prob-Cog model is enabling participants 

with various dispositions to act in an environment. This feature provides 

participants with the means to project their characteristics when making 

decisions. As participants' behaviours are reflected in their judgements, their 
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genuine opinions toward the same community member might be different. In 

this series of experiments, we evaluate the subjective opinions of consumers 

for the same set of advisers based upon their endogenous characteristics. 

These experiments involve 150 providers, 4 advisers and 2 consumers. The 

consumers and the advisers rate 100 of the randomly selected providers. The 

society of consumers was modelled as a collection of different types of users. 

We examine how the consumers C = {C1 , C2 } with different dispositions 

evaluate the degree of credibility of the set of advisers A= {A1 , A2 , A3 , A4}. 

The specification of these participants are presented in Table 5.1 and 5.2. 

Participants I Pattern I Specification 

C1 risk-averse Inf view:cog = 0.55 
.X=0.9 

A1 optimistic TA1-Tc1=0 
A2 pessimistic TA2 -Tc, =0 
A3 optimistic TA:i -Tc, <4 
A4 pessimistic TA4 -Tc1 < 4 

Providers N/A Performance Variation =10% to 25% 

Table 5.1: The specifications of C 1 

Participants Pattern Specification 

C2 risk-taker Inf view:cog = 0.85 
.X=0.9 

A1 optimistic TA, -Tc2 =0 
A2 pessimistic TA., -Tc., =0 
A3 optimistic TA:i -Tc.,< 4 
A4 pessimistic TA4 -Tc2 < 4 

Providers N/A Performance Variation =10% to 25% 

Table 5.2: The specifications of C2 

Empirical results depict that, even though advisers have the same degree of 

dishonesty, their credibility value might be calculated differently. As shown 
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in Figure 5.2, a risk-averse C1 identifies the behavioural model of advisers and 

assigns higher credibility to the pessimistic advisers than the optimistic ones. 

Statistical analysis based on paired t-tests indicates significant differences 

(p < 0.05) between the mean results of C1 's predicted credibility for advisers 

A4 and A3 as well as for advisers A2 and A1 across all values of advisers' 

dishonesty starting at 0.1. It appears that C1 even considers old opinions 

of pessimistic advisers (i.e., TAi - Te1 ~ 4) to be more credible than recent 

opinions of optimistic advisers (i.e., TA1 - Te1 = 0). However, statistical 

analysis did not confirm a significant difference between the mean results for 

C1 's predicted credibility for advisers A4 and A1. 

Note that, since in a risk-averse consumer's perspective the Inf cog:view has 

less influence in its judgements, C1 evaluates the credibility degree of advisers 

substantially based on their deviations from its own experiences. In contrast, 

a risk-taking consumer assigns high influence to a cognitive view of trust 

Inf view:cog and considers the cognitive aspects of advisers more explicitly. 

As is illustrated in Figure 5.3, having the same degree of honesty, risk-taking 

consumer C2 assigns a great deal of influence on opinions of the optimistic 

advisers compared with the pessimistic ones. Results indicate that C2 assigns 

higher credibility to the optimistic adviser A1 with TA1 - Tc2 = 0 compared 

to the pessimistic adviser A2 with TA2 - Tc2 = 0. Statistical analysis based 

on paired t-tests indicates significant differences (p < 0. 05) between the 

mean results of C2 's predicted credibility for advisers A1 and A2 as well as 

for advisers A3 and A4 across all values of advisers' dishonesty starting at 
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0.1. It appears that C2 even considers old opinions of optimistic advisers 

(i.e., TA3 - Tc2 ~ 4) to be more credible than recent opinions of pessimistic 

advisers (i.e., TA2 - Tc2 = 0). However, statistical analysis did not confirm 

a significant difference in the mean results for C2 's predicted credibility for 

advisers A3 and A2. 

Note that, having different preferences in Inf view:cog, risk-averse and risk

taking consumers have distinctive approaches in the evaluation of E. That is, 

since the reliance of the risk-averse consumer on the cognitive view of trust is 

lower than the risk-taking consumer's, through the comparison of these two 

figures we notice that C1 disqualifies advisers more harshly in comparison 

with C2. 
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Figure 5.2: The predicted credibility of advisers by risk-averse C1 

Table 5.3 measures the deviation (i.e., Mean-Squared-Error and Mean-Absolute 

Percentage error) between advisers' actual and predicted credibility values 

determined by C1 and C2 across different values of TA - Tc. 
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Figure 5.3: The predicted credibility of advisers by risk-taking C2 

Table 5.3: Calculating the error parameters for C1 and C2 having various time differences 

Agent Advisers Erorr T A - T c T A - T c T A - T c T A - T c T A - T c T A - T c 
Pattern = 0 = 1 = 2 = 3 = 4 = 5 

C1 Optimistic MSE 0.06 0.068 0.07 0 .086 0.092 
MAPE 1.4 3% 1.56% 1. 72% 2 .00% 2.15% 

Pessimistic 
4 .4 

MAPE 0 .58 % 0.80% 1.59% 

C2 Optimistic 
MSE 0 .048 0.049 0 .067 

MAPE 0.58% 0.8% 1.59% 

Pessimistic 

To examine how C1 and C2 adaptively calculate the coefficients () and O" , 

Table 5.4 depicts the values of these coefficients across various percentages 

of advisers ' dishonesty when advisers provide different percentages (0% to 

100%) of unfair ratings. We observe that consumer agents with different 

characteristics take different approaches in computing such coefficients, re

sulting in different evaluations of the credibility degrees of the same advisers. 

As mentioned, the key intuition in consumers ' behaviours confirms that con

sumers with risk-averse attitudes are rather reluctant to effect the cognitive 

view of trust in their decisions. They consider the factor of behaviour an 

insignificant influential factor in their judgements by assigning a rather low 
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Table 5.4: The coefficient parameters calculated by consumers C1 and C2 

Consumers Coefficient J-'ercentage of Unfair Ratings 
Pattern 

U'Yo iu7o :.!V70 .>V70 ,.V70 OV70 OV7D IU70 OV70 llV70 iuu7o 

Risk Averse 9 0 0.36 0.46 0.56 0.66 0.76 0.86 0.96 1.06 1.16 1.26 
Consumer C1 u 0 0.001 0.002 0.04 0.14 0.24 0.34 0.44 0.54 0.64 0.74 

Risk Taker 9 0 0.001 0.002 0.04 0.14 0.24 0.34 0.44 0.54 0.64 0.74 
Consumer C2 u 0 0.36 0.46 0.56 0.66 0.76 0.86 0.96 1.06 1.16 1.26 

value to Inf view:cog· As such, they evaluate the credibility of advisers sub

stantially based on their deviations from an adaptive /3. 

In a new set of experiments, we notice another aspect of subjectivity and 

examine how well consumers with different behavioural attitudes classify 

advisers in different environmental conditions. Note that, in this experiment, 

we have used the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) [30], which is 

explained in detail in Section 5.2, as a performance measure to evaluate the 

quality of our model in classifying advisers and to make a differentiation 

between honest and dishonest advisers. 

We specifically consider the scenario where C1 with Inf view:cog = 0.1 and C2 

with Inf view:cog = 0.9 evaluate the credibility of advisers in a dynamic envi

ronment where providers supply significantly high-variance and low-variance 

QoS. More explicitly, we assess the accuracy of C1 and C2 in classifying par

ticipants in circumstances where the number of dishonest advisers increases 

gradually and providers' performance varies from 15% to 25% and from 55% 

to 65%. Results indicate that risk-taking C2 outperforms risk-averse C1 when 

the majority of advisers are honest and providers' performance variation is 

high. Statistical analysis based on paired t-tests indicates that the mean 

result of the classification performance (MCC) for C2 is significantly higher 
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(p < 0.05) than C1 when the percentage of dishonest advisers is lower than 

50%. However, when a majority of participants turn out to be dishonest, the 

accuracy of C2 decreases, whereas C1 's performance improves considerably 

in such conditions. The other analysis in Figure 5.4 confirms that risk-averse 

C1 consistently provides highly accurate classification when providers' perfor

mance variation is low. In contrast, a high influence of the cognitive layer in 

C2 's credibility assessments of advisers has a substantial negative impact in 

its classification performance, specifically when providers' QoS varies slightly. 
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Figure 5.4: Performance of consumers C1 and C2 in classification of advisers in different conditions 

5.1.1.3 The effect of the recency factor in evaluating the credibil

ity degree of advisers 

Finally, we examine the effect of the recency factor T(c,Ak)P - in evaluating 
J 

the credibility of advisers. That is, we define a consumer C and adviser A 
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regardless of the behavioural patterns. We also assume that A has success

fully passed the probabilistic layer. Statically adjusting (3 = l and c = 0, 

we observe that A with CR(A) = 0.95 loses its credibility as the differences 

between their time windows (TA - Tc) increases. Figure 5.5 illustrates this 

by initializing the forgetting factor ,\ with different values within [0 ,1] . 
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Figure 5.5: Aging the credibility value of A as time passes 

5.1.2 Evaluating the TOSS model 

We evaluate the effectiveness of the TOSS model by examining the differences 

in the quality of results when running experiments in five different settings. 

We assume that consumers already have established their social network of 

trustworthy advisers using the proposed Prob-cog model. 

In particular, we measure the total profit and loss of a service consumer in: 

1. The ideal case when it has complete and recent knowledge about all 

published services in the system and thus it only executes the proposed 
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reputation-aware multi-attribute FSBP auction to select the most prof

itable provider. 

2. The optimistic case: the consumer has complete and recent knowledge 

about all the published services and selects the most trustworthy one 

as its service provider. 

3. The realistic-1 case: the consumer has partial knowledge about the 

published services and exploits the provider classification mechanism 

to filter out unreliable providers and selects the most profitable one 

using the proposed reputation-aware FSBP auction. 

4. The realistic-2 case: the consumer has no knowledge about the services 

and thus relies heavily on its advisers' opinions. Similar to the 3rd case, 

such a consumer uses the proposed provider classification techniques to 

detect trustworthy providers and chooses the most profitable provider 

using the reputation-aware FSBP auction. 

5. The naive case, which corresponds to the selection of services based 

only on the QoS values promised by providers. In this case, a consumer 

utilizes the traditional multi-attribute FSBP auction to estimate poten

tial products that could be obtained by providers without considering 

their trustworthiness. 

We prepared our experiments with a probabilistic assumption on the be

haviour of service providers. We assume the existence of 100 providers of 
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which 50% are honest and yield a QoS that differs from the actual quality of 

service they should provide by a value chosen from the normal distribution 

N(0.15, 0.05). On the other hand, dishonest providers have QoS values that 

differ from the QoS to which they have committed by a value chosen from 

N(0.65, 0.05). Also, the cost parameters of providers are normally distributed 

and are the same in all scenarios. We suppose that a service consumer has 

established its social network of 10 highly-trustworthy advisers in which 50% 

of them are recognized as optimistic and the rest are characterized as pes

simistic. Half of the advisers are randomly assigned with recent evidence 

while others are allocated with old experiences with the providers. Also, 

we suppose half of them have been in the environment a little bit longer 

than the consumer and the remaining advisers have been in the system for 

a shorter period of time. We consider the weight of the longevity factor 

constant (w3 = 0.4) throughout the experiments. 

The experiments operate for a period of 50 days and the results of each 

day are the average result of 10 runs. Note that, since the consumer would 

perform the best in the ideal case scenario, we use the results of the ideal 

case as a reference to compare with the quality parameters in the other four 

situations. 

Note that, in the next five experiments, we presume that all the advisers have 

high similarity (identical taste) with the consumer, and so we trivialize the 

importance of the similarity level of advisers in the consumer's judgement by 

adjusting Trust = C Rcc,Ak) + 'l/J(Ak,c). 
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We further conduct specific experiments to observe the advantage of mod

elling the similarity degree of advisers in addition to their credibility degree 

in the situation where advisers have different taste and preferences. So, the 

trustworthiness of advisers is calculated as Trust = CR(c,Ak) + T(c,Ak) + 

'lp(Ak,C)· 

5.1.2.1 The profit and loss of the service consumers in different 

settings 

Figure 5.6 shows the expected profit of a service consumer across five differ

ent scenarios. We notice that in the naive case where the consumer selects 

a provider without considering its trustworthiness, it obtained almost half of 

the profits as in the ideal case. On the other hand, the optimistic consumer 

is also unable to make high profits by transacting with the most trustworthy 

service provider. Evidently, this issue demonstrates the differences between 

the qualification and honesty of providers in delivering the services based 

on the consumer's preferences. As such, the honest provider would not nec

essarily be a competent transaction partner and the qualified transaction 

partners are not mandated to deliver their services honestly. Besides, since 

in the optimistic case there is no competition between providers, the trust

worthy provider can take advantage of this condition and can offer a higher 

price with a lower quality of service. 

We also observe that, integrating the trust and reputation techniques, the 

consumer in the realistic-1 and realistic-2 cases can almost achieve the op-
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timal profits achieved in the J deal case. However, the partial personal expe

riences of the consumer in realistic-1 helps it to obtain more profits than in 

the realistic-2 case where the consumer has absolutely no experiences with 

the providers. Statistical analysis based on paired t-tests confirms that the 

mean profits of the consumer in the realistic-1 case are significantly higher 

(p < 0.05) than the mean profits of the consumer in the realistic-2 case for 

all days starting on Day 6. 
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Figure 5.6: The expected profit of a consumer in five different scenarios 

Similarly, the loss of the consumer in different scenarios is plotted in Fig

ure 5. 7. The interesting point that we may consider is that the loss of the 

na1ve consumer is almost the same as the profits it obtained in the first ex

periment , which indicates the random selection of service providers in the 

environment where half of them are dishonest. This result justifies the ne

cessity of employing the trust calculation engine in an open uncertain en

vironment where participants are not obliged to act truthfully. The second 
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worst case happens for the optimistic consumer. The result implies that se

lecting highly-trustworthy providers does not necessarily imply choosing the 

highest-quality provider unless it is accompanied by the appropriate qualifi

cation measurement. Aside from the ideal case, the result of the consumer in 

the realistic-1 case outperforms other cases because it exploits the advisers ' 

feedback, the proposed trust techniques and auction model in addition to its 

personal knowledge in its service selection decision. Statistical analysis based 

on paired t-tests confirms that the mean loss of the consumer in the realistic-

1 case is significantly lower (p < 0.05) than the mean loss of the consumer 

in the naive and optimistic cases for all days. Furthermore, the mean loss of 

the consumer in the realistic-1 case is significantly lower (p < 0.05) than the 

the mean loss of the consumer in the realistic-2 case on all days starting on 

Day 5. 
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Figure 5. 7: The expected loss of a consumer in five different scenarios 

To examine the significance of modelling the trustworthiness of providers 
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and classifying them into honest and dishonest groups, we designed a series 

of experiments to illustrate the negative consequences of allowing dishonest 

providers to be involved in the auction. As is noticeable in Figure 5.8, in the 

naive case where consumers do not exploit the provider classification mech

anism, deceptive providers would gain higher profit than honest providers 

when the majority of them are unfair (right-hand diagram, with 20% hon

est providers). This matter is reversed for consumers in the realistic-2 case. 

That is, in this case, consumers evaluate the quality of providers and filter 

out the dishonest ones so that the competition happens exclusively between 

honest providers. Thus, deceptive providers do not have any chance of partic

ipation and gaining any profits in a different population tendency. Statistical 

analysis based on paired t-tests confirms that the mean profits of dishonest 

sellers in the naive case are significantly higher (p < 0.05) than the mean 

profits of honest sellers for all days, when the majority of providers are unfair 

(right-hand diagram). However, the results were not found to be statistically 

significant when 50% of providers are dishonest. The t-test analysis further 

confirms the significant difference between the profits of honest sellers in 

comparison with dishonest ones in the realistic-2 case in all environmental 

conditions (left-hand and right-hand diagrams). 

In the TOSS model, we attempt to give more value to honest providers 

with higher trustworthiness values. We fulfill this goal by making the ac

tual preferences of consumers accessible to such providers. That is, the more 

trustworthy the provider, the closer W gets tow. To empirically examine this 
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Figure 5.8: The profit of providers when 50% of them are honest (left hand diagram) and the profit 
of providers when 20% of them are honest (right hand diagram) 

issue, we conduct an experiment in which provider S1 with a credibility of 0. 7 

and provider S2 with a credibility of 0.8 compete in the auction. As is notice

able in Figure 5.9, even though the credibility values of the providers are not 

significantly different from each other, their gained profits are considerably 

different. This is due to the fact that the consumer distinguishes providers by 

differently announcing its preferences pertaining to their credibility degrees 

(Equation 4.10). Also, statistical analysis based on paired t-tests confirms 

that the mean profits of S1 are significantly higher (p < 0.05) than the mean 

profits of S2 for all days. 

5.1.2.2 Evaluating the importance of modelling the similarity de

gree of advisers 

To observe the importance of modelling the similarity degree of advisers in 

an environment in which advisers with diverse levels of similarity exist , we 
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conduct a new set of experiments in which the advisers have different levels 

of similarity with the consumer in the realistic-1 and realistic-2 cases. The 

experiments are designed in such a way as to emphasize the positive influence 

of aggregating similarity measures into the consumer's profit , specifically in 

the environment where the standard deviation of the advisers ' similarity de

gree is high. In so doing, we adjust the weights of w1 and w2 of CR(c,Ak) and 

r (c,Ak) to 0.5. 

Figure 5.10 depicts the differences of the consumer's profit with and with

out taking the similarity measure into account in the realistic-1 case. We 

notice that the consumer's profit is almost the same when it integrates the 

similarity measure into the determination of the level of trustworthiness of 

advisers as in the condition when the trustworthiness degree is merely based 

on the adviser 's credibility. The reason for the robustness of the consumer's 

profit against the dissimilarity of advisers is because of its partial reliance on 
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its personal experiences in the realistic-1 case, which trivializes the advisers' 

reputation information about the providers in its decision making process. 

To support this conjecture, we calculate the ratio of the consumer's profit 

with the influence of the similarity measure (Pwsim) to the consumer's profit 

without employing the similarity measure (PwoSim) and observe the quality 

of the result over different values of the consumer's private weights (w ). This 

matter is perfectly illustrated in Figure 5.11. We notice that growing w, 

which signifies an increase of the consumer's personal experiences, reduces 

the impact of the similarity measure into the consumer's service selection 

decision. We can conclude that, having sufficient personal experiences, con

sumers would not be required to incur the cost of assessing the similarity 

rate of the advisers and, instead, compute advisers' trustworthiness values 

only based on their credibility. 
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Figure 5.10: The comparison of the consumer 's profit with/without the similarity calculation 
measures in realistic-1 case 

This point is completely different in the realistic-2 case. As is demonstrated 
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Figure 5 .11: The ratio of consumer's profit in realistic-I case with/without the influence of simi
larity degree across different private weights 

in Figure 5.12, the consumer's profit is almost 400% higher when it incorpo

rates the similarity measure into the determination of the influence degree of 

advisers. The consumer in the realistic-2 case is highly vulnerable against the 

dissimilarity degree of advisers since it only relies on their feedback, which 

could be influenced by their intrinsic characteristics and preference degrees , 

in its decision making phase. Through the identification of the advisers with 

identical and opposed taste and appropriately adjusting their influences in its 

judgement , the consumer could ensure that it communicates with the most 

profitable providers. 

It is important to remark that the substantial profits obtained as a result 

of employing the similarity rates of advisers , in addition to their credibility 

values , clearly prove that even the feedback of the most trustworthy advisers 

cannot vouch for the maximum utility of consumers per se. Thus, for opti

mum outcomes, consumers are require to consider advisers ' internal features 

like their similarity rate. 
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Figure 5.12: The comparison of the consumer's profit with/without the similarity calculation 
measures in realistic-2 case 

As a final experiment , we examine the consumer's profits in the realistic-1 

and realistic-2 cases, exploiting the similarity measures compared with the 

profit the consumer obtains in the ideal case when it has complete knowledge. 

The deviation of its profits from the expected maximum profits is illustrated 

in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.13: The comparison of the consumer's profit in realistic cases and ideal case 
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In the above series of experiments we have evaluated the performance of dif

ferent constituents of the proposed model in various environmental scenarios. 

We can conclude that, although an adequate number of personal experiences 

prevails over other available reputation information released by even the most 

credible advisers, evaluating advisers' degree of similarity in addition to the 

credibility assessment based on their dispositions would have a significant 

impact on the quality of results, specifically in the situation when direct ex

periences are scarce. That is, the efficacy of the realistic-1 case is almost as 

good as the ideal case with the proposed advanced social network, which is 

based on credibility and similarity measures, and the longevity factor. How

ever, the profit of the consumer in the realistic-2 case is lower than the one 

illustrated in the ideal case. Statistical analysis based on paired t-tests also 

confirms that the mean profits of the consumer in the realistic-1 case is not 

significantly different from the mean profits of the consumer in the ideal case. 

However, it shows a significant difference (p < 0.05) between the mean profit 

of the consumer in the realistic-2 case and the mean profit of the consumer 

in the ideal case for all days starting on Day 2. 

5.2 Comparative Experiments 

In this section, we explore the performance of our approach confronting dif

ferent scenarios and attacks in a cooperative e-marketplace in comparison 

with two representative approaches: the FIRE model [15) and the person-
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alized approach [59]. We picked out the important features of each model 

and conducted experiments to analyze how our model compares in similar 

conditions. For example, some experiments are dedicated to studying the ef

fectiveness of different approaches dealing with dynamicity in an environment 

like the situation when providers change their behaviours. We also evaluate 

the accuracy of different models coping with a majority of unfair participants 

and indicate how exploitation of the cognitive view of trust could improve 

the performance in such situations. We further compare various approaches 

in addressing the bootstrapping problem of newcomers having limited expe

riences. 

5.2.1 Performance Measurement 

To measure the performance of different approaches we have used the Matthew 

Correlation Coefficient (MCC) [61] to evaluate the quality of various ap

proaches in differentiation between honest and dishonest participants. MCC 

is a precise metric and it gives a single value for the quality of binary classi

fication and is calculated as follows: 

(5.1) 

where tp represents the number of advisers correctly detected as dishonest, 

tn signifies advisers correctly detected as honest. Also, fp represents honest 

advisers misclassified as dishonest and fn signifies dishonest advisers that 
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are incorrectly classified as honest advisers. The MCC value is in the range 

[-1, + 1]. A coefficient of + 1 indicates accurate detection, a coefficient of 0 

indicates an average detection quality and -1 indicates the worst possible 

detection. 

5.2.2 Cold Start 

Consider the scenario when consumer agent Chas recently joined the system 

and intends to bootstrap its relationship with its neighbours. In the Prob-Cog 

model, C relies only on its few personal experiences. On the other hand, in 

the personalized approach [59], C relies heavily on the public knowledge com

ponent when its personal knowledge is scarce. Exploiting public knowledge 

sounds promising when the majority of participants are honest. However, 

when an environment is controlled by a majority of deceptive participants, 

using public knowledge would be misleading. 

The first experiment demonstrates C's performance in classification of par

ticipants when it has a limited number of personal experiences using the 

Prob-Cog model and the personalized approach. It involves 100 advisers and 

3 providers. We vary the percentage of dishonest advisers from 0% to 95% in 

an e-marketplace. We then measure an average MCC value for the Prob-Cog 

model and the personalized approach with number of experiences commonly 

rated by both consumer C and advisers for the same set of providers set at 

10 and 40. Results are presented in Figure 5.14. It indicates that the person

alized approach produces high MCC when the majority of participants are 
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honest while its performance degrades as the percentage of dishonest partic

ipants increases in an e-marketplace. It also implies that as the amount of 

personal knowledge increases, the resistance of C against misleading opinions 

of the majority of participants increases considerably. Figure 5.14 also shows 

that the Prob-Cog model consistently yields high performance in every con

dition since public knowledge does not have any influence on its evaluation 

mechanism. 
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Figure 5 .14: Performance comparison of personalized & Prob-Cog approaches in classification .of 
advisers 

Dealing with insufficiency of personal experiences should not be restricted 

to consumer agents. Rather, it may happen that advisers with inadequate 

experiences unintentionally disseminate inaccurate information throughout 

an e-marketplace. Trust models must provide consumers with a mechanism 

to detect advisers with few experiences and reduce their influence in a con

sumer's decision making process. 

The next experiment demonstrates how the Prob-Cog model evaluates the 

competency level of an intrinsically honest but inexperienced adviser with 
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various amounts of experience. It involves one consumer C asking adviser Nk 

about its common experiences with 2 and 50 providers. Nk provides various 

percentages (0% to 100%) of differences in number of common experiences , 

presented by a normal distribution. 

The results indicate that the competency of even an honest adviser degrades 

as its number of experiences decreases (Figure 5.15). We also observe that C 

can effectively evaluate the competency level of Nk even with a limited set of 

providers. Results also indicate that the competency level of Nk drops more 

substantially if it provides unfair ratings (Figure 5.1) in comparison with the 

situation where it has insufficient ratings (Figure 5.15). 
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Figure 5.15: The competency degradation of Nk having different percentages of common experi-
ences 

5.2.3 Flooding 

From [49] we get the intuition that the degree of reliability and confidence in 

advisers ' opinions is directly related to the quantity of evidence they provide. 

This issue motivates advisers to provide a large number of ratings regarding 
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certain providers upon the request of consumers. That is, deceitful advisers 

could manipulate a consumer by flooding it with a large number of ratings to 

increase their reliability substantially. Also, newcomers may exaggeratively 

increase their number of ratings so as to conceal their lack of experience. 

This flooding problem affects the robustness and efficiency of trust models 

and should be dealt with effectively. 
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Figure 5 .16: The accuracy degree of the Prob-Cog model dealing with different percentages of 
flooding 

To address such a problem, the Prob-Cog model discounts the number of rat

ings provided by advisers and degrades their reliability degree using Equa

tions 3.2 and 3.4. The personalized model uses a different approach and 

exploits the concept of time window. It considers those ratings of advisers 

that are provided in the same period of time as the ratings of the consumer 

more valuable and underestimates others. 

The next class of experiment involves two consumers: 1) consumer C1 with 

few experiences and 2) consumer C2 with a sufficient number of experiences. 

We examine the accuracy of the Prob-Cog model in classifying the advisers 
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in a situation where different percentages of advisers ( from 0% to 100%) 

flood consumers by providing 100-150 more ratings than C1 and C2 . From 

the results in Figure 5.16, we can see that C2 (with sufficient experiences) is 

more accurate in classifying advisers than C1 ( with few experiences) against 

the flooding attacks of advisers. Statistical analysis based on paired t-tests 

confirms that the mean results of the accuracy is significantly higher for C2 

than C1 across all percentages of advisers' flooding starting at 25% (p < 0.05). 

However, this attack does not have any significant negative impact on the 

overall performance of the Prob-Cog model. 

5.2.4 Providers with Varying Behaviours 

Our Prob-Cog model adopts a promising mechanism for capturing the vari

ation in providers' performances. We have conducted specific experiments 

to demonstrate how our approach can accurately classify advisers in such an 

environment where providers continuously change their behaviour. This set 

of experiments involves 100 advisers, which are divided into three groups: 1) 

50% honest, 2) 25% deceitful who lie in a small amount and 3) 25% malicious 

with significant dishonesty. In this environment, providers have different lev

els of variation in their performance ranging from 5% to 100%. 

To examine the effectiveness of our approach compared with other models, 

we consider four different threshold evaluation mechanisms: 1) fixed low 

threshold /3 = 0.5 as is used in the Personalized approach [59], 2) fixed high 

threshold /3 = 1.0, 3) auto /3 which is exploited in the FIRE model [15] and 
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4) adaptive /3 + E which is used by the Prob-Cog model in the second layer 1
• 

The results of this experiment are plotted in Figure 5.17, indicating the con

sumer's accuracy in classifying different groups of advisers. Specifically, the 

second approach with fixed /3 = 1.0 performs worst when the mean variation 

of the providers' performance is low. In contrast, the performance of the first 

approach with fixed /3 = 0.5 degrades as providers change their performance 

significantly. By having the ability to monitor the actual variations of the 

providers' performances, only the third and the fourth approaches can main

tain a high level of classification accuracy. However, the Prob-Cog model 

outperforms other approaches as it fairly achieves maximum classification 

accuracy by integrating the factor of behaviour in its evaluation. Statistical 

analysis based on paired t-tests confirms that the mean value of the clas

sification accuracy of the consumer for the Prob-Cog model is significantly 

higher (p < 0.05) than the fixed low threshold approach adopted in the Per

sonalized approach when the providers' mean variation is greater than 0.45. 

It also shows overall significant differences in the mean value of the classi

fication accuracy of the Prob-Cog model in comparison with the fixed high 

threshold /3 = 1. 0 approach and the FIRE model across all variations of the 

provider's performance. 

The next experiment aims to highlight the influences of the cognitive view 

of trust in advisers' classifications. We learn that different Infview:cog val-

1 In this experiment, we assume that none of the advisers are filtered in the first layer 
so that ADCc c) = 0 
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Figure 5.17: Classification of advisers across different variations in providers' behaviours 

ues yield different performances in various conditions. More explicitly, in 

case consumers deal with low-variant providers, a high value of I nfview:cog 

degrades the classification accuracy significantly. However, it shows better 

results as the providers' performance variation is raised from 50% to 100%. 

As implied in Figure 5.18, assigning an average influence Inf view:cog = 0.5 

to the cognitive approach ensures consistently high performance throughout 

the experiment. 
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Figure 5 .18: Accuracy of advisers' classification having different cognitive preferences 
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5.2.5 Unbalanced Environment with Dishonest Major

ity 

Trust models should be able to effectively cope with the problem of unfair rat

ings. They specifically should perform ideally in a situation where a majority 

of participants act dishonestly in an environment. In the following series of 

experiments we examine the performance of the personalized approach and 

the Prob-Cog model in classifying participants when 5% to 90% of them are 

dishonest. In this environment providers change their performance from 35% 

to 45%. We consider two patterns for dishonesty: 1) a deceitful pattern which 

includes 50% of dishonest participants and 2) a complementary pattern which 

covers the remaining percentage of dishonest participants. We also assume 

that in both models consumer C has an adequate number of experiences2 

and advisers' ratings are provided in the same time window as consumer 

C. We adjust the Inf view:cog of the Prob-Cog model and the trustworthiness 

threshold of the personalized approaches to 0.5. 

Results are shown in Figure 5.19. We can see that the classification per

formance of the Prob-Cog model is higher than the personalized approach 

across different percentages of dishonest participants. This is mainly due 

to the static approach of the personalized approach in determination of the 

trustworthiness threshold. That is, it might happen that in the environ

ment where providers vary their QoS, this model labels honest participants 

2Based on this assumption, the weight of the public knowledge component in the 
personalized approach is negligible. 
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as dishonest. This issue shows its significant deficiency when a majority of 

dishonest participants prevail in the environment, resulting in the detection 

of fewer honest advisers. Statistical analysis based on paired t-tests indicates 

that the overall mean result of the MCC for the Prob-Cog model is signifi

cantly higher (p < 0.05) than the mean results of the MCC for the Personal

ized approach, across different percentages of dishonest advisers, starting at 

10%. 
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Figure 5 .19: The Prob-Cog model vs Personalized approach classification performance 

To better perceive the reasons behind the performance leaks, we compute 

the error rates (FPR and FNR) of these two models in detecting honest and 

dishonest participants dealing with different population tendency. Based on 

Figure 5.20, we observe that in the Prob-Cog model, when the majority of 

advisers are honest , the low value of ADC(c) in the first layer increases the 
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effect of the cognitive dimension. As such, the high value of c relatively 

amplifies the probability of misclassification of dishonest advisers as honest 

so that FNR 2'. 0. 

· -0 · Personalized Approach FNR 
0.4 . -'V!- Personalized Approach FPR 

+ Prob-Cog Model FNR 

0
_
3 

·• · Prob-Cog Model FPR ............................ ,. ,V.. 
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Percentage of dishonest Advisers 
90 

Figure 5.20: The Error Rate of Prob-Cog model vs Personalized approach 

On the other hand, in this model, when a majority of advisers turn out 

to be dishonest , it adaptively reduces c so as to degrade the influence of the 

cognitive dimension and behavioural modelling in trustworthiness evaluation. 

Even though this strategy helps consumer C to detect a high percentage 

of deceitful participants , there is a chance that honest advisers with low 

credibility will be misclassified as dishonest , resulting in a reduction of the 

classification performance ( F PR 2'. 0). 

In the personalized approach when C has sufficient personal experiences and 

the threshold is assigned to a low value, it can perfectly detect dishonest 

participants so that F N R = 0. However, since this model does not cap

ture the providers ' variations , C would highly misclassify honest advisers as 

malevolent (F PR> 0). In this series of experiments we observed that with 

the employment of the Prob-Cog approach we are able to detect more honest 
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advisers compared with other approaches. 

5.3 Evaluating zTrust According to the Pro

posed Comparison Framework 

The experiments conducted in previous sections indicate the efficacy of the 

proposed approach in various settings. However, to better observe how this 

trust model addresses the essential requirements of trust and reputation sys

tems presented in Figure 2.1, we have highlighted the dimensions that have 

been addressed in this trust model in Figure 5.21. We also summarize the 

features of the zTrust model in comparison with other approaches in Ta

ble 5.5. 

Apart from the hard features, which encompass the systems' architecture, 

reputation management engine and adopted information sources, zTrust deals 

with the bootstrapping problem of newcomers and MAS dynamism effectively. 

That is, as depicted in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.1, consumers exploiting 

zTrust can satisfactorily classify advisers even with a limited number of ex

periences. Moreover, the Prob-Cog model shows its scalability if the number 

of participants ( e.g. providers) is changed in the e-marketplace. Also, using 

the proposed updating mechanism in Section 3.6, consumers can monitor any 

changes in advisers' behaviours and update their credibility value adaptively. 

However, this trust model is yet to address the problem of newcomers with 

no experiences (R6). 
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zTrust models the reliability and honesty of advisers in an effective manner 

(R7). To tackle the problem of volatility in providers' behaviours, the Prob

Cog model equips consumers to discount reputation information provided 

by advisers considering their recency of information (R8a). Based on this 

principle, advisers with more recent information have higher effect on a con

sumer's decision making process. Besides, consumers consider the variation 

in providers' performance in their threshold management mechanism in order 

to fairly judge the quality of advisers who might be treated differently by the 

same set of providers over time, as depicted in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 

(R7a). However, this model is yet to detect the discrimination behaviours 

of some providers who provide preferential treatment to some participants 

(R7e). Also, as illustrated in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.15, the consumers can 

filter out the advisers with an insufficient number of experiences using the 

probabilistic layer. This matter signifies that the Prob-Cog model differ

entiates between the honesty and the competency of advisers in providing 

reputation information by proposing separate evaluation measures to calcu

late each of these attributes individually (R7b, R7d). Also, as demonstrated 

in Section 5.3.3, the Prob-Cog model combats the ballot box stuffing prob

lem by discounting the number of ratings provided by advisers and degrades 

their reliability degree accordingly (R7c). 

Finally, exploiting the multi-criterion rating approach, consumers are pro

vided with the ability to ask advisers to communicate their negotiated crite

ria along with their preferences over them with a common set of providers. 
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In this case, consumers are able to effectively measure the similarity rate of 

negotiated context and criteria. 

Figure 5.21: zTrust addresses dimensions of the comparison framework proposed in Chapter 2 
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Table 5.5: The features of zTrust across the dimensions of the framework in comparison with other approaches presented in Chapter 2 

T&R Systems RI R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 
a b a b C a b C d a b C d a b a b a b C d e a b 

FIRE y YI y y YIY y y y p p y y p y I pa 
REGRET y Al y y YI y y y y y y 

,-.... I Model by Yu &; Singh YI y y y p5 y p y y c.,, 
0:, 

I Al N/A N/A TRAVOS y y y y y y pc y 

PeerTrust y YI y y y N/A N/A y y pa y y pc y 

BRS ye A1 I y y y N/A N/A y y pg pn pc y 

Personalized Approach y IY y y y pm y y y y 

zTrust Y\Y YI I y y YI y y p y y y y y 



5.4 Concluding Remarks 

We have conducted various experiments to demonstrate the performance of 

the zTrust model in different settings. The empirical results show the utility 

of the Prob-Cog model in terms of disqualifying participants with insuffi

cient experiences, detecting malicious and deceptive participants, recogniz

ing dispositions of various participants and, specifically, how consumers with 

personalized thought-frames evaluate the same adviser differently. 

In particular, experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the Prob

Cog approach in terms of adjusting agents' trustworthiness based on the 

percentages of unfair ratings they provided. Trustworthiness of advisers will 

be decreased more/less if advisor agents provide more/fewer unfair ratings. 

Our approach can effectively model the trustworthiness of advisers even when 

consumers do not have much experience with providers. 

We also have shown that the TOSS model, our service selection solution, 

yields very good results in different settings. In particular, it would increase 

the profits and decrease the loss of the consumer even in a situation when 

the consumer lacks in personal experiences. We also depicted the benefits 

of modelling the similarity degree of advisers in addition to their credibility 

values. We notice that a consumer's profit is reduced if it does not consider 

the similarity degree of advisers in the realistic cases, specifically in the situ

ation when a consumer has a limited number of experiences. The results are 

generally of good quality even in hostile situations in which cheaters make 
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up a high percentage of the overall providers and bid service quality with 

remarkable variances from the actual delivered QoS . 

Furthermore, we have carried out a set of experiments to compare the over

all performance of three representative approaches: the FIRE model, the 

personalized approach and the Prob-Cog model, in different scenarios. We 

specifically examined some prominent scenarios, including ones dealing with 

participants' lack of experience, advisers flooding consumers with many rat

ings, providers' dynamicity and e-marketplaces with a majority of dishonest 

participants. Such empirical studies are useful for highlighting the impor

tance of the capabilities of our Prob-Cog model. 

We measure the accuracy of different approaches in detecting honest advisers 

when a majority of advisers are unfair, when providers vary their behaviours 

to different degrees and when consumers lack in personal experiences. We 

notice that the Prob-Cog model performs the best as it is able to better 

classify advisers in the aforementioned situations in comparison with other 

approaches. We have shown that, owing to the limited observation of the 

environment, it is not a sensible idea to exploit the public knowledge as the 

environment might be controlled by a majority of dishonest participants. We 

notice that the Prob-Cog model could successfully differentiate honest par

ticipants from dishonest ones in the cold start problem. We also verified how 

our approach effectively detects advisers with insufficient experiences and 

reduces their competency degree proportionately. Notably, results indicate 

that through the proper adaptation of the employed thresholds, consumers 
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are able to identify more honest advisers compared with other approaches in 

different environmental circumstances, specifically when a majority of par

ticipants are unfair and when reliable advisers are scarce. 
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Chapter 6 

Determining the Optimal 

Reporting Strategy in 

Competitive E-Marketplaces 

In open multi-agent based e-marketplaces, some selling agents may be ma

licious and may not deliver products with the same quality as what they 

promised. Thus, buying agents need a means to assess the quality of differ

ent sellers offering a particular product and select the most profitable seller 

who best meets the buyers' requirements. Reputation systems [18, 15, 24] 

are a particularly effective approach for buyers to evaluate sellers. In such 

systems, if a certain buyer does not have adequate personal experience with 

some candidate sellers, it will disseminate queries to other buyers ( also called 

advisers) to acquire information about the sellers. Based on the reporting 
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of seller information provided by the advisers, the buyer can then model the 

reputation of the sellers (representing their quality). However, in such open 

environments, advisers may untruthfully report information about seller rep

utation because of their internal dispositions being deceitful or malicious. 

In Chapter 3, we provided a trustworthiness calculation mechanism called 

Prob-Cog to deal with the problem of unfair ratings. This model attempts 

to detect malicious, deceitful and incompetent advisers and disqualify them 

for the role of adviser. On the other hand, this approach helps buyers to 

cognitively model the behavioural disposition of their neighbours and to se

lect a subset of them as a trustworthy advisers. Furthermore, in Chapter 4, 

we present a trust-oriented service selection method called TOSS to equip 

buyers to subjectively choose the best possible products that maximize their 

profits based on their preferences and the trustworthiness of the potential 

seller. 

So far, in this thesis we have discussed cooperative electronic marketplace 

environments where the number of high quality products provided by good 

selling agents is unlimited. Thus, buying agents often share seller information 

without the need to consider possible utility loss. However, when those good 

sellers have limited inventory, buyers may have to be concerned about the 

possibility of losing the opportunity to do business with the good sellers if the 

buyers provide truthful information about sellers, due to competition from 

other buyers. One example is a hotel booking system for a famous tourism 

area during a peak season since booking a satisfactory hotel is often difficult. 
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Similar marketplaces also include second-hand markets where some used and 

workable goods (e.g. second-hand textbooks) are often in short supply and 

have lower prices. Also, different buyers may aim for the same kind of high 

quality products. These buyers compete to discover the high quality sellers 

who will maximize their utility, in order to conduct business transactions 

with these sellers before their stock runs out. 

Based on the above discussions, we intuit that other buyers (advisers) may 

not behave as expected in competitive e-marketplaces. That is, the reporting 

behaviour of the advisers may not only be dependent on their endogenous 

characteristics (i.e. competency), because competent advisers may not al

ways be willing to cooperate with buyers by reporting truthful reputation 

information about sellers. Thus, when choosing their reporting behaviour, 

buyers should carefully examine the trustworthiness (quality) of advisers in 

reporting seller reputation information, by also taking into account the will

ingness of advisers. In addition, buyers should have in mind both possible 

competition and provision of valuable seller information from advisers. 

In this chapter, we discuss competitive e-marketplaces where some selling 

agents may be dishonest and where good quality products offered by sellers 

are limited. In such a competitive environment, selecting the most profitable 

sellers as transaction partners is challenging, especially when buying agents 

lack personal experience with sellers. 

We propose a trust-oriented mechanism built on a game theoretic basis. It 

consists of two major components, trust-oriented seller reporting (TOSR) 
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and the TOSS model. 

In Section 6.1, the TOSR component is proposed for buyers to determine their 

optimal reporting strategy, by enabling buyers to establish a balance between 

the possibility of losing business opportunities because of truthful reporting 

and the possibility of not receiving truthful seller information from advisers 

if the buyers report untruthfully. In this component, buyers not only model 

the competency of advisers in reporting seller information, but also advisers' 

willingness in sharing the information. Based on the modelling results, the 

buyers choose the reporting behaviour that maximizes their utility. Our 

mechanism thus provides buyers with a means to strategically determine 

their reporting behaviour. 

In Section 6.2, we present experimental settings and some simulation results. 

To evaluate the proposed trust-oriented mechanism, we have conducted three 

experiments. In the first experiment, we validate the mechanism in a compet

itive electronic marketplace environment. We measure the utility of different 

buyers with various reporting behaviours confronting different types of sellers 

with varying behavioural patterns. We observe that the utility of buyers with 

strategic reporting behaviours surpass others as they can have a better chance 

of transacting with more profitable/trustworthy sellers. The experimental re

sults also demonstrate that the novel modelling of advisers' willingness in our 

mechanism is particularly valuable in helping buyers to gain better utility. 

In the second experiment, the trust modelling based on TOSR is compared 

with three existing trust models, namely TRAVOS [44], BLADE [36] and 
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the Personalized Approach [59], in three environments with different levels 

of competition. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed 

trust modelling approach can outperform other approaches, especially in a 

competitive environment. In the third experiment, we compare the trust

aware seller selection with the original FSBP auction to verify the second 

component in the three environments with different degrees of competition. 

We observe that buyers using the trust-aware seller selection approach can 

obtain higher utility and conduct transactions with more trustworthy sellers, 

especially in a competitive environment. The experiments also confirm that 

the trust-aware seller selection can effectively protect buyers from conducting 

transactions with untrustworthy sellers, which provides incentive for sellers 

to be trustworthy in e-marketplaces regardless of their inventory. 

6.1 TOSR: '!rust-Oriented Seller Reporting 

In this section, we present the trust-oriented seller reporting component of 

our trust-oriented mechanism by first introducing its game theoretic basis 

and then describing how buyers should model the trustworthiness of other 

buyers by considering both their competency and willingness. 

To clarify, we summarize the notation in this section as follows. 
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Symbols Explanation 
i the index of advisers 
j the index of sellers 
A the set of advisers, ai E A 
s the set of sellers, SJ ES 

b a buyer 
Vp(ai) the importance degree of ai 

Tr(ai) the trustworthiness of an adviser 
Tr(sj) the trustworthiness of a seller 
Cp(ai) the competency of an adviser 
Wi(ai) the willingness of an adviser 

RiJ the rating vector provided by ai for BJ, Tk E RiJ 

l~JI the length of vector Rij 

RbJ the rating vector of b for SJ 

Pr(RiJ) the probability of a positive outcome based on Rij 

Cr(RiJ) the reliability degree of Rij 

Un(ai) the uncertainty degree of ai 

Dh(ai) the dishonesty level of ai 

Oe(sj) the expected outcome of SJ 

Oa(sj) the actual outcome of SJ 

Hb(ai) the honesty degree of b in revealing information to ai 

r(ai) the opinion of ai 

n(sj) the private reputation of SJ based on Rbi 

TA(s;) the public reputation of s1 based on Rii where ai EA 

Table 6.1: The explanation of notation 

6.1.1 Game Theoretic Basis 

As it has been mentioned, buyers in a competitive e-marketplace must make 

a trade-off between the probability of losing opportunities to do business 

with good sellers because of their truthful reporting and the probability of 

not being able to quickly discover good sellers if they always report un

truthfully about sellers. One possible reporting strategy is that a credible 

buyer provides spurious reports despite its disposition so as to mislead oth

ers and prevent them from transacting with the best sellers. The second 

strategy is that a credible buyer might opt to behave based on its endoge-
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nous behavioural characteristics and constantly provide truthful information 

regardless of reporting strategies adopted by others. Clearly in both cases, 

such buyers cannot achieve the largest utility in the long run. The buyers 

adopting the first strategy will not be able to gain truthful information about 

sellers for quickly discovering trustworthy sellers. The buyers adopting the 

second strategy will lose opportunities to do business with good sellers be

cause of competition from other buyers. Given these arguments, we claim 

that buyers should be provided with a mechanism to strategically determine 

their reporting behaviours. 

Our proposed mechanism is based on the well known game theoretic con

cept, the Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma (IPD) game. In the IPD, the game 

is repeated indefinitely. In each round of the game, where buyers decide 

to purchase certain products, they evaluate the expected payoff that they 

can obtain for adopting different reporting strategies and select the one that 

yields the largest payoff. 

l~I Cooperate I Defect I 

R T 
Cooperate R K 

K p 
Defect T p 

Table 6.2: Prisoner's Dilemma payoff matrix 

Theoretically speaking, in the IPD game, each strategic buyer has some 

amount of private information about sellers, but not enough to effectively 
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choose a good seller with whom the buyers will conduct transactions. There 

are two strategies for the strategic buyers (i.e., cooperate and defect), and 

the payoff matrix is shown in Table 6.2. If two strategic buyers cooperate 

by providing each other truthful seller reputation information, each buyer 

will gain a certain unit of reward R ( or R) 1 , as both of the two buyers 

can make a better decision in choosing sellers. If one buyer cooperates and 

the other defects, then the cooperator receives K ( or K) and the defector 

gains T ( or T). Since the cooperator receives untruthful information, which is 

provided by the defector, he would make a worse decision, which leads to K < 

R. Meanwhile the defector can make an even better decision based on the 

truthful information shared by the cooperator and the decreased competition 

for the limited good sellers through misleading the cooperator, which leads 

to R < T and R < T. In the case where both of the two buyers defect by 

providing untruthful information, both of them will be punished by obtaining 

a lower payoff P (or P) satisfying P < R (or P < R) due to the misleading 

effect caused by untruthful information. Given that one buyer defects, the 

other buyer will be misled for certain and he will prefer to defect rather 

than cooperate, because its truthful information provided will increase the 

competition for the limited good sellers which makes his payoff even worse, 

i.e. K < P and K < P. Therefore, we can conclude that K < P < R < T 

( and K < P < R < T) in competitive marketplaces. 

1 R is not necessarily equal to R but in the experiments of this paper we assume that 
they are the same. The model can also be applied to the case where the value of R is 
different for each buyer. 
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Similar to the IPD principles, in competitive marketplaces, if buyers intend 

to exchange seller reputation information for only a few rounds, the dominant 

strategy for both buyers is to defect. However, if a buyer wants to operate 

for a long period of time, the buyer may choose cooperation and accept the 

probability of lower payoff during the first few rounds to increase the proba

bility that partners will also cooperate with the buyer in future rounds. We 

thus calculate the expected payoff of buyers for continuing mutual cooper

ation in the IPD game adopted in competitive marketplaces (i.e., exposing 

truthful reputation information), inspired by the idea presented in [42], as 

follows: 

(6.1) 

where Vp represents the importance degree of the interaction partner. Since Vp 

can positively foster cooperation between buyers (i.e., a buyer would prefer 

to cooperate with a more important buyer, and the formalization of Vp is 

available in the following subsection), we consider this effect by multiplying 

Vp by the expected utility. 

ii = 1 - , 1 and 'Y2 = 1 - , 2 are the factors in [O, 1] discounting the expected 

payoff obtained in the future through the cooperative action between buyers, 

implying that it is preferable to obtain a payoff in the current interaction 

rather than in future interactions. This idea has been motivated by the 

Bellman Equation (46] capturing the fact that an agent's reward does not 

only depend on the immediate reward but also its future discounted rewards. 
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, 1 and 12 indicate the age of the two buyers respectively, i.e. the duration 

that the two buyers have been in the e-marketplace, which is maintained 

by the central server. Each buyer has a certain purchase mission, which 

will be started right after the buyer joined the marketplace. As the age of 

buyers increases, they would be closer to finish their missions and leave the 

marketplace. Therefore, the possible future opportunity of interacting with 

each other decreases proportionately. If either of 11 = 1 - ,1 or 12 = 1 - ,2 
is very small, the promise of future payoffs is not sufficient to encourage the 

buyers' cooperative behaviour. 

Similarly, the expected payoff of the buyers with the defection action (i.e., 

reporting untruthful seller reputation information) can be computed as fol

lows: 

(6.2) 

Equation (6.2) implies that, in our proposed approach, a buyer prefers to 

defect towards an unimportant buyer (adviser). It is also noticeable that 

in our mechanism, a strategic buyer calculates the payoff of defection be

haviour by assuming that interaction partners adopt a "Grim" strategy (the 

most unforgiving strategy) for the next rounds of the game when the inter

action partners detect the buyer's defection behaviour, despite the variety 

in the partners' reporting behaviours and their liberty to adopt different re

porting strategies. Based on the Grim strategy, a buyer will also initiate an 

interaction with the cooperation behaviour. However, a single defect by the 
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interaction partner will trigger defection from the buyer forever. 

To formalize the importance degree of the interaction partner ( as used in both 

Equations (6.1) and (6.2)), we further define a distribution of Vp(Tr(ai)) = 

-log(l-Tr(ai)) [42] where Tr(ai) represents the trustworthiness of the partner 

( adviser ai), which will be formalized in the next section. We specifically 

employ this distribution model as it provides a low-value stakes when Tr(ai) 

is in [O, 0.5] and it provides a high-value stakes when Tr(ai) falls within [0.5, 

l]. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates this distribution more clearly. Using this distribution, 

buyers appreciate those partners with high trustworthiness by adopting co

operative attitudes in their interactions. 
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Figure 6.1: The importance degree of partners based on their trustworthiness modeled by buyers 
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6.1.2 Modelling the Trustworthiness of Advisers 

In our mechanism, buyers model the trustworthiness of other buyers ( called 

advisers). The results will be used for determining the buyers' reporting 

strategies (Equations 6.1 and 6.2). The trustworthiness assessment of advis

ers is attributed to two constituents: 1) the competency of advisers, which 

signifies the credibility /honesty of advisers; 2) the willingness of advisers, 

which captures the attitudes that advisers adopt in truthfully reporting their 

information. The key idea is that a competent adviser may not always be 

willing to cooperate with the buyer by reporting truthful reputation infor

mation about sellers unless the adviser makes sure that the buyer would have 

a trustworthy attitude towards the adviser once a request is made. 

The trustworthiness of an adviser ai, where ai EA= { a1 , a2 , .•• , an}, is then 

calculated as follows: 

(6.3) 

Here, C0 (ai) E (0, 1) is the competency of advisor ai in reporting accurate 

seller information, and Wi(ai) E (0, 1) is the willingness of ai in truthfully 

reporting seller information. We will describe the modelling of these two 

factors in the next two sections. 

6.1.2.1 Modelling the Competency of Advisers 

Suppose that a buyer b sends a query to advisers requesting information 

about sellers S = { s1 , s2 , .. , Bj, .. , sm} on the outcomes of the interactions 
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between the advisers and sellers occurring within a time threshold t ( which 

diminishes the risk of changeability in sellers' behaviour). Adviser ai responds 

by providing a rating vector Rii for each seller, for example si. It contains 

a tuple (r, s) which indicates the number of successful (r) and unsuccessful 

( s) interaction outcomes with seller Sj, respectively. Once the evidence is 

received, for each ~i, buyer b calculates the expected value of the probability 

of a positive outcome (Pr(Rij)) for seller Bj based on a beta distribution [18] 

as follows: 

(6.4) 

Clearly, 0 < Pr(~i) < 1 and as it approaches O or 1, it indicates unanimity 

in the body of evidence [49]. That is, particularly large values of s or r 

provide better intuition about an overall tendency and quality of sellers. In 

contrast, Pr(Rij) = 0.5, (i.e. r = s) signifies the maximal conflict in gathered 

evidence resulting in increasing the uncertainty in determining the quality 

of sellers. Based on these intuitions, we are able to calculate the degree of 

reliability and certainty of ratings provided by advisers. More formally, let x 

represent the probability of a successful outcome for a certain seller. Based 

on Definitions (1) and (3) in [49], the reliability degree of each ~i can be 

defined as follows: 

(6.5) 

Following [49], reliability is at a minimum when Pr(~i) = 0.5. As such, the 
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less conflict in their ratings, the more reliable the advisers would be. However, 

buyer B should not strictly judge the advisers with rather low reliability 

in their Rii as deceptive advisers since this reliability factor could signify 

both the dishonesty of advisers and the dynamic and fraudulent behaviour 

of sellers reported by the advisers. For example, some malicious sellers may 

provide a satisfactory quality of products in some situations when there is 

not much at stake and act conversely in other occasions associated with a 

large gain. 

To address this ambiguity, buyer b computes Pr(Rbj) and Cr(Rbj) from her 

personal experience, Rbj, with a set of sellers S with whom the advisers 

also have experience.2 Through the comparison of advisers' metrics with 

the buyer's own, the buyer would have more trust in those advisers with a 

similar rating pattern and satisfactory level of honesty. More formally, buyer 

b measures an average level of dishonesty of ai by: 

(6.6) 

It may also happen that an honest adviser lacks experience with sellers. Thus, 

despite her inherent honesty, her reliability degree is low and she should not 

be highly trusted. To address this, we introduce an uncertainty function 

Un(ai) to capture the intuition of information imbalance between Band Ai 

2Here, we choose a set of sellers Sc {s1, ... ,sm} with whom buyer b has sufficient 
experience, to make sure that the buyer has sufficient knowledge to judge the advisers. 
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as follows: 

(6.7) 

The competency degree of ai is then calculated by reducing her honesty based 

on her certainty degree as follows: 

(6.8) 

6.1.2.2 Modelling the Willingness of Advisers 

In our mechanism, the strategic buyer b mathematically formulates the will

ingness of an adviser ai considering two factors: 1) the difference between the 

adviser's opinion about the requested seller, r(ai), which is the interaction 

outcome of adviser ai with a particular seller that is shared with b, and the 

mean value of the ratings provided by all advisers and the buyer b; 2) the 

degree of honesty, Hb(ai), of the buyer bin revealing the reputation informa

tion to adviser ai, which is the ratio of the number of truthful ratings to the 

total number of ratings provided by ai. More formally, the trustworthiness 

of an adviser is calculated as follows: 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 
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where µ indicates the mean value of the provided ratings by all advisers 

and the buyer b. The Dev(~) indicates the difference accumulated during 

the previous transactions until a period t - 1, and the Dev(ai) is the one 

considering the transaction period t. 

Suppose that the buyer b wants to calculate the willingness of the adviser 

ai after obtaining the actual interaction outcome with the recommended 

seller. To calculate Dev(ai)' the buyer b first calculates the mean value, µ, of 

the ratings provided by all the advisers. Then, b continuously accumulates 

the differences of a/s rating, r(ai), with the computed µ (considering the 

previous deviation of ai 's ratings captured through Dev(~)) . Note that 

we specifically exploit the ex function since it exponentially grows as the 

difference between the adviser's rating and the mean value increases. To 

calculate Hb(ai), b calculates the ratio of the number of honest ratings to 

the total number of ratings it has been shared with ai. The key intuition 

is that ai would be more likely to share honest ratings with the buyer b if 

the buyer b retaliates accordingly and has provided honest information to 

ai when requested. Finally, we multiply these two factors to calculate the 

willingness of ai as ITT ( ai). 

Note that the strategic buyer initially assumes that advisers provide ratings 

according to their endogenous behavioural characteristics evaluated as the 

competency in the previous subsection, and thus adjusts Wi(ai) = 1 for all 

advisers. However, as time progresses, the strategic buyer learns advisers' 

attitudes and updates their willingness accordingly. 
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The buyer also takes into account the differences of the behavioural dispo

sitions of advisers and would not degrade their willingness unless their rat

ings significantly diverge from µ in certain circumstances. Equations ( 6.11) 

and (6.12) demonstrate the conditions where the willingness of an adviser 

should be updated. After each business interaction, a buyer examines the 

two conditions. If either of these conditions has been satisfied, the buyer will 

continuously update the willingness of the adviser using Equation (6.9). 

More formally, given the expected interaction outcome, Oe(sj), and the ac

tual outcome, Oa(sj), of the buyer with a seller Sj, the willingness of adviser 

ai would be updated under the following conditions: 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

To explain, in the case where Oa(si) surpasses Oe(si) by E percentage, which 

is a threshold to trigger the updating, a strategic buyer updates those advisers 

whose ratings are significantly below µ. In Equation ( 6.11), r, represents 

an acceptable level of dispersion in advisers' feedback. We calculate the 

ratio of a ( the standard deviation of the provided ratings) and µ as the 

coefficient of variation, which articulates the quality of dispersion of the 

provided ratings. As a/µ approaches 1, it shows a bad dispersion of the 
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rating reports, which is an indication of an environmental circumstance in 

which almost half of the advisers act honestly and the rest act maliciously 

with a complementary pattern of cheating [54]. Through proper adjustment 

of T/, buyers are able to detect advisers with dishonest reporting behaviour 

and degrade their willingness values appropriately. 

On the contrary, if the actual transaction outcome is lower than the predicted 

value, i.e. Oa(sj)<(l-f)XOe(sj), a strategic buyer adjusts the willingness of 

advisers whose ratings are aroundµ. In Equation (6.12), the situation with 

a/µ < TJ implies an environmental condition where a majority of advisers 

mislead buyers to inaccurately assess the quality of sellers by reporting exag

geratedly incorrectly-positive feedback regarding queried sellers. In contrast, 

since a/µ > TJ represents the condition where the distribution of honest and 

dishonest advisers is rather balanced in the e-marketplace, our mechanism 

reduces the willingness of those advisers whose ratings are greater than µ. 

Note that through introducing f, we give strategic buyers the flexibility to 

adaptively determine the acceptable margin of differences between Oa(si) 

and Oe(sj) pertaining to their own behavioural patterns and environmental 

conditions. 

6.2 Experimentation and Results 

We have conducted three sets of experiments and the results are presented 

in the following three subsections. 
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In the first set of experiments, the validation of the proposed mechanism is 

presented. We evaluate the efficacy of the TOSR component of our proposed 

trust-oriented mechanism and examine how different types of buyers deal 

with different sellers in a competitive resource-limited electronic marketplace. 

In the second set of experiments, we compare the proposed trust modeling 

approach with three existing trust models, namely TRAVOS [44), BLADE 

[36), and the Personalized Approach [59), in three types of environments with 

different levels of competition. 

In the third series of experiments, we compare the TOSS model presented in 

Chapter 4 with the traditional multi-attribute FSBP auction model in three 

types of environment, so as to demonstrate the performance of our proposed 

service selection mechanism in different environmental circumstances. 

6.2.1 Experimental Setting 

Thee-marketplace environment used for experiments is populated with self

interested buyers and sellers, and is operated for 30 days. In thee-marketplace, 

there are 100 buyers in total, and they have a set of goals of making a pur

chase of a particular product on each day. Sellers have limited inventory and 

supply their products with different qualities of service (QoS). 

We assume there are 100 sellers to supply the same kind of product with 

different QoS every day. Therefore, the total number of participating sellers 

in our system is 100*30 in the 30 days. Among the sellers on each day, half of 

them are honest and their QoS value of each attribute (i.e., Vk* ( Sj) in Equa-
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tion ( 4.8)) varies from [0.6, 0.95], and the other half are dishonest with their 

QoS within [0.1, 0.4]. Those values are chosen from a uniform distribution 

in the given ranges. In addition, the QoS of a product provided by the hon

est sellers differs a little from their reported QoS by a value chosen from a 

normal distribution N(0.15, 0.02). On the other hand, dishonest sellers have 

actual QoS values that differ greatly from their reported values by a number 

chosen from the normal distribution N(0.65, 0.02). 

Moreover, sellers have limited inventory, where we consider three environ

ments: competitive environment, semi-competitive environment, and non

competitive environment, where the inventory number each seller has in these 

environments is 1, 100/2, and 100 respectively. If each seller has only one in

ventory, we can see that the number of high quality products is much smaller 

than the number of buyers, which makes it a competitive environment. While 

the inventory increases to 50, the most trustworthy sellers can serve half of 

the buyers but still cannot satisfy all buyers, which is the reason we refer to 

this case as a semi-competitive environment. Finally, the non-competitive 

environment is the case where the inventory of each seller is equal to the 

number of buyers (i.e., 100). 

As such, we characterize different environments based on their supply/ de

mand ratio. In a competitive environment, sellers have limited inventory 

(each seller has only one product). So, in an environment with the same 

number of buyers and sellers, the supply of good products is lower than their 

demand as the QoS of some sellers cannot satisfy the demand of buyers. For 
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a non-competitive environment, sellers have unlimited inventory. Each seller 

provides a large number of products sufficient for all the buyers. Thus, in 

a non-competitive environment, the demand for good products can be fully 

satisfied by the supply and there is no competition for the good products. 

In a semi-competitive marketplace, good sellers have an average amount of 

inventory sufficient for half of the buyers, thus the demand for high quality 

products is semi-competitive. 

The other characteristic that we envision for different environments is that in 

the competitive environment, half of the buyers would perform (i.e. provide 

seller reputation information) according to their behavioural dispositions, 

and the other half would behave otherwise. For example, in a competitive 

market, an inherently-honest buyer may intentionally provide false feedback 

about the QoS of a particular seller (with which it is interested in transacting 

in the future) to others. Likewise, in the semi-competitive environment, 3/4 

of buyers would behave based on their credibility, and the other 1/4 behave 

despite it. Finally, in the non-competitive environment, all buyers would 

perform based on their internal characteristics. This intuition is naturally 

supported by the premise from the social sciences [29] stating that people 

might behave despite their actual dispositions in certain situations. That is, 

honest people may carry out dishonest acts consciously and deliberately to 

maximize their profits. 

In the simulations, we set some parameters for the latter experiments. We 

randomly select the value of , 1 and , 2 used in Section 6.1 from the normal 
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distribution N(0.05, 0.01) for different buyers. We also set the threshold 'T/ in 

Equations (6.11) and (6.12) to be 0.7 and€ used in Equation (4.5) to be 0.1. 

We also run experiments with different possible values for those parameters 

and obtain similar results, as the purpose of the experiments is to simply 

show that our proposed mechanism is beneficial. 

6.2.2 Validating the Proposed Mechanism 

The validation experiments contain the following three parts. The first two 

parts are to validate the TOSR component of our system. More specifically, 

we investigate the benefit of being trust-strategic buyers as well as the advan

tage of modeling advisers' willingness in the competitive marketplace. The 

third part shows the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism in coping with 

dynamic seller behaviour. 

6.2.2.1 The benefit of being trust-strategic buyers 

In the first three experiments we articulate that adopting honest attitudes 

would not always lead to the optimum outcome, especially in a competitive 

marketplace. Instead, by acting strategically and by modelling the willing

ness of even the most competent advisers, buyers would be able to find the 

best possible sellers. In these experiments, we consider three types of buyers, 

20 buyers for each type: 1) ALLC: the competent buyer with a cooperative 

attitude, who always provides truthful information about seller reputation; 2) 

ALLD: the competent buyer with a deceptive attitude, who always provides 
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untruthful information about seller reputation;3 3) the trust-strategic buyer, 

who strategically decides the quality of reported seller reputation informa

tion based on our proposed mechanism. In these experiments we assume 

that sellers do not change their behaviours when transacting with different 

buyers in this e-marketplace. Thus, the time threshold t is set to oo in this 

case. In latter experiments, we will evaluate the effect of sellers' changing 

behaviours. 

In Figure 6.2, we notice that buyers with the ALLD strategy surpass others 

in the first few rounds as they receive accurate seller reputation informa

tion from others but send distorted information in return. However, trust

strategic buyers would analyze and learn their behaviours as time passes and 

adopt an appropriate strategy to counter ALLD buyers properly. Our mech

anism provides such buyers with the ability to obtain maximum profits in 

comparison to their rivals. In this experiment, we also notice that ALLC 

buyers who blindly share truthful information will gain the worst profit in 

such a competitive e-marketplace. The mean results for the trust-strategic 

approach are significantly higher than those for the ALLC agents, for all 

days starting on Day 2 (p < 0.05, using a paired t-test). The same result is 

obtained by comparing trust-strategic agents and ALLD agents. However, 

the results do not flip in favour of trust-strategic until the end of Day 3. 

3The buyers adopting the ALLC and ALLD strategies only model the competency of 
advisers, that is Tr(ai) = Co(ai). 
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Figure 6.4: The differences of the actual utility of buyers vs the predicted utility 

In Figure 6.3, we demonstrate the average trustworthiness of sellers with 
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whom the different types of buyers have done business. It indicates that 

the buyers adopting the proposed trust strategy can discover a significantly 

larger number of trustworthy sellers to do business with. The mean results 

for the trust-strategic approach are significantly higher than those for the 

ALLC agents, for all days starting on Day 2 (p < 0.05, using a paired t-test). 

The same result is obtained by comparing trust-strategic agents and ALLD 

agents. The mean results for the trust-strategic approach are significantly 

higher than those for the ALLD agents, for all days starting on Day 1. 

Figure 6.4 shows the accuracy of trust-strategic buyers in predicting the 

expected utility of doing business with sellers. We notice that our mechanism 

enables such buyers to have more accurate predictions on the QoS of the 

products provided by their transaction partners in the future, in comparison 

with the other types of buyers. As such, the deviation of the actual profit 

and the expected utility of sellers is minimum for the trust-strategic buyers. 

The mean results for the trust-strategic approach are significantly lower than 

those for the ALLC agents, for all days (p < 0.05, using a paired t-test). 

The same result is obtained by comparing trust-strategic agents and ALLD 

agents. The mean results for the trust-strategic approach are significantly 

lower than those for the ALLD agents, for all days. 

6.2.2.2 The accuracy of modelling advisers' willingness 

In the second three experiments, we first evaluate the accuracy of mod

elling advisers' willingness by comparing the modelling results against the 
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pre-defined willingness of advisers. Considering the genuine willingness of 

buyers adopting the ALLC and ALLD strategies as 1 and 0, respectively, 

and the willingness of the trust-strategic buyer as 1 when Uc ~ Ud and 0 

otherwise, we calculate the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the trust-strategic 

buyer in predicting the actual willingness of advisers. The results are shown 

in Figure 6.5. The trust-strategic buyer initially assumes that the willing

ness of advisers is equal to 1 ( thus MSE > 0) in the first few days. As time 

progresses, the buyer will learn and adjust the advisers' willingness adap

tively so that MSE ~ 0. Note that the bumping point (day four) depicts 

the sudden change in the willingness of trust-strategic advisers from 1 to 0, 

implying that the cooperation payoff of advisers drops below their defection 

payoff (Uc< Ud). We notice that the trust-strategic buyer is provided with a 

mechanism to capture such changes and apply an appropriate update to the 

willingness of advisers in the next days. To evaluate the value of modelling 

the willingness of advisers in addition to their competency, we compute the 

expected profit of a group of trust-strategic buyers with the modelling of the 

willingness factor (using Equation 6.3) versus trust-strategic buyers without 

the modelling of willingness (i.e. Equation 6.3 is changed to Tr(ai) = C0 (ai)). 

From Figure 6.6, we can see that the obtained utility of the former group of 

buyers is significantly higher than the latter group who do not consider the 

willingness of advisers in determining their reporting strategy. This clearly 

indicates the necessity of integrating the willingness of advisers in the com

petitive marketplace where advisers might behave maliciously despite their 
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good competency. Statistical analysis based on t-tests also confirms that the 

mean results of the profit of the trust-strategic agents who adopt the willing

ness factor are significantly higher than those peers without the willingness 

factor, for all days (p < 0.05, using a paired t-test). 

In Figure 6. 7, we illustrate that the trust-strategic buyer with the ability to 

model the willingness of advisers is able to find a larger number of sellers 

with higher trustworthiness to conduct transactions with. The mean results 

of the sellers' trusworthiness for the trust-strategic agents who model the 

willingness of advisers are significantly higher than those peers who do not 

model the willingness of advisers, for all days (p < 0.05, using a paired t-test). 
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6.2.3 Comparing with Existing Trust Models 

The existing trust models we choose to compare with are TRA VOS, the Per

sonalized Approach, and BLADE. One common property shared by those 

trust models is that a buyer collects ratings (advice) from other buyers ( ad

visers) and aggregates those ratings as well as the buyer's personal ratings. 

Then, the aggregated trust value helps buyers to make a better decision on 

which sellers to choose to conduct transactions with. Therefore, those ap

proaches are comparable with our proposed approach. The advice shared by 
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buyers is the most recent ratings about the respective sellers. We equally 

divide the set of buyers into four groups: the first group would employ the 

proposed trust modelling approach, and the other groups implement the three 

existing comparable trust models respectively. The buyers in the four groups 

of our system model advisers' trustworthiness and seller reputation based on 

the assigned approach and choose a seller based on the proposed TOSS com

ponent. Advisers' credibility in providing advice is a value between [0.7, 0.9], 

following a Gaussian distribution with variance 0.02. Each buyer has some 

private information which is drawn from a normal distribution, with the mean 

being sellers' QoS and variance being 0.02. In these comparison experiments, 

buyers would behave according to the characteristics of the competitive en

vironment discussed in Section 5.1. More specifically, in the competitive 

environment, half of the buyers would provide seller reputation information 

according to their credibility, and the other half would always provide the 

opposite advice. In the semi-competitive environment, 3/4 of buyers provide 

advice according to their credibility, and the other 1/ 4 always provide the 

opposite advice. Finally, in the non-competitive environment, all buyers in 

the last four groups would provide advice based on their credibility. 

The profits of buyers in the four groups in the competitive environment are 

shown in Figure 6.8 and the sellers' average trustworthiness modeled by the 

four groups of buyers is presented in Figure 6.11. First, we can observe 

that buyers adopting our trust model outperform buyers in the other three 

groups. In the competitive environment, buyers in our trust model are trust-
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strategic and would only provide truthful advice for other buyers who had 

ever shared truthful advice with them. Therefore, the cooperation in pro

viding truthful advice helps buyers reveal trustworthy sellers. On the other 

hand, being aware of the competition in the marketplace, trust-strategic buy

ers are unwilling to share truthful advice with dishonest advisers, which can 

mislead those advisers and create an advantage for themselves in success

fully conducting transactions with honest sellers. Second, the personalized 

approach and TRAVOS perform in the second tier. In the personalized ap

proach, seller reputation is evaluated by combining private and public seller 

reputation together, and the public reputation is constructed only based on 

advisers' competency without considering advisers' willingness. However, in 

the competitive environment, competent advisers may provide untruthful ad

vice, which makes the performance of the Personalized approach worse than 

our model. In TRAVOS, buyers discount untruthful advice, and we also ob

serve in our experiments that nearly 17% of untruthful advice is discounted. 

As half of the advice in TRAVOS is untruthful, TRAVOS cannot discover all 

untruthful ratings, which causes its performance to be worse than our model. 

Third, BLADE performs the worst among the four models. In BLADE, buy

ers learn the Bayesian model of advisers in providing advice for each seller. 

However, sellers have only one inventory, which limits the learning accuracy 

and consequently buyers inaccurately accept untruthful advice. Therefore, in 

the competitive environment, our model can perform much better than these 

other trust models. Also, statistical analysis based on paired t-tests confirms 
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that the mean profit and the mean sellers' trustworthiness results for the 

trust-strategic approach are significantly higher (p < 0.05) than the compet

itive approaches, the Personalized, BLADE and TRAVOS trust models, for 

all days. 

In the non-competitive environment, the profit of buyers and trustworthi

ness of sellers modeled by different groups of buyers are shown in Figure 

6.10 and Figure 6.13, respectively. We can observe that all the trust models, 

excluding TRAVOS, perform similarly in the non-competitive environment. 

Because there is no competition between buyers, advisers would provide ad

vice according to their competency. Thus all models are able to select highly 

credible advisers and make a good seller selection. However, in TRAVOS, 

there is still almost 17.3% of advice that is discounted. The possible rea

son for the lower performance of TRAVOS is that it discounts some useful 

information, which may result in the effect that buyers cannot effectively 

choose their most profitable sellers. Furthermore, statistical analysis based 

on paired t-tests also confirms that the mean profit and the mean value of 

the sellers' trustworthiness for the trust-strategic approach are significantly 

higher (p < 0.05) than TRAVOS for all days. 
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Figure 6.9: The profit of buyers adopting different trust models in a semi-competitive environment 
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Figure 6.10: The profit of buyers adopting different trust models in a non-competitive environment 
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Figure 6.12: The sellers' average trustworthiness of buyers adopting different trust models in a 
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Figure 6 .13: The sellers' average trustworthiness of buyers adopting different trust models in a 
non-competitive environment 
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In the semi-competitive environment, the results are presented in Figure 

6.9 and Figure 6.12. As expected, the performance is between the com

petitive environment and the non-competitive environment. Our model can 

perform better than some approaches, but the advantage becomes smaller 

than the competitive environment due to the decreased competition of the 

e-marketplace. Statistical analysis based on paired t-tests also confirms that 

the mean profit and the mean value of the sellers' trustworthiness results 

for the trust-strategic approach are significantly higher (p < 0.05) than the 

BLADE and TRAVOS trust models, for all days, but the mean results are 

not statistically significant for the trust-strategic approach in comparison 

with the Personalized approach. 

To conclude, our trust modelling approach performs better than other mod

els. When the environment is more competitive, our model can present a 

larger advantage over others. Meanwhile, our model can achieve good per

formance in a non-competitive environment. Therefore, our model can resist 

against different competition degrees of e-marketplaces. 

6.2.4 Comparing with an Existing Service-Selection Ap

proach 

In this section, we present the experimental results of comparing the Trust

oriented Seller Selection (TOSS) model with the original FSBP auction ap

proach. 
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In a competitive environment, the utility of buyers who adopt different 

service-selection approaches is presented in Figure 6.14, and the average 

trustworthiness of selected sellers is shown in Figure 6.17. We can observe 

that buyers can achieve more utility and conduct more honest transactions 

by adopting our trust-oriented approach. As we define that the QoS of trust

worthy sellers varies from [0.6, 0.95], by using our approach, buyers would 

avoid less trustworthy sellers to obtain higher utility. Since buyers exploiting 

TOSS are able to more accurately assign the weights to attributes provided 

by sellers, they consequently make a better selection to maximize their util

ity. Statistical analysis based on paired t-tests also confirms that the mean 

profit and the mean value of the sellers' trustworthiness results for the buy

ers adopting a trust-aware multi-attribute FSBP auction in competitive e

marketplaces are significantly higher (p < 0.05) than those peers who adopt 

the original multi-attribute FSBP auction, for all days. 
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Figure 6.14: The utility of buyers adopting different service selection approaches in a competitive 
environment 
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Figure 6.15: The utility of buyers adopting different service selection approaches in a semi
competitive environment 
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Figure 6.16: The utility of buyers adopting different service selection approaches in a non
competitive environment 
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Figure 6.1 7: The sellers ' average trustworthiness of buyers adopting different service selection 
approaches in a competitive environment 
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Figure 6.18: The sellers ' average trustworthiness of buyers adopting different service selection 
approaches in a semi-competitive environment 
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Figure 6 .19: The sellers' average trustworthiness of buyers adopting different service selection 
approaches in a non-competitive environment 

In the non-competitive environment, the utility of buyers and the trustwor

thiness of selected sellers are presented in Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.19, respec

tively. From Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.19, buyers adopting the TOSS model 

can also gain higher utility and conduct transactions with more trustworthy 

sellers than the original FSBP auction approach. Compared with the case of 

the competitive environment, buyers adopting the trust-aware approach can 

perform better in a non-competitive environment by achieving more utility 
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and conducting transactions with highly trustworthy sellers. The possible 

reason is that the buyers can achieve a high probability of conducting more 

profitable transactions due to the fact that there is enough inventory provided 

by highly trustworthy sellers in the non-competitive environment. Statistical 

analysis based on paired t-tests also confirms that the mean profit and the 

mean value of the sellers' trustworthiness results for the buyers adopting a 

trust-aware multi-attribute FSBP auction in non-competitive e-marketplaces 

are significantly higher (p < 0.05) than those peers who adopt the original 

multi-attribute FSBP auction, for all days. 

In the semi-competitive environment, the experimental results are shown in 

Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.18. The performance of the TOSS model is better 

than that in the competitive environment, but worse than that in the non

competitive environment. 

Finally, we observe that the profit of untrustworthy sellers is zero and the 

profit of trustworthy sellers is quite similar in all the three environments as 

shown in Figure 6.20.4 The reason for this phenomenon is that in our pro

posed service selection approach, untrustworthy sellers are being filtered so 

that there is no chance for them to be selected as potential sellers by buyers. 

This provides incentives for sellers to behave honestly so as to increase their 

profits in all three environments with different competition degrees. 

4That is the reason why we only show one figure to present the profit of sellers with 
different types. 
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Figure 6.20: The profit of different types of sellers in trust-aware FSBP auction 

To conclude, buyers adopting the TOSS model can achieve higher utility and 

choose more trustworthy transaction partners. As well, sellers are shown to 

have incentive to be trustworthy regardless of their inventory. 

6.3 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we examined a trust-oriented mechanism for buyers in com

petitive e-marketplaces to strategically determine their reporting behaviours, 

regardless of their dispositions , but rather based on the trustworthiness of 

their advisers as well as the future opportunity of reliance on the advis

ers ' information about seller reputation (the trust-oriented seller reporting 

component). More specifically, in our mechanism, buyers are engaged in 

variable-length iterated Prisoner's Dilemma games. Buyers acquire repu

tation information regarding certain sellers from advisers and evaluate the 

quality of the received information through the modelling of advisers ' willing-
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ness and competency levels. Based on the modelling results, buyers predict 

the expected utility when taking different reporting behaviours and choose 

the one that maximizes the utility. 

We carried out different classes of experiments to verify the effectiveness of 

our proposed mechanism by simulating a competitive e-marketplace where 

buyers adopt different strategies for reporting seller reputation information 

and sellers may be malicious in delivering the promised products and in ad

dition change their quality of products over time. Experimental results show 

that our proposed trust-oriented mechanism provides a means for buyers to 

determine their optimal reporting strategy and achieve better utility. Experi

ments were conducted to analytically confirm the value of modelling advisers' 

willingness. They also indicate that our proposed mechanism creates incen

tives for sellers to be honest in delivering the quality of products as they 

promised. 

To examine the efficacy of our proposed approach in comparison with other 

existing trust models, we conducted various series of experiments for dif

ferent environmental types such as competitive, semi-competitive and non

competitive environments. We compare the proposed trust modelling ap

proach with three representative trust models: TRAVOS, BLADE and the 

Personalized approach. The results show that our approach can outperform 

others in terms of buyers' profits and transacting with highly trustworthy 

sellers, specifically in a competitive environment. 

Finally, we compare the TOSS model with the original FSBP auction ap-
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proach. The results show that buyers can gain more utility and choose more 

trustworthy sellers by adopting a trust aware approach, and seller incentives 

to be trustworthy have also been demonstrated. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

In this chapter, we conclude our work by highlighting its contributions, in

cluding the Prob-Cog approach, TOSS model and trust-oriented mechanism 

for competitive electronic marketplaces. We also discuss the main ways in 

which this research can be carried forward in the future. 

7.1 Research Contributions 

In this section, we summarize the contributions of this research to the state 

of the art, including the value of zTrust and its constituent components: the 

Prob-Cog model and the TOSS model, as well as the trust-oriented mech

anism for competitive e-commerce. Before that, we recap the requirements 

of Trust and Reputation (T &R) systems for different application domains in 

open multi-agent systems (MAS) (discussed in Section 2.2): 
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Rl: it should be equipped with a proper rating approach which can be a 

binary or multi-criterion rating system. 

R2: a T&R system should provide participating agents with the ability to 

identify reliable advisers in a centralized, decentralized or hybrid fashion 

based on the specification of the applied domain. 

R3: an efficient reputation calculation engine should be adopted by T &R 

systems which is capable of aggregating a variety of soft features' values in

herent in a specific application domain. 

R4: a T &R system should be able to provide reputation information in any 

circumstance. It should enable agents with different information components 

to deduce the trust value of their transaction partners. 

R5: each agent should be provided with context diversity checking to evalu

ate the similarity of its negotiating context intended to be experienced by a 

certain transaction partner with the one provided by its advisers in order to 

precisely judge the quality of its partner. 

R6: a T&R system should deal with the inherent dynamism characterizing 

open environments such as the bootstrapping issue of newly joined agents, 

and also should be scalable to a large number of agents that might be pre

sented in an open MAS. 

R7: it should provide agents with a means to measure the honesty, reli

ability, and competency of their advisers when evaluating their reputation 

information. A T &R system should also be robust against possible lying 

agents, ballot box stuffing, dynamicity in transaction partners' behaviours 
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and discrimination of transaction partners. 

RS: a T &R system should consider recency of the reputation information in 

trustworthiness evaluation. Also, it should be able to differentiate between 

first-hand opinions, second-hand opinions and so on. 

In what follows, we are going to show how these requirements are met by 

z'Irust and highlight its novelties. The novel mechanism developed in this 

research can be classified into the following areas: 

• Prob-Cog model: A generic framework to filter out malicious and in

competent participants which combines the probabilistic and cognitive 

views of trust. It allows a consumer to incorporate its subjectivity and 

behavioural disposition into the decision making process. This model 

aggregates several factors such as credibility degree, similarity rate and 

age in order to model the trustworthiness of advisers. In addition, 

adaptive threshold management is introduced to reflect a consumer's 

preferences on either view of trust when calculating the degree of cred

ibility of advisers. 

• TOSS model: A two-layered preference-oriented service selection frame

work that integrates trust and reputation management techniques with 

an advanced procurement auction model in order to choose the most 

pertinent service provider that meets a consumer's quality of service 

(QoS) requirements. 

We further proposed a trust-oriented mechanism for consumers in compet-
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itive e-marketplaces to strategically determine their reporting behaviours, 

regardless of their dispositions, but rather based on the trustworthiness of 

their advisers as well as the future opportunity of reliance on the advisers' 

information about seller reputation. Consumers acquire reputation informa

tion regarding certain providers from advisers and evaluate the quality of 

the received information through the modelling of advisers' willingness and 

competency levels. 

The remainder of this section discusses the results of the work in this thesis 

focusing on the above aspects in turn (in Sections 7.1.1 , 7.1.2 and 7.1.3, 

respectively). 

7.1.1 Value of the Prob-Cog model 

In Chapter 3, we proposed the novel decentralized Prob-Cog model for ef

fectively modelling the trustworthiness of advisers by combining two infor

mation sources - personal experiences and advisers' feedback - allowing a 

consumer 1) to model the credibility of an adviser, 2) to model the similarity 

degree of an adviser and 3) to discount advisers' information based on the 

recency of their feed back. 

The formalism of the Prob-Cog model amends the common view of trustwor

thiness [44],[59] by introducing a new definition for unfairness. We discussed 

that the intuition of unfairness could be explained across two dimensions: 

1) intentional, a) participants consistently acting malevolently and b) par

ticipants occasionally engaging in deceitful activities, and 2) unintentional, 
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as a results of a) lack of personal experiences and b) various behavioural 

characteristics resulting in different rating attitudes. 

This first component of the zTrust model is a two-layered filtering algorithm 

that combines cognitive and probabilistic views of trust [9] to mainly target 

the intentional group of unfair advisers. We show that modelling the trust

worthiness of advisers based on a strict judgement of the quality of their 

recommendations is not complete unless it is accompanied by the analysis of 

their dispositions. Thus, through the comprehension of their rating attitudes, 

a consumer agent could take appropriate steps to evaluate them. 

The Prob-Cog model deals with the bootstrapping problem of newcomers and 

MAS dynamism effectively. Experimental results show that consumers can 

satisfactorily classify advisers even with a limited number of experiences. 

Moreover, the Prob-Cog model shows its scalability if the number of partici

pants (e.g. providers) changes in thee-marketplace. Also, using the proposed 

updating mechanism in Section 4.2, consumers can monitor any changes in 

advisers' behaviours and update their credibility values adaptively. How

ever, this trust model is yet to address the problem of newcomers with no 

experiences (R6). 

This model deals with the reliability and honesty of advisers in an effective 

manner (R7). To tackle the problem of volatility in providers' behaviours, 

it enables consumers to discount the reputation information provided by ad

visers considering the recency of their information (R8a). Based on these 

principles, advisers with more recent information have a higher effect in con-
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sumers' decision making processes. Besides, consumers consider the variation 

in providers' performance in their threshold management mechanism in or

der to fairly judge the quality of advisers who might be treated differently by 

the same set of providers over time (R7a). However, this model is yet to de

tect the discrimination behaviours of some providers who provide preferential 

treatment to some participants (R7e). 

Also, based on the experimental results presented in Chapter 5, consumers 

can filter out the advisers with an insufficient number of experiences using the 

probabilistic layer. This matter shows that the Prob-Cog model differentiates 

between the honesty and the competency of advisers in providing reputation 

information by proposing separate evaluation measures to calculate each of 

these attributes individually (R7b and R7d). This model can further combat 

the ballot box stuffing problem by discounting the number of ratings provided 

by advisers and by degrading their reliability degree (R7c). 

Finally, exploiting the multi-criterion rating approach, consumers are pro

vided with the ability to ask advisers to communicate their negotiated crite

ria along with their preferences over them with a common set of providers. 

In this case, consumers are able to effectively measure the similarity rate of 

context and criteria (Rl,R5). 

We also carry out comparative experiments in a simulated dynamic elec

tronic marketplace environment where consumers and providers are possibly 

deceptive and where they may freely leave and join the marketplace. Ex

perimental results show that our Prob-Cog model in general performs better 
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than the Personalized approach and the FIRE model. Results also show that 

our approach performs much better than the Personalized approach, espe

cially when consumers do not have much experience with providers. Our 

approach performs well even when the majority of advisers are dishonest, 

when providers may vary their behaviours, and when advisers may provide 

a large number of ratings to flood the system. 

7.1.2 Value of the TOSS model 

We proposed a new QoS-based service selection mechanism with trust and 

reputation management support. The proposed framework supports a con

sumer in selecting services based on its required QoS. We introduced the 

TOSS model consisting of two layers. In the first layer, we proposed the 

provider classification mechanism, which provides a consumer with a means 

to evaluate the trustworthiness of providers through aggregation of its own 

previous experiences with the reputation information reported by its advisers. 

This mechanism allows the consumer to select a subset of the providers as po

tential providers. In the second layer, a consumer invites potential providers 

to join their trust-aware multi-attribute First-score Sealed Bid Procurement 

auctions, by announcing its QoS preferences on products to the providers. 

After receiving bids from the providers, a consumer will come up with the 

scores of the providers based on a scoring function. The provider whose score 

is the highest will be the winning provider. 

The TOSS model treats providers with varying reputation values differently 
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by giving providers with a higher trustworthiness value the opportunity to 

bid higher qualities of service to consumers and to increase their chance of 

winning the auction. Thus, this model provides incentive for providers to 

enhance their degree of honesty in the e-marketplace in order to increase 

their revenue by transacting with more consumers. 

Experimental analysis shows the value of the TOSS model in different en

vironmental settings. Considering different characteristics for consumers, 

including ideal, optimistic, realistic-1, realistic-2 and naive, we examined the 

utility and the loss of different consumers adopting our proposed service se

lection methodology. We have seen that the profit of consumers is maximum 

in the ideal case and in realistic cases, much worse in the optimistic case and 

the worst in the naXve case. Furthermore, we demonstrated that providers 

with higher trust values could obtain higher profits since a consumer differ

entiates providers by differently announcing its preference degree pertaining 

to their degree of credibility. Thus, the more honest the provider is, the 

closer the announced preference degree is to the actual ones, resulting in an 

increase in the provider's chance of winning the auction. 

We also carried out comparative experiments to compare the TOSS model 

with the original FSBP auction approach. We observed that consumers 

adopting the TOSS model can achieve more utility and conduct more hon

est transactions than the original FSBP auction approach in various envi

ronments with different levels of competition. Finally, we noticed that the 

profits of untrustworthy providers are all zero and the profits of trustworthy 
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providers are high in our proposed service selection approach in all types of 

environments since untrustworthy providers are being filtered so that there 

is no chance for them to be selected as potential providers. We intuit that 

the TOSS model can effectively protect consumers from conducting transac

tions with untrustworthy sellers, which provides incentive for providers to be 

trustworthy in e-marketplaces regardless of their inventory. 

7.1.3 Value of the Trust-oriented Mechanism for Com

petitive E-marketplaces 

We proposed a trust-oriented mechanism suitable for competitive e-marketplaces. 

The inherent characteristics of competitive e-markets means that existing 

trust models cannot perform optimally and consumers cannot strive and ac

cess high quality services in such environments. A consumer might adopt 

a strategy to perform selfishly and not share its true experiences or might 

altruistically decide to share its feedback honestly regardless of the fact that 

it might lose the opportunity to do business with high-quality providers to 

its competitors. From the experimental results, we learned that none of 

the above-mentioned behaviours leads to an optimum outcome. Thus, we 

proposed a trust-oriented seller reporting strategy, called TOSR, to assist 

consumers to establish a balance between the possibility of losing business 

opportunities because of truthful reporting and the possibility of not receiv-

ing truthful seller information from advisers if they report untruthfully. In 
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this component, consumers not only model the competency of advisers in 

reporting provider information, but also advisers' willingness in sharing the 

information, which is a missing feature in other models. Through compar

ing expected utilities of different behaviours, consumers choose the reporting 

behaviour that maximizes their utility. 

To evaluate the proposed trust-oriented mechanism, we have conducted two 

experiments. In the first experiment, we validate the quality of the pro

posed mechanism in a competitive electronic marketplace environment. We 

measure the utility of different consumers with various reporting behaviours 

confronting different types of providers with varying behavioural patterns. 

We observe that the utility of consumers with strategic reporting behaviours 

surpasses others as they can have a better chance of transacting with more 

profitable/trustworthy providers. The experimental results also demonstrate 

that the novel modelling of advisers' willingness in our mechanism is par

ticularly valuable in helping consumers to gain better utility. In the second 

experiment, the trust modelling based on TOSR is compared with three exist

ing trust models, namely TRAVOS, BLADE and the Personalized Approach, 

in three environments with different levels of competition. The experimental 

results demonstrate that the proposed trust modelling approach can outper

form other approaches, especially in competitive environments. 
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7.1.4 Value in General 

The aim of this research is to model actual trust experiences from the real 

world in virtual communities. We target electronic commerce where trust 

is demanded more due to the inherent features of such environments (i.e. 

the involvement of money) where people have more incentive to violate trust 

and to commit fraud. We formalize a trust model to capture different factors 

aiming to reflect human beings' cognitions and subjectivity when judging 

the trustworthiness of others. Therefore, we revisited the meaning of "un

fairness" given the indigenous characteristics of human users. We strongly 

believe that electronic commerce cannot succeed without trust between its 

community members. Furthermore, real-life trust is not achievable without 

visualizing traits of human beings when evaluating trust. 

Even though we believe that being honest is the right stategy to do in any 

circumstance, being realistic, honesty may cause a loss of opportunity in the 

competitive world where honest and dishonest people co-exist. We attempt 

to prove this premise in a competitive e-marketplace where people with dif

ferent intentions and attitudes participate. Based on the obtained simulation 

results, we confirm that people should behave strategically towards each other 

as honesty would not necessarily result in the best possible outcomes. 
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7.2 Future Directions 

Although zTrust makes a number of advances in the state of the art, there 

are still a number of ways in which this work can be further extended. These 

are now detailed in the remainder of this section. 

Determining the Trend in Providers' Behaviour: In the zTrust model, 

consumers used a recency factor to discount ratings gathered from advisers 

and their own experiences in order to consider possible changes in providers' 

performance by overweighting recent ratings over old ratings. However, it 

would add more value if consumers could estimate the general trends and 

behaviours of providers in a certain time interval. Imagine that advisers 

are able to share their perception about the trend of providers in a certain 

time interval in addition to their ratings reports. By observing the trend of 

providers, consumers can detect the volatility in providers' behaviours as a 

result of fraudulent activity or incapability. So, if a certain provider supplies 

satisfactory quality of service in most situations when there is not much at 

stake, whereas it acts conversely in some occasions associated with a large 

gain, its occasional fraud would be masked unless consumers aggregate the 

trend factor in measuring trustworthiness. Furthermore, if a consumer ob

serves variations in QoS of providers in the same time interval as it has been 

experienced by advisers, it can deduce that a certain service provider is inca

pable of handling the high workload being experienced and not easily judge 

it as deceptive and untrustworthy. Besides, by knowing the overall trend, 
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we can perceive if a particular provider is deteriorating over time. As future 

work, we want to develop a method to enable consumers to measure the 

general trend of providers in a certain time interval by aggregating all the 

acquired information. 

Developing an Incentive Mechanism: In the zTrust model, we pro

posed the Prob-Cog mechanism to enable a consumer to effectively model 

the trustworthiness of neighbours and to establish a social network of trust

worthy advisers. Afterwards, a consumer uses the feedback of such advisers 

in the proposed service selection approach so as to choose the most profitable 

transaction partner. 

However, in order to work effectively, zTrust needs a mechanism to elicit 

truthful ratings of providers from consumers and to promote providers' hon

esty in electronic marketplaces. The TOSS model proposed in Chapter 4 

promotes honesty of providers by increasing their chance of winning the auc

tion but we still need to develop an adaptive incentive mechanism in or

der to create incentive, promote honesty and encourage responsible attitudes 

among participants ( consumers and advisers) in competitive and cooperative 

e-commerce systems. The key intuition of proposing an incentive mechanism 

is that any society cannot achieve its maximal potential unless its members 

collaborate with each other by providing truthful information as well as as

sisting each other in ridding the community of deceitful participants. Based 

on this principle, we would like to design an incentive mechanism in such 

a way that a consumer expects two different kinds of information from its 
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neighbouring agents (advisers): 1) information about the reputation of the 

providers' quality of service (QoS) and 2) information about the dishonesty 

of the participants in their neighbourhoods. By examining the quality of 

information gathered from advisers, consumers determine their contribution 

level and take an appropriate action (i.e. reward or punishment) in return. 

Consumers periodically submit the contribution level of advisers into the cen

tral server, which has the authority to filter out the ones with the lowest level 

of contribution. Thus, using this mechanism, participants are encouraged to 

act honestly; otherwise, they would be ejected from community. 

Learning the Parameters: The proposed Prog-Cog model provides con

sumers with the ability to determine the trustworthiness of advisers. It pro

posed a multi-facet measure which combines the weighted credibility degree, 

age and the similarity degree of advisers to evaluate trust. However, deter

mining the importance of each of these parameters and the influence of each 

of them in modelling the trustworthiness of advisers still remains a chal

lenge. So far in zTrust, we are statically weighting these parameters. As 

future work, we need a method that would be able to adaptively determine 

the importance of each of these parameters by learning the environmental 

circumstances including the changeability in providers' performance. 

Bootstrapping problem of Newcomers: As seen in Chapter 5, the Prob

Cog model can deal with the bootstrapping problem of newcomers with little 

experience. Such participants can still select a subset of their neighbours as 

advisers even with a few experiences. However, zTrust still lacks a mech-
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anism to address the problem of newcomers with absolutly no experiences. 

A possible avenue for future work is to develop a mechanism that gives an 

opportunity to newcomers who just joined the market to safely transact in 

the market. One solution to this problem is to hire brokers in the market to 

sell ratings to newcomers. These brokers can be selected from the list of the 

most trustworthy advisers maintained by the central server. Thus, advisers 

are motivated to act honestly in the environment in order to earn the role of 

broker. Using this mechanism, newcomers also have a chance to earn back 

the money they paid for purchasing reputation information by acting hon

estly and may even make more money. 

Discrimination Detection: As pointed out in Chapter 2, an effective trust 

model should be able to detect the discriminative attitudes of providers. This 

type of discrimination leads to unfairly judging the honesty of advisers who 

have undergone preferential treatment of providers since their feedback con

flicts with the rest. We would like to enable the zTrust model to effectively 

cope with such problem. 

Availability of Information Sources: In the case where advisers do not 

have any experiences with specific providers, they would not be able to pro

vide consumers with the required reputation information they initially asked 

for. Clearly, the unavailability of an information source reduces the perfor

mance of trust models. To rectify this problem, trust models can use the 

idea of a "Referral Network" [55] such that advisers do not give reputation 

information but recommend other advisers to consult. Based on this, each 
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consumer does not need to maintain a large adviser list but is still able to gain 

sufficient information from a large pool of advisers. Evaluating the quality 

of referred advisers remains a challenge. One possible solution is to adjust 

(i.e. inflate or discount) the feedback gathered from a referred adviser based 

on the credibility of its recommenders. 

Collusion Detection: Collusion attacks happen when a group of malicious 

agents cooperate together by providing untruthful feedback in order to mis

lead other agents. Honest agents will be adversely affected by collusion in the 

marketplace. For example, suppose that a group of advisers receive commis

sions from certain providers to promote them to consumers while trashing the 

reputation of their competitors. This results in consumers unfairly judging 

providers and conducting business transactions with low-quality providers. 

The problem is worst in competitive markets where providers have limited 

inventory and where honest providers are scarce. The zTrust model is not 

concerned with proposing a mechanism to detect collusions between mem

bers, which opens an interesting direction for future research. 

Use our Models Beyond E-Marketplaces: For future work, we are also 

interested in using our models for different applications in real-time envi

ronments and in scenarios of system security. We have already adopted the 

trust-oriented mechanism presented in Chapter 6 in Mobile Ad hoc Networks 

(MANETS) [31) where ad-hoc nodes are engaging in a packet-forwarding 

game. Another valuable application is an intrusion detection network (IDN) 

where each node can increase the accuracy of intrusion assessment as well 
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as detect new types of intrusions through aggregating information collected 

from other nodes and its personal records of experiences. In this application, 

trust modelling seems to be an effective way to detect malicious parties who 

mislead others by propagating false information. We plan to employ the 

zTrust model in IDNs and monitor the performance of the IDN afterwards. 

Validating the Robustness of zTrust to Attacks: Robustness to attacks 

is an important metric to evaluate the efficacy of trust models. However, de

pending on the types of environment that trust models are initially designed 

and developed for, they have to be robust against different sets of attacks 

[32]. Here, we consider possible attacks of advisers that threaten the elec

tronic marketplace [60]. 

Constant attacks occur when dishonest advisers constantly provide unfairly 

positive ratings to dishonest providers while providing unfairly negative rat

ings to honest providers. 

Camouflage attacks can happen when honest advisers build their reputa

tion as honest advisers in the early stages by learning different trust models. 

However, advisers change their behaviours, which results in misleading trust 

models as they mostly assume that participants' behaviours are constant and 

stable. 

Sybil Attacks occur when dishonest advisers obtain lots of identities in the 

system and constantly provide unfair ratings to providers. This attack refers 

to the condition in which a majority of advisers perform constant attacks 

together. 
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Whitewashing attacks would occur when trust models do not support an 

identity management system so users can freely create new accounts and en

ter the system. This presents an opportunity for dishonest participants to 

whitewash their low trustworthiness by establishing new accounts with initial 

trustworthiness adopted by different trust models. 

Moreover, as elaborated in [23], different cheating behaviours of providers 

exist, such as reputation lag, Value Imbalance, Re-entry, Initial Window and 

Exit, which can threaten an electronic marketplace and reduce its function

ality. 

For future work, we will simulate these attacks to observe how zTrust can 

cope with them. 

7.2.1 Concluding Remarks 

In this thesis, we developed the zTrust model for effectively modelling the 

trustworthiness of advisers, along with a trust-aware service selection ap

proach that promotes honesty amongst providers and assists consumers to 

make optimized decisions in electronic marketplaces. We also proposed a 

trust-oriented mechanism well-suited to competitive marketplaces where hon

est providers have limited inventory. This mechanism provides consumers 

with the means to obtain required reputation information in such environ

ments where participants might not be willing to share their personal ex

periences and with an ability to optimize their profits. Our work thereby 

encourages the formation of web-based agent-oriented e-commerce applica-
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tions handled by human users. 

For future work, we plan to extend our models and develop more extensive 

experimental analysis to demonstrate the value of our work. We further plan 

to apply the presented models to real-world application domains like intrusion 

detection networks and to observe the applicability and performance of this 

approach in real-world environments. 
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